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Abstract
Application of wide-area monitoring and control for future smart grids with substantial
wind penetration and advanced network control options through FACTS and HVDC
(both point-to-point and multi-terminal) is the subject matter of this thesis.
For wide-area monitoring, a novel technique is proposed to characterize the system dy-
namic response in near real-time in terms of not only damping and frequency but also
mode-shape, the latter being critical for corrective control action. Real-time simulation
in Opal-RT is carried out to illustrate the effectiveness and practical feasibility of the pro-
posed approach. Potential problem with wide-area closed-loop continuous control using
FACTS devices due to continuously time-varying latency is addressed through the pro-
posed modification of the traditional phasor POD concept introduced by ABB. Adverse
impact of limited bandwidth availability due to networked communication is established
and a solution using an observer at the PMU location has been demonstrated.
Impact of wind penetration on the system dynamic performance has been analyzed along
with effectiveness of damping control through proper coordination of wind farms and
HVDC links. For multi-terminal HVDC (MTDC) grids the critical issue of autonomous
power sharing among the converter stations following a contingency (e.g. converter out-
age) is addressed. Use of a power-voltage droop in the DC link voltage control loops
using remote voltage feedback is shown to yield proper distribution of power mismatch
according to the converter ratings while use of local voltages turns out to be unsatisfac-
tory. A novel scheme for adapting the droop coefficients to share the burden according
to the available headroom of each converter station is also studied.
The effectiveness of the proposed approaches is illustrated through detailed frequency
domain analysis and extensive time-domain simulation results on different test systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The smart power systems of the future or ‘smart grids’ are envisaged to face several
new challenges, including the sheer complexity that results from the introduction of new
devices such as phasor measurement units (PMUs), advanced controllers and sensors on
equipment throughout the system, smart meters, electric and hybrid vehicles, substan-
tial penetration of asynchronous generation like wind and solar energy, and application
of power electronics in power systems like flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS)
and high voltage direct current (HVDC) technology [1]. Till date there appears to be no
unique definition to the term ‘smart grids’. One of the accepted definitions quoted in a
IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee document [2] is the following:
A smart grid is the electricity delivery system (from point of generation to point of con-
sumption) integrated with communications and information technology.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), US has fragmented the
smart grid in seven key domains: customers, markets, service providers, operations, bulk
generation, transmission and distribution [3]. In this thesis, the focus will solely be on
bulk generation and transmission.
The power generation and transmission system is spread over a vast geographical region.
The need for real-time monitoring through sensors installed in key locations all over
this huge infrastructure got significant impetus following the major blackouts in different
parts of the world [4]. The idea was to gain a system-wide observability of the events -
which can either be used for post mortem analysis or for corrective actions to stop the
spread of a collapse. With the advent of synchronized phasor measurement units (PMUs)
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in early 1980s, and advanced communication technologies, the vision of such wide-area
measurement systems (WAMS) has become a reality [5].
Along with the rapidly expanding applications of communication and information tech-
nology, the use of high power electronic switches in transmission systems has witnessed
a rapid growth towards achieving higher controllability. These devices - collectively be-
long to the FACTS and HVDC family - have enabled more effective use of the right of
ways [6]. Apart from increasing the power transfer capability of the transmission systems,
these devices can also be used to to damp inter-area oscillations through supplementary
control.
The power generation system is also experiencing large changes due to the increasing
penetration of renewable generation resources like wind and solar power. This type of
asynchronous sources employ power electronic converters - and are therefore expected to
impact the future smart grids in an unfamiliar manner. Other than the intermittency
issues related to this type of generation systems, there are challenges coming from the
interconnection of these resources from remote locations like deep sea (for offshore wind)
or deserts (for solar). Currently, plans are being drawn up to transfer the solar power
from sahara desert to the European grid through asynchronous (HVDC) transmission
system. A Pan-European Supergrid is envisaged to interconnect huge amount of offshore
wind energy to the main AC grid through a multi-terminal DC (MTDC) network.
It is obvious that the ever-changing nature of the future smart grid will potentially pose
enormous operational challenges and opportunities. On one hand the asynchronous na-
ture of generation and transmission will impact the system dynamic behavior and on the
other they will provide exciting prospect of control by leveraging the system-wide ob-
servability provided through WAMS infrastructure. Similarly, MTDC grids are expected
to provide advantages like high degree of reliability - and in parallel pose challenges in
terms of potential interaction with the interconnected AC systems.
In this thesis, application of wide-area monitoring and control for future smart grids with
substantial wind penetration and advanced network control options through FACTS and
HVDC (both point-to-point and multi-terminal) are presented.
1.2 Motivation
Since the 1996 blackout in Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) system,
there has been renewed emphasis on continuous measurement-based system monitoring
to avoid or restrict the spread of such a collapse [4]. Several events of abrupt line-tripping,
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load and generation shedding took place during this breakup leading to changes in modal
behavior of the system [7, 8]. The spread could possibly have been avoided following
appropriate operator intervention with accurate and near real-time knowledge of system
frequency and damping which are vital indicators of system stress and stability [9, 10].
Relative mode-shapes estimated in near real-time could also provide crucial information
about oscillation interaction paths and in turn might become critical for corrective actions
like generator and load tripping. Therefore, it is important to identify the dynamic
characteristics of the system i.e. damping, frequency and mode-shape accurately and in
near real-time to assist operators in taking measures to ensure system stability.
Till date, the WAMS infrastructure has primarily been used for monitoring and discrete
control or corrective actions [11, 12]. Recently, some utilities have shown interest in
employing remote feedback signals for damping power oscillations with closed-loop con-
tinuous control of FACTS devices [13–17]. Most utilities, although encouraged by this
exciting prospect, are still concerned about the consequences of problems in data commu-
nication either in the form of unacceptable latency or limited data rate. State-of-the-art
data communication infrastructures ensure that the latencies are generally limited within
milliseconds [18]. However, it could be as high as hundreds of milliseconds, or even more
under unusual circumstances [11,18,19]. Latencies less than or equal to tens of millisec-
onds do not interfere significantly with low frequency oscillations and can be tolerated
without paying attention. However, longer delays affecting the oscillation frequencies, al-
though relatively infrequent, cannot simply be ignored and should be considered during
the control design.
Present WAMS infrastructure typically uses a fast data rate of 25 to 60 samples per
seconds [11, 20]. This is more than adequate for wide-area damping control (WADC) of
low frequency (0.1 to 2.0 Hz) oscillations. However, utilities with years of experience with
WAMS, are contemplating wider use of networked communication (e.g. User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) Multicast) in place of dedicated serial communication in future. The
idea is to utilize the available bandwidth (BW) partly for WAMS usage and partly for
providing other data intensive services [21,22]. With networked communication likely to
be more common, impact of the data rate on the power oscillation damping controllers
is a matter of concern. Traditional approach of measurement and communication of
feedback signal in the realm of output feedback control (conventional feedback) is likely
to produce unacceptable performance under low data rate condition.
Future smart transmission grids are envisaged to be made up of significant amounts of
wind generation with a mix of AC and HVDC transmission. With increasing penetration
of asynchronous generation (primarily wind), it is imperative to understand the impli-
cations on system stability and dynamic performance. Of particular, although not only,
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interest is the impact on the damping and frequency of low frequency electro-mechanical
oscillations. It should be noted that the system support features, like power oscillation
damping, frequency regulation etc., that are usually demanded from synchronous genera-
tors, would also be increasingly applicable to the wind generators. It is therefore, critical
to develop a system level understanding of the influence of wind generators and identify
factors and ways of controlling them in a coordinated fashion. The control coordination
problem becomes more challenging when multi-modal oscillations are to be damped by
controlling multiple wind farms.
Transmission of large amounts of wind power would require new transmission facilities
and/or reinforcement of the existing ones. Besides conventional AC technology, signifi-
cant proportion of the transmission upgrade would be HVDC either to capture deep-sea
offshore wind power or interconnecting different geographical regions to tackle wind inter-
mittency problem. The impact of point to point voltage source converter (VSC) HVDC
transmission in conjunction with wind generation demands research attention since their
dynamic interaction is complex and influenced by a variety of factors. In this context,
power oscillation damping control action through supplementary modulation of active
and reactive power order of VSC HVDC link requires further investigation.
Besides point to point HVDC reinforcement to transfer extra power from wind farms, it
is envisaged that a sub-sea MTDC grid based on VSC technology would be built around
the North sea to tap the rich wind resource of the region and also interconnect the UK
and Nordic pool with continental Europe [23]. From network operators’ point of view,
possibility of an enormous loss of in-feed (tens of gigawatts) due to a single-point failure
in such VSC based MTDC grid is one of the major concerns. Following DC side faults,
isolating only the faulty component (a converter or a cable) of the MTDC grid is a chal-
lenge. Besides protection and DC breaker development issues, there are primary control
problems like autonomous sharing of power imbalance among the converters following a
converter or cable outage. Moreover, the MTDC grid could be required to provide AC
system support like frequency control.
1.3 Research Questions Addressed in the Thesis
Following the discussion in the previous section, the key research questions addressed in
this thesis can be summarized as:
• How to characterize the system dynamic response in near real-time in terms of
damping, frequency and mode-shape
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• How to handle time-varying signal latency in wide-area power oscillation damping
control
• What are the implications of using conventional feedback in damping power oscil-
lations under bandwidth constrained communication and how to get around those
issues
• What is the impact of asynchronous (wind) generation and transmission (HVDC)
on the system dynamic performance
• How to achieve proper control coordination amongst multiple wind farms in damp-
ing multi-modal inter-area oscillations
• What type interaction is expected between the MTDC grids with surrounding AC
systems and how to characterize their dynamic behavior
• How to achieve effective power sharing amongst the converter stations in MTDC
grids
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Estimation of damping ratio and frequency from measured signals is widely reported
in the literature. Standard techniques for ringdown/transient response are primarily
block-processing algorithms like Prony analysis [24], Minimal Realization Algorithm [25],
Steiglitz-McBride Algorithm, Eigensystem Realization Algorithm [26], Matrix-Pencil,
Hankel Total Least Squares (HTLS) [27] and Hilbert-Huang transformation (HHT) [28].
Under ambient condition block-processing techniques including spectral analysis [29], Fre-
quency Domain Decomposition (FDD) [8], versions of Yule-Walker (YW) algorithm [30],
numerical sub-space system identification (N4SID) technique [31] and recursive tech-
niques like Least Mean Squares (LMS) adaptive filtering [32], Robust Recursive Least
Squares (RRLS) [33] and Regularized RRLS (R3LS) [10] are reported. Some of the block
processing algorithms mentioned in [9] and recursive techniques like RRLS and R3LS
can be applied to ringdown response as well. It has been shown recently that versions
of YW [9] and recursive methods like RRLS and R3LS can be applied for near real-time
applications.
Although a lot of research attention has been focused on damping and frequency estima-
tion, not many papers exist on mode-shape estimation especially, in near real-time [34].
Identification of mode-shapes in ringdown scenario has been carried out with Matrix Pen-
cil [35], Prony [36], moment-matching [37] and principal component analysis (PCA) [38]
techniques. In [35], low frequency oscillations in the Eastern Interconnection (EI) are
analyzed based on generation trips in 2007, which was detected by the Frequency Moni-
toring Network (FNET). The mode-shape estimation was done based on frequency mea-
surement from the distribution systems, which are not power system state variables. The
complementary usefulness of small signal (Eigen) analysis and the Prony technique was
demonstrated in [36]. Since Prony is a block-processing algorithm, it was used to estimate
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the mode-shape as an oﬄine exercise.
A method to identify a single-input multiple-output (SIMO) model was presented in [37]
and the approximate dominant poles and associated system mode-shapes were computed
from the identified model. The technique uses rotor speed deviations of all generators as
output signals, when a mechanical power disturbance is applied to the input of a single
generator. The approach is in line with Prony algorithm. However, the explicit use of im-
pulse disturbance allows the estimation of the numerator of individual transfer functions.
Therefore, this technique is suitable for specific test conditions and is not applicable for
ringdown events like faults. On the other hand [38] uses principal component analysis
(PCA) technique to identify coherent generators in large interconnected power system
using measurements of generator speed and bus angle data. Results were presented for a
step disturbance in the torque of each generator within a test system. The computational
requirements of PCA is involved, as it requires singular value decomposition (SVD) and
therefore, is not suitable for near real-time applications.
A small-signal continuous modal parameter estimation technique which is a proprietary
method developed by Psymetrix was used in [39] for mode-shape estimation. Since
the algorithm needs a 3-minute window of measured signal under ambient condition,
it is only useful for oﬄine model validation. Spectral correlation analysis [34, 40] and
frequency domain decomposition (FDD) [8] have also been proposed for relative mode-
shape estimation from ambient data. Auto-correlation and cross-correlation functions
were computed during ambient condition through Welch Periodogram technique, which
needs a time window running into tens of minutes [34, 40]. The analytical relationship
between eigenvectors and measurements were also derived in [34]. FDD applies singular
value decomposition (SVD) to power density spectrum matrix. In [8], this technique was
used to estimate mode-shape from ambient data in 3-4 minutes.
In [41], a communication method and a channel-matching approach were compared
against the spectral technique. The communication method uses Hilbert transform to
realize a quadrature receiver, which in turn computes the relative magnitude and phase of
the mode shape. On the other hand, the channel-matching approach employs the method
of least squares (LS) to estimate the transfer function between two signals. Both requires
a Narrow Bandpass Filter (NBF) to isolate the mode of interest during the pre-processing
of data. Improvements were proposed for the channel-matching approach in [42] by elim-
inating the Narrow Bandpass Filter (NBF) and a similar technique was employed in [43]
using a Least-Squares (LS) algorithm based transfer-function (TF) approach. The TF
approach was shown to be more accurate compared to the spectral technique [43] for
ringdown/transient response.
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In TF approach the transfer-function between two output signals was estimated which in
effect is the ratio of the numerators of individual output-input TFs. Accurate estimation
of numerator is not always straightforward. Moreover, the estimated TF might be non-
causal [43] requiring the knowledge of channel delay - which could be an issue for a
near real-time realization. The communication approach [41] on the other hand is non-
parametric and seems to be more appropriate. However a Narrow Band Filter (NBF)
is required to pre-process the signal as it is suitable for handling only one mode at a
time. NBFs need the precise knowledge of center frequency and are typically high-order
filters causing delays. For practical applications the modal frequencies can change with
operating conditions requiring online adjustment of the center frequency.
From the above discussion, the following conclusions can be drawn regarding the tech-
niques reported in literature for wide-area monitoring:
• the methods compute the electromechanical mode-shape indirectly (e.g. either
through TF estimation of some form or through frequency domain approach)
• the proposed techniques can not estimate the mode-shapes in near real-time
As of today, WAMS has primarily been used for monitoring and discrete control [11]-
[12]. Recently, some utilities have shown interest in employing remote feedback signals
for damping power oscillations with closed-loop continuous control of FACTS devices/
HVDC [13–17]. One of the concerns, however, is the adverse impact of data communi-
cation problems like latency, BW restrictions etc. on the closed-loop performance and
hence secure operation of power systems. This in fact has inhibited practical deployment
of wide-area damping control (WADC) till today except for a few prototype or pilot
schemes. Following is a brief literature review on these issues in the context of wide-area
power oscillation damping.
Power system researchers, over the years, have come up with different approaches to cater
for latency [44, 45]. An approach based on optimal control with structural constraints
was proposed to design a two-level control structure for wide-area PSS in [45]. However,
a centralized controller is proposed which is not practical and no congestion at the phasor
data concentrator (PDC) was assumed.
Use of Pade approximation of nominal delays in the system model is at the heart of
many of the reported techniques. Suitable order of Pade approximation for different
delays needs to be selected carefully without introducing appreciable error. Since the
early work of Smith [46], several researchers have addressed the issue of fixed [47] as well
as time-varying [48] latencies in the control loops. An infinite dimensional representation
of delay was considered in a predictor framework [49,50].
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Classical Smith predictor (CSP) [46], was the first paper presenting controller synthesis
for time delayed systems. However, CSP faces a difficulty in ensuring a minimum damping
ratio of the close-loop system when the open-loop system has poorly damped modes.
Wantanable et al. [51] proposed modified Smith predictor (MSP) approach to overcome
some of the drawbacks of CSP. Unfortunately, the MSP formulation may give rise to
numerical instability for systems with fast stable poles. The concept of unified Smith
predictor (USP) has been proposed in [49, 50] to overcome the shortcomings of CSP
and MSP. The USP combines advantageous features of both the CSP and MSP. A H∞
controller was designed in [49,50] by solving the problem using linear matrix inequalities
(LMIs) with additional pole-placement constraints to ensure minimum damping ratios
for all dominant inter-area modes. Such fixed controllers perform ‘acceptably’ over a
range of delays but tend to be conservative [44] yielding suboptimal performance under
different scenarios. Moreover, most of these papers did not consider time-varying signal
latency in their studies.
A gain scheduling method via linear matrix inequalities, was evaluated in [44] for the
design of the supervisory power system stabilizer accounting for various time delays.
Conservativeness can be reduced through a gain-scheduling controller if the actual latency
is known from accurate time-stamping at both the PMU and the control centre. However,
continuous compensation of time-varying latency is hard to achieve as a large number of
pre-designed controllers might be required with provision for switching from one to other
depending on the actual latency.
Following the above literature review on latency compensation, it can be concluded that:
• proposed techniques suffer from conservativeness and as a result produces subop-
timal performance for a wide range of delays
• the behavior of PDC during the event of latency build-up and drop was not con-
sidered
• continuous compensation of time-varying latency was not demonstrated
One of the major concerns, for WADC is the risks associated with reliable and timely
communication of remote data. Published literature on WADC traditionally employs a
conventional feedback (CF) strategy, wherein the measured PMU signals are transmitted
via communication links to the control centers. Present WAMS infrastructure typically
uses a fast data rate of 25 to 60 samples per seconds [11,20]. This is more than adequate
for damping low frequency (0.1 to 2.0 Hz) oscillations using CF approach. However,
with lower data rates, there could be adverse impacts on closed-loop performance of CF
technique, which is yet to be investigated.
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In the control systems literature, the tradeoff between the satisfactory performance of
closed-loop control and feedback data rate is well established. It was mentioned in [52]
that better performance and stability margins are obtained by having feedback mea-
surements in a timely manner. On the other hand, performance degrades with reduced
data rate. To get around this problem, a model-based networked control systems was
proposed in [53] which incorporates a model of the plant, the state of which is updated
with the plants state. A necessary and sufficient condition for stability that results in a
maximum transfer time, which depends on the model inaccuracies was also established.
It was shown that, in the absence of plant disturbances, arbitrarily long transfer times
can be achieved depending on modeling errors.
Utilities with years of experience with WAMS, are contemplating wider use of networked
communication (e.g. UDP Multicast) in place of dedicated serial communication in
future. The idea is to utilize the available bandwidth (BW) partly for WAMS usage
and partly for providing other data intensive services like video-conference facility [21].
Svenska Kraftnt (Swedish National Grid) has already explored the possibility of using
a wide-area network (WAN) [22] to deliver multiple services like disturbance recording,
breaker supervision, control, maintenance and wide-area protection [54, 55]. This high-
lights an exciting prospect in favor of the fibre-optic technology - which incurs high initial
investment - but provides massive BW and inherent immunity to the radio frequency.
Similarly, there are plans to share the power line communication for WAMS, substation
networking [56] and broadband service [57]. A recent paper on latency computation for a
hypothetical wide-area control in the context of WECC system conjectured a hierarchical
configuration of data communication [18]. Possible use of the networked communication
was indicated for implementation of such control with a large number of sensory signals
from diverse geographical locations communicated to many distant zonal data concen-
trators [18].
With networked communication likely to be more common, impact of the data rate on the
FACTS controllers is a matter of concern. It should be reiterated that limited data rates,
although not common in state-of-the-art dedicated serial links, is more of a possibility in
shared networked communication especially, with growing traffic through the bandwidth
constrained channels.
The above discussion shows that:
• adverse impact on conventional feedback (CF) due to constrained bandwidth is yet
to be investigated in the context of wide-area control in power systems
• the notion of model-based networked control can overcome this problem which,
however, is not yet applied for WADC
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A detailed literature review of two potential problems related to wide-area damping
control using FACTS devices has been presented above. However, these issues were con-
sidered in the context of conventional power sources modeled by synchronous generators
(SGs). It is likely that the future grids will experience the co-existence of a significant
amount of wind generation with a mix of AC and HVDC transmission.
Several papers have looked into effect of wind penetration on small-signal stability of AC
systems [58–61]. In [58, 62], a typical operational situation was considered with a fixed
system load being supplied with different relative share of SG and doubly-fed induction
generator (DFIG) representing variations in wind speeds. Damping contribution of DFIG
when compared to SG was found to be higher or lower depending on the operating
condition in [58]. However, in [62], DFIG was always found to contribute positively to
system damping. Beside the different nature of the two test cases in [58, 62] the change
in tie-line flow was perhaps also a contributing factor. In [59], a futuristic scenario
where increasing load would be supplied by DFIGs keeping the SG outputs constant was
considered. In one of the case studies, the increasing loads were radially supplied by the
DFIGs with little influence on the rest of the system.
Transmission of large amounts of wind power would require new transmission facilities
and/or reinforcement of the existing ones. Besides conventional AC technology, signifi-
cant proportion of the transmission upgrade would be HVDC either to capture deep-sea
offshore wind power or interconnecting different geographical regions to tackle wind in-
termittency problem. Presence of HVDC links is likely to influence the system dynamic
behavior and at the same time present significant control opportunities. In this respect,
both CSC [63–66] as well as VSC [67, 68] options have been reported in the literature
but mostly in the context of conventional (SG based) generation. The impact of a mix of
synchronous and asynchronous generation and transmission on the dynamic performance
of the system in a unified framework is yet to be investigated.
From the above literature review we can conclude:
• the studies on the effect of DFIG penetration towards the frequency and damping
ratio of the inter-area mode of the system did not keep factors like loading, tie-flow,
penetration at sending vs receiving end etc. in isolation
• system impact of asynchronous (DFIG) generation and asynchronous transmission
(HVDC) has not been studied in a unified framework
While substantial penetration of wind energy, mostly through DFIGs would potentially
change the dynamic behavior of future power systems, system support features, like
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power oscillation damping, frequency regulation etc., that are usually demanded from
SGs, would also be increasingly applicable for wind farms. It is therefore, critical to
develop a system level understanding of the influence of wind generators and identify
factors and ways of controlling them in a coordinated fashion.
A few papers in the literature [59,62,69] have explored power oscillation damping through
DFIG-based wind farms. In [58,70], lack of participation of DFIGs in oscillatory modes
was highlighted. Despite this, most of the above papers have considered locally measured
signals for power oscillation damping through DFIG. Thus, the potential effectiveness,
which turns out to be much more for DFIG than an equivalent SG, of remote feed-
back signals was not explored. Also the relative controllabilities of the available control
variables were not properly assessed from a system theoretic point of view.
In [62] and [59], the PSS design for DFIG is based on the fundamental concept of damping
torque which is enlightening and works fine for individual wind farms. To facilitate net-
work support, the flux magnitude and angle control (FMAC) approach proposed in [62]
deviates from the vector control technique widely used by the wind farm manufactur-
ers. In the FMAC technique, the current limiting strategies used by the inverters are
compromised. Moreover, the supplementary control is illustrated for a unimodal sce-
nario with only one wind farm. For multiple inter-area modes required to be controlled
through multiple wind farms, a system level approach is required rather than looking at
individual wind farms to avoid possible adverse interactions and ensure optimal control
effort.
The following are the salient conclusions:
• FMAC approach reported in literature deviates from the vector control strategy
used by manufacturers, which might compromise converter current limiting etc.
• systematic approach of feedback control loop selection and controller design from
a system-theoretic point of view is yet to be reported
• control co-ordination amongst multiple wind farms in damping multiple inter-area
modes was not presented
Besides point to point HVDC reinforcement to transfer extra power from wind farms, it
is envisaged that a sub-sea multi-terminal DC (MTDC) grid based on VSC technology
would be built around the North sea to tap the rich wind resource of the region and also
interconnect the UK and Nordic pool with continental Europe [23]. A lot of research
attention has been focused on MTDC grids based on the current source converter (CSC)
technology. Modeling of such systems and representation in stability program are well
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reported [71,72]. However, VSC-based MTDC has received relatively less attention until
recent past when control strategies [73–75] were studied. There are certain limitations
in the studies of the VSC based MTDC grids reported in literature:
• Till now stability studies involving such grids is only based on time-domain simula-
tions. Modal (eigen values, mode shapes, participation factor etc.) analysis - which
is essential to characterize the system dynamic responses has not been presented.
• Interaction between the MTDC grid and surrounding multi-machine AC system is
yet to be reported.
• No analysis considering a fault on the DC grid followed by DC cable outage and
converter outage is presented in this context.
Usually, one converter station (slack converter) in the MTDC grid works in Vdc − Q
control mode, while the rest operate in P − Q control mode. Following the loss of a
converter pole, the slack converter adjusts its power to compensate for the change in
power. Due to this reason, the utility connected to the slack converter will observe a
sudden change in power level - which is undesirable. Ideally, sharing the burden of such
a loss/power mismatch needs to be appropriate in order to minimize the impact on the
neighboring AC system.
The concept of droop control [76,77] has been proposed in literature for power sharing and
frequency support [78] through MTDC grids. Fixed values of droop constants, primarily
based on the individual rating of the converters have been used. However, this does not
consider the actual loading condition and hence the headroom (difference between the
rated capacity and actual loading) available to share the additional burden. Similar to
converter-fed AC networks (e.g. a microgrid) [79], droop control impacts the stability of
MTDC grids. However, such impact of overall stability of the MTDC grid has not been
analyzed in any of the earlier work except through simulation studies.
2.1 Summary
To conclude, a literature review on the application of wide-area monitoring and control
for future smart grids with substantial wind penetration and advanced network control
options through FACTS and HVDC (both point-to-point and multi-terminal) is pre-
sented in this chapter. Salient conclusions regarding the drawbacks and/or gaps that
remain in the studies/methods/techniques reported/proposed in the body of literature
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are highlighted. This sets out the pretext of the research done in this thesis. The fol-
lowing chapters aim at solving these problems identified within the scope of wide-area
monitoring and control of future smart grids.
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Chapter 3
Wide-Area Monitoring
In this chapter, a phasor approach is proposed for estimation of damping and relative
mode-shape in near real-time during transient conditions. The proposed technique is
in line with the communication approach [41] but eliminates its drawbacks by using
Recursive Kalman Filtering algorithm along with online correction of modal frequencies.
Kalman filtering technique can achieve optimality in state estimation and its recursive
version has potential for real-time applications. Therefore, this technique is adopted in
this work for phasor estimation.
In the phasor approach, the measured signal is decomposed into an average value and a
number of oscillatory components expressed as phasors in rotating d-q reference frames
[80]. This concept was proposed and commercialized by ABB [81] for their product
phasor POD (power oscillation damping controller) [80, 82] and is now being used by
several utilities. In [80], the proposed phasor POD employed a new method to generate
the reactance reference for a TCSC, in order to provide damping in a power system. The
knowledge of the expected oscillation frequency in the power system was used to create a
coordinate system, which rotates with that frequency. In this coordinate system a phasor
representing the power swing was extracted from the input power signal. This approach
was implemented and successfully tested in the North-South Interconnection in Brazil in
March 1999 and has been in operation since then.
In this work, the phasor approach is used for estimation of damping and relative mode-
shape in near real-time during transient events. The time-varying magnitudes of the
phasors capture the oscillation amplitudes at every sampling instant which allows com-
putation of damping ratios through a moving window least squares error (LSE) approach.
Relative magnitudes and phase angles of the mode-shape are directly estimated from the
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variation of amplitudes and phase angles of the phasors with respect to a reference.
The phasor estimation algorithm is initialized with frequencies obtained during ambient
condition. These frequencies are corrected online with changes in operating conditions.
Moreover, de-trending of the measured signal is automatically achieved in near real-time
with time-varying dc offset captured in the average part. Unlike parametric approaches
(e.g. TF), which suffer from over-sampling due to extrapolation effects [83], the phasor
approach works satisfactorily with any sampling rate above a minimum value.
Case studies on the well-known 4-machine 2-area system and the 16-machine 5-area sys-
tem demonstrate the effectiveness of the methodology. Monte-Carlo simulations are car-
ried out to investigate the statistical variability in estimations due to random variations
in loads. Real-time simulation is also performed to ascertain the practical feasibility due
to computational burden. The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• Application of recursive Kalman Filtering algorithm for computation of the param-
eters in the phasor technique proposed and commercialized by ABB
• Application of the phasor approach for estimation of relative mode-shape, damping
ratio and modal frequency in near real-time during transient/ringdown conditions
3.1 Phasor Approach
Measured signals during transient condition consists of two components: constant or
slowly time-varying average and oscillatory components with one or more modal fre-
quencies. The idea of the phasor approach is to extract the oscillatory component(s) as
space-phasor(s) in synchronously rotating d-q reference frame(s) [80]. Thus the measured
signal S(t) (e.g. bus voltage, line current, real power flow etc.) can be expressed as:
S(t) = Sav(t) + Re
m∑
i=1
{
~Sph(i)e
jωit
}
(3.1)
where m is the number of modes in the signal. The space phasor is decomposed into d
and q components in the individual rotating reference frame as follows:
S(t) = Sav(t) +
m∑
i=1
{
Sd(i)(t) cosϕi(t)− Sq(i)(t) sinϕi(t)
}
(3.2)
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Here, ϕi(t) = ωit. Note that, ϕ0(i) = tan
−1
(
Sq(i)(t)
Sd(i)(t)
)
is the angle at which each estimated
space-phasor gets locked with its d-q frame of reference.
Recursive Kalman filter estimation approach is adopted to estimate the parameter vec-
tor Θ = [Sav(t)Sd(1)(t)...Sd(m)(t)Sq(1)(t)...Sq(m)(t)]
T following the standard steps [84,85]
shown below:
Step I: Calculate the prediction error:
ε(t) = S(t)− φ(t)Θ(t− 1) (3.3)
where, φ(t) is the regressor expressed as:
φ(t) = [1 cosϕ1(t)... cosϕm(t)− sinϕ1(t)... − sinϕm(t)] (3.4)
Step II: Compute the Kalman gain vector Kd(t):
Kd(t) =
℘(t− 1)φT (t)
R2 + φ(t)℘(t− 1)φT (t) (3.5)
Step III: Update the covariance matrix ℘(t):
℘(t) = [I −Kd(t)φ(t)]℘(t− 1) +R1 (3.6)
Step IV: Update parameter vector Θ(t):
Θ(t) = Θ(t− 1) + Kd(t)ε(t) (3.7)
The parameter vector Θ(t) is initialized with zeros while the covariance matrix ℘(t) with
a high value (104I). R1 is a diagonal matrix normalized with respect to R2 which results
in R2 being unity. Choice of R1 depends on the process noise covariance which is difficult
to know a-priori. Hence, R1 is tuned to attain a proper balance between the filter
convergence speed and tranquillity in parameter estimates [84,85]. Here the elements of
R1 were chosen to be 0.5 [84].
The basic concept of phasor extraction is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The modal frequencies
can be initialized with their nominal values obtained from linear analysis which might not
always be straightforward for large practical systems. To avoid this a self-initialization
method is employed where the estimation algorithms appropriate for ambient conditions
are used to obtain the frequency spectrum of the measured data to initialize the frequen-
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Figure 3.1: Extraction of oscillatory components in phasor approach
cies. It should be mentioned that historical data or operator experience might also play a
key role in this process [34]. This initial frequency is then updated with time depending
on the actual measurements.
Changes in frequencies with varying operating condition is tracked online through fre-
quency correction loops for individual modes wherein PI compensators minimize the error
between the phase angles in consecutive samples, see the dotted box in Fig. 3.1. The fre-
quency corrections are limited to ±0.1 Hz to avoid overlap between adjacent frequencies
present in a multi-modal signal. If more than one mode with same or very close frequen-
cies exist, the algorithm interprets the signal as a superposition of identical oscillatory
modes and fails to identify them individually. This happens as there can be different
interpretations of the same signal [86] which could be challenging. A free-running oscil-
lator (e.g. a VCO) can be employed for integrating the frequencies ωi to generate the
angles ϕi(t).
3.1.1 Estimation of Damping and Frequency
In phasor approach, the oscillatory component of the measured signal is transformed into
a set of phasors containing the amplitudes of individual modes. The ith estimated phasor
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in time domain can be expressed as:
∣∣∣~Sph(i)∣∣∣ =√S2d(i)(t) + S2q(i)(t) = S0(i)e−
ξi√
1−ξ2
i
ωit
(3.8)
where, ξi is the damping ratio, S0(i) is the amplitude of the phasor at t = 0 s and ωi is
the corrected frequency for the ith mode. Assuming χi(t) =
ξi√
1−ξ2i
t, natural logarithm
on both sides of (3.8) give:
χi(t) = − 1
ωi
ln


∣∣∣~Sph(i)∣∣∣
S0(i)

 = p1t+ p0 (3.9)
As a result, χ(t) can be expressed as a linear function of time t. The coefficients p1 and p0
can be estimated using a moving window least squares error (LSE) approach as follows:
P = (ΓTΓ)−1ΓTX(t) (3.10)
P =
(
pˆ1
pˆ0
)
,Γ =
[
0 Ts . . (M − 1)Ts
1 1 . . 1
]T
(3.11)
where X(t) =
[
χ(t1) χ(t2) . . χ(tM )
]T
is the measurement vector.
It is important to note the following points:
1. The most recent sample χ(t) is included in the window and the oldest one is dis-
carded
2. Closer observation of (3.8) reveals that a data window at any particular time instant
will have the time reference i.e. t = 0 s corresponding to the first sample in the
window. As a result S0(i) is the first sample of
∣∣∣~Sph(i)∣∣∣ in the window
3. Following point (2) above, the regression matrix Γ becomes a constant (see (3.11))
and thus the pseudo-inverse of Γ can be calculated off-line - thereby reducing the
computational burden
4. ωi is updated at each sampling instant by the frequency correction loop
5. p0 is included in the formulation of LSE to account for any time-independent com-
ponent present - normally this will be zero
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The damping-ratio can be calculated in terms of the estimated parameters P as:
ξi =
pˆ1√
1 + pˆ21
(3.12)
Figure 3.2: Estimation of relative mode-shape for the ith state variable in the jth
mode with phasor approach
3.1.2 Estimation of Mode-shape
Dynamic behavior of power systems around a nominal condition can be expressed in
state-space form as:
∆x˙ = A∆x+B∆u (3.13)
Here, ∆x is the power system state-vector including generator angles, speeds etc. The
eigenvalues λi , i = 1, 2, ..., n are the roots of the characteristic equation:
|A− λiI | = 0 (3.14)
The right eigenvector φi corresponding to the eigenvalue λi satisfies the following equa-
tion:
Aφi = λiφi (3.15)
where φi is also the mode-shape which is a complex vector representing the participation
of state variables in the ith mode. The mode-shape vector can be normalized with
respect to any of the state variables and expressed as relative mode-shape as is done
throughout the rest of the chapter. For each mode, the relative mode-shape is the
normalized magnitude and phase-shift between the state trajectories in time-domain
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Figure 3.3: Switching strategy for the proposed technique using an event detection
logic
which can be represented as phasors.
For validating signal based mode-shape estimation algorithms, generator speeds/internal
angles (state-variables) could be used. Since it is difficult to measure internal angles of
generators, speed signals were considered in this work. During phasor extraction and
frequency correction the estimated phasor ~Sph(i) changes its position dynamically and
finally locks itself at an angle ϕ0(i) with the d-q frame. Relative mode-shape can thus be
estimated using the following steps:
1. Express the speed of the reference generator in phasor form considering the partic-
ular mode of interest
2. Use the output of the frequency correction loop of the reference phasor to estimate
the corresponding phasors from other speed signals. This would ensure that the
other phasors are locked with respect to the reference
3. Finally, compute the relative phasor magnitudes and angles with respect to the
reference phasor
This concept is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 for the estimation of relative mode-shape of ith
state variable in jth mode.
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3.1.3 Switching Strategy
It should be noted that the power system operates in the quasi steady state for most of
the time, which is known as the ambient condition. Transient/ringdown events are low
probability but high risk events. The phasor technique gives meaningful result in near
real-time during such events.
Satisfactory performance under both ambient and transient condition is ensured with the
switching strategy shown in Fig. 3.3. As the proposed phasor approach is more effective
under ringdown/transient conditions, an event detection logic with an appropriate dead-
band is used to switch to the output of the phasor estimator. Transient condition is
detected when the phasor magnitude exceeds a threshold Ahi. Below a certain threshold
Alo (see Fig. 3.3), other algorithms effective for ambient condition [8,9] are used. Similar
logic based arrangement was applied in a prototype Oscillation Monitoring System (OMS)
at Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) [87].
3.2 Case Study I: 4-machine, 2-area system
The first case study is based on the well known 4-machine, 2-area system shown in
Fig. D.1 [88]. In steady state, approximately 400 MW flows from area 1 to area 2. To
self−clearing fault: 400 MW tie−flow
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Figure 3.4: Upper traces: Typical variation of difference between phase angles of
voltage at buses 5 and 11 and speed of generator G2 (see Fig. D.1) under ambient
and transient conditions. Lower traces: zoomed view of sections of the transient
parts
control this tie-line power flow, a thyristor controlled series capacitor (TCSC) is installed
to provide 10% compensation in steady state. Details of the system is elaborated in the
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Figure 3.5: Upper trace: Typical variation of difference between phase angles of
voltage at buses 5 and 11 (see Fig. D.1) under ambient and transient conditions.
Lower traces: zoomed view of sections of the oscillatory component under ambient
and transient along with the estimated phasor magnitude
Appendix D and is originally taken from [88]. Both the active and reactive components of
the loads are modeled as constant impedance loads. Integrated Gaussian noise is injected
at the load buses to emulate random variations in loads. Monte-Carlo simulation study
based on 100 trials was carried out to investigate the statistical variability in estimation.
For all the case studies, estimated d and q components of the phasor as well as the
output of frequency correction loop were low-pass filtered to minimize the impact of
system noise. The accuracy of the estimates are compared against the actual values
obtained from linear analysis. For damping estimation the difference between phase
angles of voltages at buses 5 and 11 was considered, whereas mode-shape was estimated
using generator speed measurements (typical traces are shown in Fig. 3.4).
To illustrate the feasibility of the switching strategy described in Section 3.1.3 the evo-
lution of estimated phasor magnitude from ambient to transient is shown in Fig. 3.5.
Estimated dampings, frequencies and mode-shapes from phasor algorithm would be used
only when the phasor magnitude exceeds a pre-specified threshold indicating onset of
transient condition.
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Figure 3.6: Ambient spectrum of the measured phase angle difference between buses
5 and 11, see Fig. D.1
3.2.1 Estimation of Damping and Frequency
The modal frequency of the inter-area modes could be initialized with their nominal values
obtained from eigen analysis. However, due to the reasons mentioned in Section 3.1, the
ambient spectrum of measured phase angle difference between buses 5 and 11, see Fig. 3.6
was used to obtain the initial guess of the frequency. Frequency correction is initiated
once the estimated phasor magnitude exceeds a certain threshold. A 5 s moving-window
was chosen for damping estimation with LSE algorithm.
The estimated damping and frequency are shown in Fig. 3.7. Following a self-clearing
fault for 80 ms near bus 8 under nominal operating condition (400 MW tie-flow), the es-
timated frequency settles to the pre-fault value after initial variations due to convergence
of Kalman Filter algorithm. The damping estimation also converges to the accurate value
within 10-12 s after the disturbance.
Similar trend is observed under heavy loading condition (825 MW tie-flow) following the
same fault, see Fig. 3.7. As expected, damping of the inter-area mode becomes poorer
with heavier loading. Moreover, the frequency of oscillation changes by about 0.07 Hz
from the nominal condition which is reasonably tracked by the frequency correction loop.
Results with a three-phase fault near bus 8 followed by line 8-9 outage also illustrates
satisfactory convergence, see Fig. 3.7.
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estimation of frequency and damping
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Figure 3.7: Estimated damping-ratio and frequency across different operating con-
ditions: a three-phase fault of 5-cycle duration occurs at t = 5 s.
3.2.2 Estimation of Mode-shapes
The compass plot of the relative mode-shapes (obtained from linear analysis) of generator
speeds under two operating conditions is shown in Fig. 3.8. For this case study the
speed of generator 3 is taken as reference. Under transient condition the speed signal
contains exponentially decaying dc component which is estimated as the average value
thus achieving effective de-trending in near real-time. In Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 the estimated
relative mode-shapes are plotted.
Consecutive disturbances were simulated to illustrate the speed and accuracy of conver-
gence. A representative result considering a three-phase fault near bus 8 cleared by line
7-8 outage at t = 40 s and subsequent line reclosure at t = 80 s is presented here. Fig. 3.9
shows that the changes in system damping and relative mode-shape from one operating
condition to the other is tracked with reasonable speed and accuracy. This figure also
shows continuous frequency tracking under different operating scenarios starting with
the nominal value.
Under heavy loading condition with 825 MW tie-flow, mode-shape of the system changes
significantly from nominal condition (as estimated during line reclosure in Fig. 3.9) where
all the generators swing nearly in phase [88], see Fig. 3.8. At such high loading, the loads
(constant impedance type in this case) play a major role in energy exchange and therefore,
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relative mode shapes: compass plots
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Figure 3.8: Compass plot of relative mode-shapes obtained from linear analysis
line 7−8 outage followed by reclosure
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Figure 3.9: Estimated damping and relative mode-shapes considering line 7-8 outage
at t = 40 s after a three-phase fault near bus 8 followed by line reclosure at t = 80 s.
Reference generator: G3.
the generators belonging to one area exchange little energy with their counterparts in
the other area. This phenomena further leads them to oscillate in synch. In Fig. 3.10
little variations in estimates are observed around the actual values perhaps due to higher
system non-linearities under heavy loading.
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relative mode shape : self−clearing fault (825 MW tie−flow)
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Figure 3.10: Estimated relative mode-shapes after a self-clearing fault near bus 8 at
t = 5 s in 825 MW tie-flow condition. Reference generator: G3.
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Figure 3.11: Monte-Carlo simulation results for estimation of damping and relative
mode-shape magnitudes.
Fig. 3.11 shows the mean and standard deviation of estimated damping ratio and mode-
shape magnitudes obtained from 100 Monte-Carlo trials. As oscillations settle, ambient
condition with higher influence of noise is approached moving away from the ringdown
situation - hence the standard deviation is increased. It is to be noted that the onset
of ambient condition will be reflected in estimated phasor magnitude based on which an
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Figure 3.12: Effect of SNR on estimated damping, frequency and relative mode-
shape after a three-phase fault at t = 5 s near bus 8 followed by line 8-9 outage.
Boxplots show the lower quartile, median, upper quartile and extent of the rest of
the data and any outliers.
algorithm suited for ambient condition will take over from the phasor algorithm following
the switching scheme in Fig. 3.3.
To illustrate the effect of signal to noise ratio (SNR) on the estimation, Monte-Carlo
simulations with different values of SNR were done. In Fig. 3.12 the boxes show the
statistical spread (median, lower and upper quartile) of the estimated damping, frequency
and relative mode-shape in comparison with their actual values (dotted line). For obvious
reason the estimation is more consistent across different Monte-Carlo trials for higher
values of SNR. However, in all cases the estimated quantities are quite close to their actual
values indicating the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Mode-shape magnitude and
phase angle of one generator, G4 is shown here.
3.3 Case Study II: 16-machine, 5-area system
Following basic understanding with the 4-machine 2-area system, a 16-machine, 5-area
test system, shown in Fig. E.1 was considered. A detailed description of the study
system including machine, excitation system and network parameters can be found in
the Appendix E as taken from [89]. A TCSC is installed on the tie-line connecting buses
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Figure 3.13: Upper traces: Typical variation of difference between voltage angles at
bus 45 and 51 and speed of generator G14. Lower traces: zoomed view of sections
of the transient parts
18 and 50. There are three critical inter-area modes with nominal frequencies: 0.398 Hz
(mode # 1), 0.525 Hz (mode # 2) and 0.623 Hz (mode # 3). The fourth inter-area mode
having a 0.82 Hz frequency is not considered as a critical mode since it has settling time
of about 10 s.
Integrated Gaussian noise is injected at all load buses to simulate random load fluctua-
tions. Similar to the previous case study, Monte-Carlo simulation based on 100 trials was
carried out to investigate the statistical variations. Although both mean and standard
deviations of the estimated parameters were monitored for all scenarios, only the results
for a particular trial are shown here for clarity. Phase angle difference between voltages
at buses 45 and 51 was used for damping estimation, whereas generator speeds were
considered for mode-shape estimation (typical traces are shown in Fig. 3.13).
3.3.1 Estimation of Damping and Frequency
The ambient spectrum of the real power flow from bus 16 to 18, see Fig. 3.14 was used to
obtain the initial guess of the frequencies. The performance of the algorithm was tested
exhaustively across a wide range of scenarios. Only a few representative cases, as shown
in Fig. 3.15, are reported here. Besides a self-clearing fault near bus 60, three critical
tie-line outages (lines 60-61, 54-53 and 18-42) following three-phase faults at t = 5 s near
one of the respective terminal buses are presented.
Damping estimation for mode #1 takes about 10-12 s to converge following the first three
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Figure 3.14: Ambient spectrum of the measured real power flow between buses 16
and 18, see Fig. E.1
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Figure 3.15: Estimated damping and frequency across different operating conditions:
transient begins at t = 5 s.
disturbances. For line 18-42 outage, estimation of damping of mode #2 is illustrated as it
is the most critical one - note the performance of the corresponding frequency correction
loop in Fig. 3.15.
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Figure 3.16: Compass plot of relative mode-shapes obtained from linear analysis
relative mode shape : self−clearing fault
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Figure 3.17: Estimated relative mode-shapes after a self-clearing fault near bus 60
at t = 5 s. Reference generator: G5.
3.3.2 Estimation of Mode-shapes
Out of several scenarios considered, only two representative cases following a self-clearing
fault near bus 60 and line 54-53 outage are presented here. Compass plots of the relative
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mode-shapes under these conditions obtained from linear analysis are shown in Fig. 3.16.
relative mode shape : line 54−53 outage
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Figure 3.18: Estimated relative mode-shapes for mode # 1 after a three-phase fault
near bus 54 followed by line 54-53 outage at t = 5 s. Reference generator: G5.
Fig. 3.17 shows the variation of estimated relative mode-shapes for mode # 1 considering
one generator from each of the five areas. Angular speed of generator # 5 is considered as
the reference for this mode. The relative mode-shape estimates converge to acceptable
accuracy within 10-12 s following the disturbance. The estimated mode-shapes reveal
that the generators in NETS and NYPS (see Fig. E.1) oscillates against those in area #
3, # 4 and #5 which is consistent with Fig. 3.16. As shown in Fig. 3.18, estimated mode-
shapes following the outage of a tie-line connecting NETS and NYPS (see Fig. E.1) also
matches the swing patterns obtained from linear analysis, see Fig. 3.16. Similar trends
of convergence were observed for other outage scenarios which are not presented here.
A comparison between the two case studies in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 shows that in general,
the convergence is better for the case study I. For case study II, there are more variations
in estimated damping and relative mode-shape about their actual values. This is due
to the fact that the test system used for case study II has multiple inter-area modes
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Figure 3.19: Effect of SNR on estimated damping, frequency and relative mode-
shape for mode # 1 after a three-phase fault at t = 5 s near bus 54 followed by line
54-53 outage.
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Figure 3.20: Damping and mode-shape estimation with phasor approach for line
54-53 outage: computer simulation.
resulting in multi-modal signals unlike the test system for case study I which has only
one inter-area mode. Estimating modal behavior from multi-modal signals is challenging
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especially, when the frequencies are very close to each other. Proper choice of signals
with one dominant modal content helps in such situations [34].
Figure 3.21: Oscilloscope traces of measured signals and corresponding damping and
mode-shape estimation with phasor approach for line 54-53 outage: RT simulation.
Results of Monte-Carlo simulations with different values of SNR are shown in the form
of boxplots in Fig. 3.19. The statistical spread in estimated damping, frequency and
relative mode-shape is shown in terms of the median, lower and upper quartiles) with
their actual values (dotted line) in the backdrop. Estimation is more consistent across
different Monte-Carlo trials for higher values of SNR. However, in all cases the estimated
quantities are quite close to the respective actual values indicating the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm. Mode-shape magnitude and phase angle of one representative
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generator G8, is presented here.
3.3.3 Real-time Simulation
Damping and relative mode-shape estimation algorithm involves significant mathematical
computation (see Section 3.1), within each PMU sampling interval of 20 ms. Real-time
simulations were carried out to detect possible overruns in computation and confirm
practical feasibility of the proposed approach.
The dynamic behavior of the test system shown in Fig. E.1 was emulated using an Opal-
RT real-time simulator [90]. Analog signals out of the real-time simulator were captured
in an oscilloscope and passed on to an oscillation monitor platform for estimation of
damping and relative mode-shape in near real-time. Fig. 3.21 shows the damping and
relative mode-shape estimation following line 54-53 outage. The oscilloscope traces of
the measured signals are shown here for the phase angle difference between buses 45
and 51 along with generator speed deviations of generator # 5, # 8 and # 15. Very
close similarity with the computer simulation results, see Fig. 3.20, confirm that the
computations could be successfully completed within each sampling interval. Not a single
instance of overrun was detected in the real-time simulator.
The oscilloscope trace in the middle (see Fig. 3.21) shows that the speed deviation of
generator #8 initially contains higher frequencies due to local mode, which is clipped by
+/- 13.5 V limits of the DAC. Hence, there is noticeable difference between the estimated
mode-shape of this generator for the real-time study and the simulation study during the
time-span of 5 - 10 s, compare Figs 3.18 and 3.21. However, the patterns match closely
once the initial transients (period of DAC limit violations) are over. No such problem
is there for speed deviation of generator #15 resulting in very similar computer and
real-time simulation results.
Although the presence of multiple modes is visible from the traces of generator speeds,
mode #1 is dominant and oscillation pattern of generator #8 speed deviation shows
that it is similar in magnitude and almost in phase with the reference generator. On
the other hand, bottom signal shows that oscillation amplitude of the speed of generator
#15 is much lesser and almost out of phase with respect to the reference generator. The
same information is reflected in the estimated relative mode-shape magnitudes and phase
angles, see Fig. 3.21. The proposed phasor approach is general and applicable to system
of any size. Rather than the size of the system itself, the number of critical modes would
influence the computational burden and could be a limiting factor.
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3.4 Summary
A phasor approach based on Recursive Kalman Filtering is presented in this chapter for
estimating the damping and relative mode-shape in near real-time under transient condi-
tion. At each sampling instant measured signals are expressed as phasors using corrected
values of modal frequencies. Damping is obtained from the estimated phasor magni-
tude using a moving window LS curve-fitting approach while the magnitude and phase
angle of the phasors directly provide the relative mode-shape. Besides the well-known
4-machine, 2-area test system, a 16-machine, 5-area system is considered to demonstrate
the methodology. Simulation results across a wide range of operating conditions show
that the relative mode-shapes are estimated with acceptable accuracy in transient con-
ditions. Monte-Carlo simulations show that the statistical variability in estimation as
a result of random load variations and different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) is within
acceptable limits. Results from a real-time simulator confirms the practical feasibility of
the approach.
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Chapter 4
Wide-Area Damping Control
through FACTS Devices
Monitoring and discrete control has been the major applications of the WAMS infrastruc-
ture till date [11]- [12]. In the previous chapter, a phasor technique was proposed for the
estimation of damping, frequency and electromechanical mode-shape of the power system
in near real time to facilitate such discrete control actions (e.g. generation re-scheduling,
re-routing tie-flow, load shedding etc.). Recently, some utilities have shown interest in
employing remote feedback signals for damping power oscillations with closed-loop con-
tinuous control of FACTS devices/ HVDC [13–17]. Most utilities, although encouraged
by this exciting prospect, are still concerned about the consequences of problems in data
communication either in the form of unacceptable latency or limited data rate - which is
the focus of this chapter.
4.1 Latency Compensation in Wide-Area Damping Con-
trol (WADC)
In this work, a new approach is presented to continuous compensation of time-varying
latencies using a phasor POD framework. A phasor POD [80, 82] was proposed and
commercialized by ABB [81] and is now used by several utilities. The advantage of
this approach is its ability to quickly extract the oscillatory component of the measured
feedback signal, whereas a conventional lead-lag based damping controller might fail
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due to its washout filtering requirements. The oscillatory component of the measured
signal is expressed in phasor form (in a rotating coordinate system) before applying an
appropriate phase shift to generate the control signal. To compensate for latency, the
rotating coordinates for phasor extraction are adjusted according to the phase change
caused by the delay. Phasors are then transformed back to time domain to retrieve the
oscillatory component of the original signal out of the delayed signal received.
A conventional phasor POD uses a fixed phase shift, usually 90 degrees for local real
power flow as feedback signal, for series compensation devices [80] to derive the damping
control signal. Although this is intuitive for local power flow signals, it might not neces-
sarily be most effective for remote signals under varying operating conditions [91]. Here
an adaptive phase shift algorithm is also proposed to automatically produce the most
appropriate phase shift necessary for different feedback signals and varying operating
conditions.
The well-known 4-machine, 2-area test system is used for demonstration of the wide-
area adaptive phasor POD (APPOD) concept and also comparison with conventional
gain scheduled PODs (CGPOD) [44] designed using Pade-approximation of delay. Case
studies on the 16-machine, 5-area test system include comparison with CGPOD and also
Unified Smith Predictor (USP) controller [49, 50] which substantiate the performance
and robustness of the proposed approach in compensating time-varying latencies under
different operating conditions.
4.1.1 Phasor POD Concept
A Phasor POD is based on representation of the measured signal S(t) (e.g. bus volt-
age, line current, real power flow etc.) as a space-phasor. This approach focuses on
the problem of separating oscillatory part and the average part of the measured signal.
The space-phasor is decomposed into two components in a rotating d− q axis reference
frame - an oscillatory part corresponding to the average component and a constant part
representing the oscillatory component of the measured signal. These components are
estimated using the recursive Kalman filtering technique mentioned in Section 3.1
Appropriate phase shift can then be provided by changing the relative position of the d−q
reference frame with respect to the space-phasor and regenerating a time domain signal
in the stationary frame of reference. An approximate idea of the oscillatory frequencies
of the system is used as the initial guess ω0 for phasor extraction.
Changes in frequency with varying operating condition is tracked online through a fre-
quency correction loop wherein a PI compensator minimizes the error between the phase
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Figure 4.1: Operating principle of an adaptive phasor POD (APPOD)
angles in consecutive samples, see the dotted box in Fig. 4.1. The correction is limited to
a judiciously chosen range as the POD is not expected to damp modes with higher fre-
quency deviation. The limits can be relaxed to accommodate larger expected deviations
in frequency under different operating conditions such as in [92]. However, for multiple
modes with frequencies which are very close by, a wider limit on the frequency correc-
tion loop might cause an overlap with the neighboring frequencies making the phasor
extraction more challenging.
4.1.2 Latency Computation from Time-stamp Information
Remote signals are communicated from the PMUs to the control center through a phasor
data concentrator (PDC). A global positioning system (GPS) provides precise timing
pulse to correlate the sampled measurements and achieve precise time synchronization.
The PDC synchronizes the measurements from all the PMUs with microsecond precision
and under normal condition, sends data once every 20 ms to the control center. In case
of congestion in one or more channels, the PDC (e.g. PCU400) waits till it receives
data from all the PMUs. Therefore, the total latency is the sum of latency in the most
congested channel and the time required for synchronization [93]. Once the PDC receives
data from all the channels it starts sending data to control center at a much faster rate
(1 kHz max) until it clears the back-log. During this period the control center could
encounter feedback signals with time varying latency.
A GPS receiver at the control center time stamps the signal (with a microsecond preci-
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sion) received from the PDC. The latency in the communication channel and associated
hardware is computed by subtracting the instant of origin at the PMU from that of ar-
rival at the control center [93]. Thus the state-of-the-art not only provides time stamped
measurements but also the latency associated with each sample.
4.1.3 Latency Compensation
From a phasor point of view, the latency (Td) introduces a phase lag in the received
signal with respect to the original measurement at the PMU location. The phase lag
(θ) is compensated by adjusting the rotating d − q frame to d′ − q′ through an angle θ
calculated as the product of phasor angular frequency ω and time delay (Td). Thus the
phasor corresponding to the original PMU signal is retrieved in the new reference frame
as follows: [
S
′
d
S
′
q
]
=
[
cosωTd − sinωTd
sinωTd cosωTd
] [
Sd
Sq
]
(4.1)
To achieve a desired level of damping, an appropriate phase-shift α [80,81] is introduced
by further rotating the reference frame to d
′′ − q′′ , (see Fig. 4.1). The phase-shift is
computed at the output of a PI compensator by driving the phasor magnitude towards
a zero reference as described in the next section.
[
S
′′
d
S
′′
q
]
=
[
cosα − sinα
sinα cosα
][
S
′
d
S
′
q
]
(4.2)
The shifted phasor in (4.2) is then transformed back into the time domain with respect
to the new stationary reference frame using (4.3).
u(t) =
[
cosϕ(t) − sinϕ(t)
] [ S′′d (t)
S
′′
q (t)
]
(4.3)
With appropriate gain this signal constitutes the control input u(t) for the actuators (e.g.
TCSC in this case). The gain can be computed from the gain of a lead-lag compensator
designed through pole placement technique [94].
4.1.4 Adaptive Phase-Shift Scheduling
With local tie-line power flow as feedback signal, the desired phase shift for a series
compensator turns out to be 90 degrees. This can be explained from the physics of
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kinetic energy exchange between the two areas [6]. However, it is shown in [91] that this
is not necessarily so intuitive for remote feedback signals and phase shifts other than 90
degrees could produce better damping performance.
Generally, the simplest conceivable scheme for a POD is PI compensator driving the
oscillatory part of the feedback signal towards a zero reference. However, due to the
oscillatory nature of the signal about zero, the integral of positive and negative errors
cancel each other. It is only in a rotating d− q reference frame, that the amplitude of the
oscillations can be represented as a non-oscillatory (always positive) component. Here,
this particular feature of a phasor POD is exploited to realize an adaptive phase-shift
scheduling methodology. The computed phasor magnitude, |~Sph(t)| = |Sd(t) + jSq(t)|
is driven towards a zero reference (see Fig. 4.1) with the error feedback through a PI
compensator (Kp+
Ki
s ) which in turn generates the desired phase-shift (α(t)) as follows:
α(t) = −Kp × |~Sph(t)| −Ki ×
∫
|~Sph(t)|dt (4.4)
Appropriate phase-shifts are provided adaptively to individual phasors extracted from a
multi-modal signal.
4.1.5 Case Study I: 4-machine, 2-area system
To illustrate the working principle of an adaptive phasor POD (APPOD), simulations
were carried out on the well known 4-machine, 2-area test system shown in Fig. D.1 [88].
Further details of the system can be found in the Appendix D. Difference between the
phase angles at buses 5 and 11 is used as the remote feedback signal. Both fixed and time-
varying latency scenarios are considered here unlike most studies reported in literature.
Retrieval of the original PMU signal out of the delayed measurements received at the
control centre is demonstrated.
Latency Compensation with Adaptive Phasor POD (APPOD)
Estimation of the original signal from the delayed measurements is illustrated in Fig. 4.2
under open-loop condition following a three-phase self-clearing fault near bus 8, see
Fig. D.1.
A sequence of latency build up and drop out is considered here, taking into account
the experience and suggestions of researchers from ABB. Latency builds up over two
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Figure 4.2: Open-loop response with a self-clearing fault near bus 8, see Fig. D.1.
Upper figure: Remote signal measured at PMU locations and received at the control
center with variable latency (Td) as marked. Lower figure: Oscillatory component
of the PMU measurements and estimated oscillatory component after latency com-
pensation.
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Figure 4.3: Closed-loop system response with a self-clearing fault near bus 8, see
Fig. D.1.
successive intervals at t=8 s and t=12 s followed by restoration of the normal scenario
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(Td = 25 ms due to PMU sampling rate) at t=16 s. During the build up of latency the
PDC does not send any new data to the control center. Some irregularities are observed
in the estimated signal during this period due to a constant data input to the phasor
estimator. At t=16 s, the delay suddenly drops to 25 ms prompting the PDC to discard
the old data in the queue and send the most recent samples. The overlapping traces (see
lower subplot of Fig. 4.2) confirm that the proposed technique accurately compensates
for the phase-lag introduced due to the delay and retrieves the oscillatory component of
the original PMU signal.
The effect of delay compensation on the closed-loop damping performance is shown in
Fig. 4.3. The latency build up and restoration sequence is identical as in Fig. 4.2. Sudden
jumps in TCSC compensation are due to the irregularities in the phasor estimation during
the instants of latency build up. It is evident that the APPOD continuously adapts to
the actual time-varying latency maintaining the desired dynamic performance.
4.1.6 Case Study II: 16-machine, 5-area system
Following basic understanding with a 4-machine 2-area system, its applicability is inves-
tigated in a more complex network, a 16-machine, 5-area test system, shown in Fig. E.1.
A TCSC is installed on the tie-line connecting the buses 18 and 50 and is used to damp
power oscillations with the real power flow in line 16-18 as remote feedback signal. Fur-
ther details of the system can be found in the Appendix E.
Damping Performance with APPOD
A three-phase fault near bus 54 with subsequent outage of line 53-54 is simulated. The
signal latency is assumed to build up at t=8 s from its nominal value (Td=25 ms) to
800 ms followed by reduction to 500 ms at t=12 s and a further build-up at t=16 s, see
Fig. 4.4. The continuous adaptation of APPOD in the face of time-varying latency is
evident as opposed to the adverse impact when delay compensation is not accounted for.
Comparison with CGPOD and USP
A family of PODs can be designed apriori for different delays represented as Pade ap-
proximation within the linearized system model. Appropriate controller within the family
can be scheduled depending on the actual delay encountered [44]. Although this works
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Figure 4.4: System behavior with tie-line 54-53 outage.
satisfactorily even with a simple scheduling algorithm, continuous compensation under
time-varying latency might not be straightforward especially, with a finite number of
pre-designed controllers.
Five PODs were designed considering latencies from 0 to 1000 ms at an interval of 250 ms.
A gain scheduling algorithm was used to switch the one designed with latency closest
to the actual encountered value. This is called the conventional gain-scheduled POD
(CGPOD).
An Unified Smith Predictor (USP) approach used in [49] overcomes the drawbacks as-
sociated with a traditional Smith predictor [46] due to presence of fast stable modes. A
comparison between USP, CGPOD and proposed APPOD is shown in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6
where two scenarios with sustained latencies, 1100 ms and 350 ms were considered. Two
separate USP controllers were designed following [49,50] considering latencies of 250 ms
and 1000 ms. For an actual latency of 1100 ms, the controller designed for 1000 ms
switches into operation while the one designed for 250 ms is functional under a delay of
350 ms.
Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 suggest that the APPOD adapts to the actual latency (1100 ms and
350 ms in this case) and produces better damping performance than a CGPOD. It is to
be noted that the performances would have been very similar if the actual latencies were
1000 ms or 250 ms for which controllers in the CGPOD bank were designed. The USP
controller provides better performance compared to both CGPOD and APPOD due to
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its inherent robustness over a range of latencies around the design value.
However, Fig. 4.7 shows that for wider variation of delays - 25 ms (upper trace) on the
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lower and 1000 ms (lower trace) on the higher side - of the design value of 500 ms (middle
trace) the performance of the USP is poorer compared to an APPOD. It is to be noted
that both produced very similar performance under 500 ms delay (see the middle trace)
for which the USP was designed. A family of predesigned USP controllers [50] can be used
to cater for different latencies. However, implementation of multiple Smith predictors
would be complex for practical applications. Moreover, accurate system models are
required for both CGPOD and USP approaches while very little prior information about
the system, e.g. an approximate idea about the system frequencies, is required for an
APPOD.
Robustness Validation
Robustness of the proposed APPOD is validated for a range of operating conditions and
different combination of delay sequences. However, only a few representative case studies
are reported here.
Fig. 4.8 illustrates the damping performance when a fault near the PMU bus (bus 18)
occurs at t=5 s and is cleared by opening line 18-49. It is observed that APPOD satis-
factorily damps the power oscillations when the power flow in line 18-42 reverses due to
outage of line 18-49.
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The dynamic behavior after a fault followed by the outage of a key tie-line connecting
area #4 and #5 is shown in Fig. 4.9. The oscillations are well damped when APPOD
compensates for the signal latency whereas the response in unstable when latency is not
accounted for.
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Effect of Noise
A real power system operates in a quasi-steady state with continuous changes for ex-
ample, in loads. To replicate such a realistic scenario and analyze potential impact of
system noise on especially, the frequency correction loop, integrated Gaussian white noise
sequences were used to simulate continuous perturbations in real and reactive loads at
all the load buses. The damping performance of the APPOD under noisy environment
with time-varying latency is shown in Fig. 4.10.
Overlapping traces confirm that the performance of the proposed APPOD is not affected
by the noise. Due to continuous random variation of loads, small oscillations are observed
in the steady state before fault and also after the oscillations have settled down.
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Figure 4.10: System behavior with tie-line 60-61 outage. Integrated Gaussian noise
sequence is used to simulate real and reactive power load variation. Red trace: with
noise. Blue trace: without noise.
Real-Time Simulation
To investigate the computation time of APPOD and its possible impact on the overall
latency, real-time simulations were carried out on Opal RT simulator [95]. A representa-
tive real-time simulation result for the same scenario as in Fig. 4.4 is shown in Fig. 4.11.
For 20 ms sampling time considered for APPOD (based on PMU data rate) there was no
instance of overrun for this case study. Identical nature of the closed loop responses in
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Fig. 4.4 and the oscilloscope traces in Fig. 4.11 confirm that the APPOD computations
do not introduce any additional latency.
Figure 4.11: Oscilloscope recordings from real-time simulation for the case study
shown in Fig. 4.4.
4.2 Handling Bandwidth Constrained Communication in
WADC
In this work, the deterioration in the damping performance of the CF strategy under
reduced data rate scenario is shown. To get around this problem, an observer driven
system copy (OSC) approach is suggested which can achieve satisfactory closed-loop
control with limited data rates in the range of SCADA systems [11]. A predictor-corrector
approach is used to estimate (predict) the states at the actuator (e.g. FACTS) location
with a reduced order linearized model (system copy) of the power system. These states
are updated (corrected) each time the estimated state from an observer at the PMU
location is available. The basic idea is to use the knowledge of nominal system dynamics
to approximate the actual behavior during time intervals when PMU data is not available
[96]. The feedback is achieved by updating (correcting) the approximate states using
the actual states provided by the observer at the PMU location. Between arrival of two
consecutive data samples the control action is based on the nominal system model [52,53].
It is intuitive that the performance of the OSC scheme would depend to a large extent on
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the difference between the actual operating condition and the one considered for system
copy. The deterioration in performance is quantified in terms of the difference between
the nominal and off-nominal operating conditions. Simulation results for a range of
operating scenarios are presented to substantiate this fact. These results are compared
with a CF control for different feedback data rates. Despite the deterioration under off-
nominal conditions, OSC produces significantly better performance than CF with limited
data rates.
4.2.1 Observer Driven System Copy (OSC) Strategy
The observer driven system copy (OSC) strategy exploits the knowledge of the nominal
system dynamics to predict the actual system behavior between two consecutive data
samples which is corrected every time fresh estimates of states are available from the
sensor location [53, 96]. At each instant the states of the reduced order nominal system
model (Gn) at the actuator location are calculated (predicted) with periodic resetting
(corrected) at a lower rate (depending on feedback data rate) with the most recent states
estimated by an observer at the sensor location as shown in Fig. 4.12.
Figure 4.12: Overall architecture including conventional feedback (CF) (in grey) and
observer driven system copy (OSC) approach
The reduced order linearized model of the power system around the nominal operating
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condition Gn is given by:
Gn =
[
An Bn
Cn 0
]
(4.5)
where, An ∈ Rm×m , Bn ∈ Rm×n and Cn ∈ Rp×m. Reduced order linearized model about
the ith operating condition Gi (e.g. line outage, larger power transfer) is denoted as:
Gi =
[
An + A˜ Bn + B˜
Cn + C˜ 0
]
(4.6)
where, A˜, B˜, C˜ represent the deviation around the nominal operating condition and
Ai = An + A˜, Bi = Bn + B˜, Ci = Cn + C˜, Di = 0. The states of Gn and Gi are denoted
as xn(t) and xi(t), respectively. Exogenous disturbances could also be incorporated in
(4.6), if required.
An observer (4.7) at the distant sensor location estimates the states x¯ of the reduced order
system which are transmitted through the communication network to the controller. The
state equation of the observer is:
˙¯x = (An − LCn)x¯+Bnu¯+ LCixi (4.7)
where, L is the observer gain vector. For further details about observers the readers are
referred to any standard control systems textbook including [97].
Note that the observer at the PMU location requires knowledge of control input u(t)
which is calculated (u¯(t)) using the reduced-order model Gn and the state-feedback gain
vector K, see Fig. 4.12. This nominal dynamics at the actuator location can be described
by the following equation:
x˙n (t) = Anxn(t) +Bnu(t) (4.8)
Depending on the data rate available, the communication channel transmits data between
the remote observer location and the local observer driven system copy (OSC) based
controller, only at time instants {tk}∞k=0. It is assumed that this “sampling” of remote
data occurs at equally spaced intervals so that the inter-sample time is tk+1−tk = σ ∀k =
0, 1, ..... Hence the states of (4.8) are reset to the states estimated by (4.7) at the sampling
instants {tk}∞k=0.
xn(tk) = x¯(tk) for all k = 0, 1, 2, ... (4.9)
The control input is synthesized using the nominal model (4.8) and (4.9) according to
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the following equation:
u(t) = −Kxn(t) (4.10)
where K ∈ R1×m is the state feedback gain vector designed based on the nominal system
model Gn. It should be noted that, the control law is defined by 4.9 and 4.10.
During time interval σ, when the reduced order system states are not available from the
sensor (i.e. T is open, see Fig. 4.12) the system nominal model Gn predicts the states.
Upon arrival of the next available sample of x¯(t) the states of Gn are corrected/reset
leading to a switched control strategy.
4.2.2 Overall Stability
Combining equations (4.6), (4.8), (4.10) and (4.7) the overall system dynamics during
the time interval t ∈ [tk, tk+1), tk+1 − tk = σ can be described as:


x˙i
x˙n
˙¯x

 =


Ai −BiK 0
0 An −BnK 0
LCi −BnK An − LCn




xi
xn
x¯

 (4.11)
with the additional condition imposed by (4.9) at all tk. The initial condition xi(0) is
usually unknown while the initial conditions for the nominal and the observer states are
assumed to be zero xn(0) = 0 and x¯(0) = 0.
Following [53], the error e = x¯− xn is defined as the difference between the nominal and
estimated (observer) states. Using a linear transformation (4.11) can be re-written in
terms of the error e(t) as follows:


x˙i
˙¯x
e˙

 =


Ai −BiK BiK
LCi An − LCn −BnK BnK
LCi −LCn An




xi
x¯
e

 (4.12)
It can be proved that the system (4.12) with periodic resetting is globally, exponentially
stable around the solution [xi x¯ e]
T = [0 0 0]T if and only if the eigenvalues of (4.13) lie
inside the unit circle [53].
Λ =


I 0 0
0 I 0
0 0 0

 eΓσ


I 0 0
0 I 0
0 0 0

 (4.13)
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where Γ is the overall state matrix in (4.12). Maximum allowable update interval σ i.e.
minimum data rate can be obtained from the eigenvalues of (4.13).
It should be noted here that while (4.13) characterizes global exponential stability of the
linear switched system (4.12), equivalent stability results characterizing the minimum
allowable data rate for general non-linear systems were derived in [98]. However, for
practical purposes, the nonlinear model of the power system is quite complex and typically
of too high order to be suitable for controller synthesis. Hence for such systems, stability
and performance is illustrated through extensive simulations reported in Section 4.2.5.
4.2.3 State Trajectories
The observer driven system copy (OSC) strategy is based on exploiting the knowledge of
nominal system dynamics. Hence, the closed-loop performance is expected to deteriorate
as the actual operating condition drifts away from the nominal. It is useful to estimate
the deterioration in performance under off-nominal conditions which would depend on
the state trajectories of Gi during the period between two consecutive feedback samples.
During the inter-sample period [tk, tk+1) the dynamics of the overall system including
the power systems Gi and the observer driven system copy (OSC) based controller is
expressed by (4.11). It can be seen that the responses of xi(t) and xn(t) are uncoupled
with that of the observer x¯(t). Hence, the left upper block can be considered separately
for analysis during t ∈ [tk, tk+1). Thus, neglecting observer dynamics without loss of
generality, (4.11) can be rewritten as:
[
x˙i(t)
x˙n(t)
]
=
[
Ai −BiK
0 An −BnK
][
xi(t)
xn(t)
]
(4.14)
Note that the state xn(tk) is reset to the estimated observer state x¯(tk) according to
(4.9). Thus the initial conditions for (4.14) are the states at the last available sampling
instant tk: [
xi(tk)
xn(tk)
]
=
[
x′k
xk
]
(4.15)
where
xn(tk) = x¯(tk) = xk (4.16)
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Solution of (4.14) gives:
[
xi(t)
xn(t)
]
= exp
{[
Ai −BiK
0 An −BnK
]
(t− tk)
}[
x′k
xk
]
(4.17)
Equation (4.17) represents the temporal evolution of system states of the reduced order
model and those predicted by Gn. The state trajectory of Gn with initial state xk can
be expressed as:
xn(t) = e
(An−BnK)(t−tk)xk for t ∈ [tk, tk+1) (4.18)
Analytical expression for the trajectory of the states of the reduced order linearized power
system model is derived as follows. Transforming (4.17) to Laplace domain we get:

 Xi(s)
Xn(s)

 = L

exp



 Ai −BiK
0 An −BnK

 (t− tk)





 x
′
k
xk


=

 (sI −Ai)
−1
−(sI −Ai)
−1
BiK(sI − An +BnK)
−1
0 (sI − (An −BnK))
−1



 x
′
k
xk


(4.19)
After simplification the expression for Xi(s) can be written as:
Xi(s) = (sI −An +BnK)−1xk + (sI −Ai)−1(x′k − xk)
+(sI −Ai)−1(A˜− B˜K)(sI −An +BnK)−1xk
(4.20)
Notably A˜ and B˜ represent the deviation of the nominal dynamics embedded in Gn
from the linearized model of the actual system (corresponding to a particular operating
scenario). Thus the state trajectories are given by:
xi(t) = e
(An−BnK)(t−tk)xk + e
Ai(t−tk)(x′k − xk)
+
t∫
tk
eAi(t−τ)(A˜− B˜K)e(An−BnK)τxkdτ
(4.21)
4.2.4 Error Due to Off-nominal Dynamics
The difference between the reduced order linearized system state trajectories and those
estimated by the nominal model influences the performance of the OSC strategy for an
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off-nominal condition. The error in state trajectories can be expressed as:
E(t) := xi(t)− xn(t)
= eAi(t−tk)(x′k − xk) +
t∫
tk
eAi(t−τ)(A˜− B˜K)e(An−BnK)τxkdτ
(4.22)
The first term in (4.22) represents the deviation of linearized system state from its asymp-
totic estimate computed by the observer at t = tk. The second term arises due to the
difference between actual power system operating scenario and the nominal dynamics.
As expected, if both the initial condition error and the model mismatch can be reduced
to zero, i.e.
x′k = xk; A˜ = 0, B˜ = 0 (4.23)
the error E(t) ceases to exist. However, because of changes in operating conditions in
practical systems, (4.23) does not hold good and there is a finite error.
Assuming stable open-loop system there are constants k1 > 0 and α1 > 0 such that for
any vector c1 ∈ Rm: ∥∥eAitc1∥∥ ≤ k1e−α1t ‖c1‖ (4.24)
Moreover, the closed-loop nominal system is stable and well-damped with the designed
controller implying there exists constants k2 > 0 and α2 > 0 such that for any vector
c2 ∈ Rm: ∥∥∥e(An−BnK)tc2∥∥∥ ≤ k2e−α2t ‖c2‖ (4.25)
Using (4.24) and (4.25) an estimate of the error E(t) can be derived as follows:
‖E(t)‖ ≤ ∥∥eAi(t−tk)∥∥ ‖(x′k − xk)‖
+
∥∥∥∥∥
t∫
tk
eAi(t−τ)(A˜− B˜K)e(An−BnK)τxkdτ
∥∥∥∥∥
⇒ ‖E(t)‖ ≤ k1 ‖(x′k − xk)‖ e−α1(t−tk)
+k1k2
∥∥∥(A˜− B˜K)∥∥∥ ‖xk‖ [e−α2(t−tk)−e−α1(t−tk)](α1−α2)eα2tk
(4.26)
Equation (4.26) provides an estimate of the maximum possible error during the inter-
sample duration [tk, tk+1]. Assuming (x
′
k − xk) = 0, from (4.26), it can be seen that the
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upper bound of the intersample error norm is proportional to the mismatch between the
nominal and actual model i.e there is a constant k3 ∈ R such that:
‖E(t)‖ ≤ k3
∥∥∥A˜− B˜K∥∥∥ (4.27)
This relation verifies that the performance of the proposed OSC based controller deteri-
orates in proportion with the model mismatch.
4.2.5 Case Study
To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed OSC approach under limited data rate
condition, a case study was carried out on a 16-machine, 5-area test system, shown in
Fig. E.1. A detailed description of the study system including machine, excitation system
and network parameters can be found in the Appendix E as taken form [89]. A TCSC
is installed on the tie-line connecting the buses 18 and 50 and is used to damp power
oscillations with the real power flow in line 45-35 as feedback signal.
For a conventional feedback (CF) controller, the measured signals from PMUs (ym)
are communicated to the controller at the actuator location. Here such a controller
is designed using linear quadratic regulator (LQR) approach [99] based on a 10th order
reduced model of the nominal power system.
For the proposed OSC, the states of the reduced order system (not the measured outputs)
estimated by the observer are communicated over the network. A reduced order system
model (system copy) is used to calculate the control input (u¯(t)) required by the observer
at the PMU location, see Fig. 4.12. A system copy containing the same reduced order
model drives a state feedback controller at the actuator location as described in Section
4.2.1. In this exercise, a balanced truncation approach [100] is used to obtain the reduced
order nominal model of the power system. For large scale power systems, subspace based
techniques for model reduction could be employed.
A low pass filter is used at the output of the system copy to suppress sharp changes
in the control signal due to periodic reset with most recent states. A 20 ms latency is
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considered in the communication channel.
Impact of Low Data Rate on CF
Impact of low data rates on the CF is illustrated in this subsection. The closed-loop
response was tested for different data rates in the range 1 sample/s (1/s).
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of CF for different data rates with a self-clearing fault for
80 ms near bus 60
System responses with the CF are compared for data rates of 50, 10 and 1 samples/s
following a self-clearing fault for 80 ms near bus 60, see Fig. 4.13. With 10 samples/s the
behavior is very close to that 50 samples/s while it is much worse with 1 sample/s. Here
self clearing fault is considered deliberately to rule out any possible deterioration due to
change in operating condition.
OSC with Low Data Rate
The above case study was repeated with the proposed OSC approach. Fig. 4.14 compares
the OSC with low data rates against the CF using a typical PMU rate of 50 samples/s.
For a self-clearing fault for 80 ms near bus 60, the OSC produces almost identical response
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of CF at nominal data rate (50 samples/s) vs OSC with
lower data rate for a self-clearing fault for 80 ms near bus 60
as the CF. This implies that the system copy could approximate the actual behavior quite
closely during intervals of absence of the feedback data.
It is to be noted that a system copy having the same order as the linearized plant would
exactly replicate the behavior in open-loop condition. However, some deviations are
expected in the simulation results due to non-linearities and model reduction effects. Drift
in the operating condition away from the nominal will result in growing difference between
the estimated response by the observer and the system copy leading to deterioration of
the OSC performance shown in the next subsection.
Effect of Operating Condition on OSC
Performance of the OSC under three different line outage scenarios were compared against
the nominal condition. Clearly, there are two factors that are expected to cause a poorer
behavior:
• difference between the system copy model (nominal) and the actual operating con-
dition
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• controller is design for the nominal condition
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Figure 4.15: Effect of change in operating condition on OSC performance
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Figure 4.16: Effect of change in operating condition on OSC performance
Although the impact of these factors can not be decoupled completely, the effect of the
deviation of the system operating condition on the OSC can be captured by:
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• comparing the OSC against CF at nominal data rate (25-60 samples/s) as a bench-
mark (to take care of the effect of controller)
• illustrating OSC performance with data rates as low as 1 sample every 2 s (this
will rely predominantly on the proximity of the system copy model and the actual
operating condition)
The system behavior with the CF for different operating conditions are illustrated in
Figs. 4.15 and 4.16 which reveal the following:
• at nominal condition, OSC with 1 sample every 2 s (1/2 s) behaves marginally
differently than CF with 50 samples/s (see Fig. 4.15) due to system nonlinearities
and model reduction effects
• CF with 50 samples/s produces satisfactory behavior under different operating
conditions indicating a reasonable robustness of the controller (see Figs. 4.15, 4.16)
• compared to the CF, considered as benchmark, the performance with OSC becomes
poorer with lower data rates due to increasing reliance on accuracy of system copy
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Figure 4.17: Maximum error bound of state trajectories in the inter-sample interval
for four different operating scenarios
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Figure 4.18: Impact of change in operating condition on OSC performance
Fig. 4.17 shows the maximum error norm of the state trajectories (4.27) during the inter-
sample interval for three tie-line outage scenarios 18-42, 40-41 and 54-53, see Fig. E.1. To
demonstrate the correlation between this measure with the actual damping performance
of the OSC, a low sampling rate of 0.5 Hz was chosen to allow the state trajectories to
evolve freely in the inter-sampling interval and reach its maxima.
Fig. 4.18 shows the effect of different operating conditions (simulated with a three phase
fault followed by three tie-line outages) on the performance of the OSC. It can be observed
that a qualitative agreement between the maximum error bound (4.27) shown in Fig. 4.17
exists in terms of deterioration of dynamic behavior from nominal condition. Note that
a similar range for the y-axes of the subplots is considered to facilitate a meaningful
comparison. Although the fault takes place at t = 5 s, the responses are compared from
t = 10 s to avoid the immediate effect of the fault in the first two swings.
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OSC vs CF at Low Data Rate
This subsection shows that the performance with the OSC, even under off-nominal op-
erating scenarios, is consistently better compared to the CF if low data rates are used.
Since the behavior of the CF is poor with 1 sample/s at the nominal condition (see Sec
4.2.5) and more so for the outage conditions - a minimum data rate of 2 samples/s was
used.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison between OSC and CF at 2 samples/s data rate for line
60-61 outage
Fig. 4.19 compares the system responses with CF and OSC for a three phase fault for 80
ms near bus 60 followed by line 60-61 outage. The effectiveness of the OSC is evident in
sharp contrast to the adverse impact of the low feedback rates on the CF. A closer look at
the variation of the percentage compensation of the TCSC (see Fig. 4.19, lower subplot)
reveals that the control effort with the OSC is delayed by about 0.5 s (precisely 0.52s)
due to the delayed arrival of the first sample of non-zero states from the PMU location
to the control center. Fig. 4.20 show the robustness of the proposed technique across the
different operating conditions (line 18-42 outage). These case studies demonstrate that
the proposed OSC approach produces a satisfactory closed-loop behavior under different
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Figure 4.20: Comparison between OSC and CF at 2 samples/s data rate for line
1842 outage
operating scenarios. On the other hand the CF results in unacceptable response with
low data rates.
OSC at Very Low Data Rate
With data rates typically in the range of 1-2 samples per second (1-2/s) [11], the OSC ap-
proach resulted in a satisfactory closed-loop system response even under the off-nominal
operating scenarios. Fig. 4.21 compares the performance of the CF using a typical PMU
data rate (50/s) against the OSC using a much lower rate (1/s). The system responses
are comparable demonstrating the effectiveness of the OSC approach under low feedback
data rate situations.
It is to be noted that with still lower data rates (e.g. 1 sample/2 s) the OSC produces
poorer responses compared to CF with 50 samples/s which is expected beyond a certain
point.
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of OSC at 1 sample/s data rate with CF at nominal (50
samples/s) data rate across different operating conditions
4.3 Summary
The adverse impact of latency and bandwidth constraint in data communication channels
on wide-area power oscillation damping control is discussed in this chapter. The latency
problem is addressed through a proposed modification of the traditional phasor POD
concept introduced by ABB, while an Observer driven System Copy (OSC) approach is
used to get around the bandwidth limitation issue.
To account for the phase change caused due to latency an adaptive phasor POD (AP-
POD) is proposed which adjusts the rotating coordinates used for phasor extraction.
The oscillatory component of the original signal is thus retrieved out of the delayed sig-
nal received at the control centre. An adaptive phase shift algorithm is used here unlike
a conventional phasor POD, to suit different signals and operating conditions. A com-
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parison with a conventional gain scheduled POD (CGPOD) and Unified Smith Predictor
(USP) is shown to demonstrate the improvement.
To deal with low data rates of the order of 1-2 samples per seconds (1-2/s) an observer
driven system copy (OSC) architecture is suggested. The basic idea is to use the knowl-
edge of the nominal system to approximate the actual behavior during intervals when
data from PMUs is not available. Each time new data samples arrive, this estimate is
updated by the most recent states provided by the observer at the PMU location. The
closed-loop behavior deteriorates as the operating condition drifts away from the nominal
dynamics. Nonetheless, significantly better response compared to the conventional feed-
back (CF) is obtained under bandwidth constrained communication. The deterioration is
quantified in terms of the difference between the nominal and the off-nominal conditions.
Non-linear time-domain simulations on two different test systems confirm the effectiveness
of the proposed techniques.
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Chapter 5
Wide-Area Damping Control
through Wind Farms and HVDC
In the previous chapter two potential problems related to wide-area damping control
using FACTS devices were analyzed. However, only conventional power source modeled
by synchronous generators (SGs) was considered in the test systems. Future grids are
envisaged to be made up of significant amounts of wind generation with a mix of AC and
HVDC transmission. The main focus of this chapter is to analyze the impact of wind
penetration and HVDC upgrades on the system dynamics and design wide-area PSS for
wind farms and point-to-point HVDC links.
5.1 Impact of Wind Penetration on Dynamic Performance
In this work, case studies with fixed load and constant tie-flow but different levels of
wind penetration at sending and receiving ends are studied. Unlike the studies reported in
literature, a more realistic situation is considered here with the DFIG supplying increasing
loads not only in its own area but another remote area resulting in varying tie-line
transfer.
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5.1.1 DFIG-based Wind Farm Modeling
The overall structure of a DFIG is shown in Fig. 5.1 (a) where an aggregated model of
the wind farm was adopted [58]. Modelling of DFIG was done in synchronously rotating
d − q reference frame [94] with d-axis leading the q-axis as per IEEE convention, see
Fig. 5.1 (b). The stator transients of the machine were neglected, the converters were
assumed to be ideal and the dc link dynamics was also neglected as suggested in [62]
- further details can be found in [101]. Besides the standard differential and algebraic
equations used to model the generator, a two-mass model of the turbine and drive train
was considered [101–103]. Modeling of the wind turbine and the induction generator are
described in brief in the Appendix in section A.4.
Rotor Side Converter (RSC) Control
Standard vector control approach [104] as described below was adopted where the q-axis
was aligned with ψs, see Fig. 5.1 (b). All notations in the modified reference frame are
henceforth denoted with a prime. Therefore,
Lssi
′
ds + Lmi
′
dr = 0⇒ i′ds = −
Lm
Lss
i′dr (5.1)
ψ′qs = Lssi
′
qs + Lmi
′
qr (5.2)
Neglecting Rs and assuming ims constant we can write,
ψ′qs ≈ Lmims ⇒ i′qs =
Lm
Lss
(ims − i′qr) (5.3)
This results in simplification of v′dr and v
′
qr as follows:
v′dr = −Rri′dr − σLrr
d(i′dr)
dt
− slωsσLrri′qr − slωs
L2m
Lss
ims (5.4)
v′qr = −Rri′qr − σLrr
d(i′qr)
dt
+ slωsσLrri
′
dr (5.5)
where, σ = (1 − L2mLssLrr ). As shown in Fig. 5.1 (c) ‘PLANT’, the above equations can
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Figure 5.1: (a) DFIG overall structure (b) d− q: reference frame used for power sys-
tem modelling, d′-q′: modified reference frame for vector control (c) rotor converter
control
be rewritten in terms of v′′qr and v
′′
dr after isolating the disturbance terms: slωsσLrri
′
dr
and slωs(σLrri
′
qr+
Lm
Lss
ims), respectively. Values of the parameters used for modelling are
shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Parameters used for DFIG modeling
Parameters Values (pu) Parameters Values
Rs 0.00488 ωs 1.0 pu
Lss 4.0452 csh 0.09 pu-s/elect. rad
Lm 3.95279 ksh 0.3 pu/elect. rad
Lrr 4.0523 Hg 3.5 s
Rr 0.00549 ωrrated 1.3 pu
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Note that i′dr and i
′
qr are measurable variables whereas ims can be estimated from (5.3).
Therefore the measurable disturbances were used as feed-forward terms with appropriate
signs to achieve decoupling between d and q axes current control loops. The torque
reference was generated through maximum power point tracking (MPPT) which in turn
determined i′∗dr as shown below:
T ∗e = (
L2m
Lss
)imsi
′∗
dr = Koptω
2
r (5.6)
i′∗qr was decided based on terminal voltage control with a droop of Kvc while supplying
the magnetizing current from RSC.
Note that moderate closed loop BW is adequate in tracking i′∗dr and i
′∗
qr since they are dc
in nature under steady state. Thus a BW of 300 rad/s was considered while designing
the controller K(s) as shown in the Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: DFIG primary controller parameters
Parameters Values
K(s) −300(Rr+sσLrrs )
Kvc 20.0
Grid Side Converter (GSC) Control
The GSC was assumed to be lossless, i.e. the same real power flows through RSC and
GSC. On the other hand QGSC was kept zero to attain minimum converter size.
5.1.2 Key Assumptions
The key assumptions of DFIG modeling, control and operation can be summarized as
follows:
1. Stator transients in the induction generator are neglected. Turbine and generator
mechanical side is represented by a two mass model.
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2. Wind turbine pitch control is neglected. The turbine is also assumed to operate in
the zone of maximum power point extraction.
3. Wind speed variation is not considered in the studies, i.e a constant speed operation
is assumed.
4. Converters are assumed to be ideal and no DC bus dynamics is considered.
It is worth noting that at high wind speeds where pitch control starts working, the
supplementary control action (e.g. wind-PSS action) will be adversely affected due to
limited zone of rotor speed variation. This type of limit is not considered in this work.
5.1.3 Test System
The well-known 4-machine, 2-area system [94] described in the Appendix D was consid-
ered for the case study. However, instead of three tie-lines as in Fig. D.1 two tie-lines
were considered as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. The DFIG was modeled as described earlier in
Section 5.1.1.
Figure 5.2: 4-machine, 2-area system with 2 AC tie-lines. Generator G2 and G4
could be either SG or DFIG
5.1.4 Case Studies
There is one poorly damped inter-area mode and two local modes. To investigate the
impact of wind (DFIG) penetration on the the inter-area mode, two broad scenarios as
mentioned below were considered:
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1. Relative proportion of DFIG and SG output power was changed to supply a fixed
load (about 2800 MW) keeping the tie-line flow (400 MW) constant. Also DFIG
at both sending end (SE), G2 and receiving end (RE), G4 were considered. This
mimics a typical operational situation where a given system load is shared between
the SGs and DFIGs in certain proportion according to the available wind energy
(speed).
2. Increase in system load (at both ends) was supplied by the DFIG, G2 while main-
taining the outputs of SGs, G1, G3 and G4 almost unchanged. This is representa-
tive of a future planning scenario where bulk of the load growth is to be catered by
wind energy.
Impact of DFIG on the inter-area mode was analyzed by comparing above situations
against those with equivalent SG.
Fixed Load and Tie-flow, Different Mix of SG and DFIG
In order to investigate the impact of DFIGs under a typical operational scenario, different
mix of SGs and DFIG were considered keeping the system load and tie-flow constant. For
each operating condition all generators were first modeled as SGs and then depending
on the wind flow pattern either G2 (for SE) or G4 (for RE) or both were replaced by
DFIG. Each operating condition corresponds to different levels of percentage contribution
from DFIG which is compared against the same power being delivered by SG at those
locations. The comparison is based on damping and frequency of the inter-area mode
which will be termed as ‘system damping ratio’ and ‘modal frequency’ henceforth.
Figs 5.3 and 5.4 show the system damping ratio and modal frequency for five scenarios
with different levels of wind penetration from either end of the network expressed as a
percentage of the overall system load. The general trend shows that DFIG increases the
system damping and frequency when compared to equivalent synchronous generation.
Damping contribution of DFIG increases when it is located at RE rather than SE for
the same DFIG output. The reason behind this is analyzed in terms of damping torque
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Figure 5.3: Damping ratios of inter-area mode under different scenarios with fixed
system load (2800 MW) and tie-flow (400 MW). Wind penetration (in % of system
load) considered at sending end (SE) at G2 and receiving end (RE) at G4
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Figure 5.4: Frequency of inter-area mode under different scenarios with fixed system
load (2800 MW) and tie-flow (400 MW). Wind penetration (in % of system load)
considered at sending end (SE) at G2 and receiving end (RE) at G4
contribution from each of the SGs as elaborated in the later half of this Section. The
increase in frequency with wind penetration is due to reduction in equivalent generator
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inertia as a result of ‘decoupling’ of DFIG rotor dynamics from the rest of the system.
Note that the modal frequency is the highest when 50% wind penetration is considered
(25% at each end) where G2 and G4 hardly contribute to inertia.
To gain insight into the increased system damping in presence of DFIG and their relative
magnitudes, damping torque contributions from each generator were computed from
simulation results. The oscillations in Te and ω, as a result of a small disturbance in
the system, were expressed as phasors and their relative magnitudes and angles were
computed using the approach reported in [105]. Note that the torque phasor component
of a generator along the direction of the correspondiong speed phasor when normalized
with respect to the latter gives damping torque.
It can be seen from Fig. 5.5 that the net damping torque contribution from the SGs in
damping torque contribution from each generator
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Figure 5.5: Damping torque contribution (normalized with respect to speed) from
individual generators across different wind penetration (in % of system load) scenar-
ios. System load (2800 MW) and tie-flow (400 MW) are kept constant
each scenario is higher when DFIG is present. It was found that the DFIG rotor speed
and torque variation were negligible compared to those of SGs which is also reflected
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in almost zero participation of DFIG in the inter-area mode - thereby contributing no
damping torque on their own. For example when G2 and G4 are DFIGs the corresponding
damping torque contributions are zero, see bottom right subplot of Fig. 5.5. However,
the damping contribution of G1 and G3 increases significantly compared to the case
where all are SGs - thereby producing larger damping ratio. Similar trend is visible
for other scenarios. Moreover, the relative magnitudes of damping ratios for different
scenarios is consistent with the trend of net Td values - e.g. 30% wind penetration at RE
shows highest damping ratio (∼2.5%) due to the largest net Td of ∼0.1 pu-s/rad compare
Figs 5.3 and 5.5.
SG vs DFIG: Higher System Load
In this section a typical planning scenario where future load growth would be supplied
by additional wind is considered, whereby the conventional generation is kept constant.
Output of wind farm G2 is increased from 700 MW to 950 MW to supply load increase
from 2800 MW to 3050 MW distributed at buses 7 and 9 respectively, see Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.6: Damping ratios of inter-area mode under different scenarios with increase
in system load being supplied by increasing output of G2. Outputs of SGs, G1 and
G4 are kept constant at their nominal values. Blue Trace: G2 is SG. Green Trace:
G2 is DFIG
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Fig. 5.6 compares the damping ratios with increased load supplied mostly by G2 which
could be either SG or DFIG. Although the previous trend is visible, i.e. with DFIG
the system gets better damped - the positive effect reduces at higher loading. After a
threshold (around 3000 MW loading) the damping with DFIG is less than that with SG.
Interestingly, the modal frequency also becomes less with DFIG at such high loading
despite reduction in generator inertia, see Fig. 5.7. This can be attributed to increase in
power angle due to reduction in voltage profile under such heavy loading scenario which
dominates the reduction in inertia.
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Figure 5.7: Frequency of inter-area mode under different scenarios with increase in
system load being supplied by increasing output of G2. Outputs of SGs, G1 and G4
are kept constant at their nominal values. Blue Trace: G2 is SG. Green Trace: G2
is DFIG
To understand the trend of damping ratios, damping torque analysis was repeated as
in Section 5.1.4. The compass plot of torque variation of SGs normalized w.r.t the
corresponding speed changes are shown in Fig. 5.8 for two loading conditions. Note
that the the speed deviation ∆ω of all generators will not be in same phase, but the
objective being damping torque analysis - we are interested only in the phase difference
of individual generator torque with respect to its own speed. Therefore the relative phase
amongst the generator speeds is not illustrated in this figure.
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At about 2950 MW loading the magnitude of ∆Te for SG (blue arrows) and DFIG (green
arrows) are almost equal, see Fig. 5.8. However, the component of ∆Te along ∆ω is more
compass plots of generator torque with respect to speed
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Figure 5.8: Compass plots of torque deviations normalized with respect to speed
change. Blue arrows: individual machine torques when all are SGs. Green arrows:
individual machine torques when G2 is DFIG
negative for SG thereby producing poorer damping ratio. This is consistent with the
individual damping torque contribution of generators shown in the top right subplot of
Fig. 5.9.
As the loading increases to about 3050 MW, the damping torque component in presence
of DFIG becomes much more negative as compared to that with SG, see Figs 5.8 and 5.9.
From Figs 5.6 and 5.9 the general trends of change in system damping can be explained
form the magnitude of net damping torque under each condition.
5.2 Design of Wind-PSS for Power Oscillation Damping
As shown in the previous section substantial penetration of wind energy, mostly through
DFIGs, would potentially change the dynamic behavior of future power systems. In this
context, system support features, like power oscillation damping, frequency regulation
etc., that are usually demanded from SGs, would also be increasingly applicable for wind
farms.
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damping torque contribution from each generator
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Figure 5.9: Damping torque contribution (normalized with respect to speed) from
individual generators with increase in system load being supplied by increasing out-
put of G2. Outputs of SGs G1 and G4 are kept constant at their nominal values.
Blue: G2 is SG. Green Trace: G2 is DFIG
In this work, a coordinated approach to power oscillation damping control design for
more than one wind farms is adopted to damp multiple critical inter-area modes. Two
case studies are presented based on the 16-machine, 5-area dynamic equivalent of New
England - New York system. To understand the system impact of wind farm integration,
the first case study considered replacing a single SG with PSS by an equivalent DFIG-
based wind generator. Choice of appropriate control structure (i.e. control variables and
feedback signals) is demonstrated with a view to match the system dynamic performance
in presence of the SG with PSS. Multiple DFIGs were introduced for the second case
study to illustrate the choice of appropriate control loops and coordinated design of
several wind farm controllers to damp multiple critical inter-area modes. Modal analysis
and non-linear simulations results from Matlab/SIMULINK are presented for both the
case studies to substantiate the findings.
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5.2.1 Test System
Figure 5.10: Case Study 1: 16-machine, 5-area system where SG, G9 is equipped
with a delta omega PSS. Impact of replacing this SG by a DFIG is studied. Remote
feedback signal, P54−53 is used for DFIG-PSS at G9
Figure 5.11: Case Study 2: 16-machine, 5-area system where two SGs, G9 and G15
are replaced by DFIGs. Remote feedback signals, P14−41 and P27−37 are used for
decentralized DFIG-PSSs at G9 and G15, respectively
A 16-machine, 5-area system (Fig. E.1) described in [89] was considered. A detailed
description of the study system including machine, excitation system and network pa-
rameters can be found in the Appendix E. However, for studying the wind-PSS the
system was modified as shown in Figs 5.10 and 5.11. As mentioned in E, G1 −G8 were
equipped with IEEE DC1A excitation system while a static excitation system with a PSS
(referred to as SG-PSS) was installed at G9. The rest of the SGs were under manual
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excitation control. Two scenarios were considered for case studies:
• Case Study 1: SG, G9 was replaced by a DFIG modeled as described earlier in
Section 5.1.1. The objective was to assess the impact on the system dynamics
when a SG with PSS is replaced by a wind farm as shown in Fig. 5.10. Damping
controller for the DFIG (referred to as DFIG-PSS henceforth) was designed to
match the SG-PSS performance
• Case Study 2: SGs, G9 and G15, were replaced by equivalent DFIGs, see Fig. 5.11.
Coordinated design of the two DFIG PSSs in a decentralized framework was inves-
tigated
These two case studies are discussed in Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4.
5.2.2 Coordinated Control Design
The objective was to ensure the following using a coordinated (simultaneous) approach
to calculation of the parameters of multiple controllers:
1. A minimum settling time for all the closed-loop oscillatory modes under possible
operating conditions
2. A diagonal controller resulting in decentralized control
3. Fixed structure low order controller
The coordinated control design problem was formulated as follows:
Given a family of square linearized time-invariant (LTI) plants Gi(s), i = 1, 2, · · · , N
corresponding to N different operating conditions including the nominal one:
Gi(s) ,

 Ai Bi
Ci 0

 ; Ai ∈ Rn×n, Bi ∈ Rn×m, Ci ∈ Rm×n (5.7)
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Find a stable diagonal LTI controller K(s),
K(s) ,

 Ak Bk
Ck Dk


=


Ak1 0 . 0 Bk1 0 . 0
0 Ak2 . 0 0 Bk2 . 0
. . . . . . . .
0 0 . Akm 0 0 . Bkm
Ck1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0
0 Ck2 . 0 0 0 . 0
. . . . . . . .
0 0 . Ckm 0 0 . 0


(5.8)
Akj ∈ Rnk×nk , Bkj ∈ Rnk×1, Ckj ∈ R1×nk , j = 1, 2, · · · ,m
such that:
K(s) ∈ S (5.9)
λ



 Ai BiCk
BkCi Ak



 ∈ ℑ(σ) ∀ i = 1, 2, · · · , N (5.10)
nk ≪ n (5.11)
where,
S: set of stable controllers
λ(·): eigen values
ℑ(σ): region to the left of constant σ line specifying minimum settling time requirement.
Analytical solution to the above problem is not straightforward [106]. Hence, heuristic
optimization was used here to determine K(s) by solving the above problem. Constraint
on closed-loop stability was implicitly imposed through introduction of a high penalty
(e.g. 106) in the objective function in case of closed-loop poles on the right half of the
s-plane. The technique is elaborated in the Appendix F briefly. For further details of the
control design principle and methodology the readers can refer to [107,108]. The heuristic
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method used here is standard. However, its application in designing DFIG based PSS in
a MIMO framework is not reported before.
5.2.3 Case Study 1
Modal Analysis
The test system was linearized around the nominal operating condition. Table 5.3 shows
the damping ratios and frequencies of the electromechanical modes. There are four inter-
area modes (referred to as mode #1 to #4 henceforth) with frequencies lying between
0.4-0.8 Hz and several local modes in the range of 1-2 Hz. When SG-PSS at G9 is
out of service, the damping of the 1st and the 3rd inter-area mode becomes poorer and
the corresponding local mode with 1.19 Hz frequency becomes unstable whereas the
eigenvalues of the other modes remain more or less constant, see Table 5.3. Also note
that the frequency of mode #1 slightly increases due to absence of inertial contribution
from the wind farm.
Table 5.3: Damping Ratio and Frequency of Electromechanical Modes
Scenarios SG with PSS SG without PSS DFIG
Modes ξ,% f,Hz ξ,% f,Hz ξ,% f,Hz
Inter-
Area
6.50 0.38 1.60 0.39 1.50 0.40
4.40 0.50 4.40 0.50 4.30 0.50
5.70 0.62 3.60 0.63 4.50 0.62
5.00 0.79 5.00 0.79 5.00 0.79
Local
6.30 1.07 6.30 1.07 6.30 1.07
5.90 1.16 5.80 1.16 5.90 1.16
8.00 1.21 7.90 1.21 8.00 1.20
5.80 1.26 -0.40 1.19 – –
7.50 1.27 7.40 1.27 7.40 1.27
5.00 1.34 3.50 1.35 4.70 1.34
9.80 1.54 9.80 1.54 9.80 1.54
6.80 1.55 6.90 1.55 6.80 1.55
9.10 1.56 9.10 1.56 9.10 1.56
6.20 1.88 6.20 1.88 6.20 1.88
The impact of replacing the SG, G9 with a DFIG was similar to that of keeping the PSS
out of service - note similar effect on the inter-area modes. However, the major difference
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was that the unstable 1.19 Hz local mode was absent due to the ‘decoupling’ effect of
DFIG at G9.
Fig. 5.12 shows the relative mode shapes of generator speeds for mode #1 to #4 for
Figure 5.12: Relative mode shapes of generator speeds for four inter-area modes
where G9 (Red arrow) is either SG or DFIG. Generators from each area with highest
participation is shown. DFIG, G9 has negligible participation in inter-area modes
(Red arrows not visible in right half column)
the case with SG-PSS vis-a-vis DFIG at G9. For sake of clarity, generators with highest
participation from each area are shown along with G9. Note that G9 does not show up
in the mode shape when it is a DFIG (see right hand column of Fig. 5.12) unlike when
it is SG (see left hand column of Fig. 5.12). The DFIG-PSS might not be effective in
damping the inter-area modes, since the mechanical states of DFIGs do not participate
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in them. Miller et-al [58] showed that the DFIGs do not contribute to electromechanical
modes and as a result the PSS action is not needed in them [70]. On the other hand,
Jenkins et-al [109] and Vournas et-al [59] showed the damping potential of DFIGs using
mainly local feedback signals (e.g. ωr, Pstator etc.) while Fan et-al [69] used a remote
feedback signal. The damping potential of wind farms and related control loop design is
discussed in the following section.
Control Loop
As shown in Table 5.3, introduction of DFIG, G9 reduces the damping of two inter-
area modes necessitating PSS action. Since the RSC of DFIG was controlled based on
current control strategy, see Section 5.1.1, the d and q axes rotor currents were chosen
for modulation. Modal controllability of the rotor currents, shown in Table 5.4, has non-
zero magnitudes which confirms that DFIG-PSS has the potential to damp inter-area
oscillations. For all four modes, I ′drmod is seen to offer higher controllability than I
′
qrmod.
Table 5.4: Modal Controllability of DFIG Rotor Currents
Mode #1 #2 #3 #4
I ′drmod 0.762 0.021 0.696 0.006
I ′qrmod 0.553 0.015 0.506 0.004
The objective here was to match the SG-PSS performance through DFIG-PSS by mod-
ulation of rotor currents. Modal observability of power flow signals were calculated and
compared against the SG-PSS case. Table 5.5 shows the normalized observability for a
few line real power flows where P13−17 has maximum observability for mode #1 and #3,
P16−18 for mode #2 and P15−42 for mode #3. The observability of all four modes in the
DFIG stator power PG9 is significantly less as compared to the case with SG, thereby,
ruling this out as an effective feedback signal.
Physical explanation behind above observations can be summarized as:
1. The fast control loops of the DFIG rotor converter ensures constant rotor speed
with fixed wind velocity. This, in turn, decouples the turbine mechanical side from
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Table 5.5: Modal Observability of Local and Remote Power Flow Signals
Mode #1 #2 #3 #4
Signals SG-PSS DFIG SG-PSS DFIG SG-PSS DFIG SG-PSS DFIG
PG9 0.077 0.003 0.016 0.001 0.031 0.001 0.006 0.000
P54−53 0.381 0.309 0.141 0.146 0.283 0.278 0.033 0.034
P37−68 0.223 0.216 0.100 0.107 0.211 0.216 0.026 0.032
P61−60 0.268 0.211 0.196 0.204 0.334 0.332 0.013 0.016
P19−68 0.156 0.143 0.073 0.076 0.148 0.148 0.018 0.021
P55−54 0.162 0.142 0.060 0.066 0.139 0.142 0.020 0.022
P52−55 0.152 0.120 0.079 0.083 0.154 0.153 0.015 0.017
P52−37 0.150 0.119 0.072 0.075 0.142 0.140 0.016 0.017
P13−17 1.000 1.000 0.238 0.279 1.000 1.000 0.157 0.151
P16−18 0.351 0.317 1.000 1.000 0.045 0.046 0.412 0.412
P15−42 0.284 0.260 0.229 0.235 0.008 0.008 1.000 1.000
its electrical side so far as the inter-area modes are concerned. As a result, those
modes have very poor observability in the rotor speed.
2. Supplementary control of DFIG rotor current can be considered as a tracking prob-
lem where the reference is modulated at a very low frequencies (0.1-1 Hz). Since the
closed loop BW of the converter current controller is 300 rad/s, a faithful tracking
is expected. Therefore, controllability for those modes are reasonably good in the
rotor currents.
Residue angle criteria [110] was used for short listing the signals which were then ar-
ranged in the descending order of observability of mode #1, see Table 5.5. A single-input
multiple-output controller was used with P54−53 as the feedback signal (see Fig. 5.10) and
both d and q axes rotor currents with comparable modal controllability as control inputs.
Control design approach outlined in Section 5.2.2 was adopted to achieve closed loop set-
tling times similar to that with a SG-PSS with nk = 2, see (5.8). As shown in Fig. 5.13,
the closed loop settling times of the DFIG-PSS is comparable to that of SG-PSS with
mode #3 being better damped in the former case. This figure also incorporates the pre-
vious observations regarding settling times of inter-area modes for ease of understanding.
The controller structure is shown in Fig. 5.14.
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Figure 5.13: Settling times of four inter-area modes with (a) SG, G9 without any
PSS (b) DFIG, G9 without PSS (c) SG, G9 with PSS and (d) DFIG, G9 with PSS to
match/improve over SG-PSS performance
Figure 5.14: Parameters of the PSS for DFIG, G9
Simulation Results
Non-linear simulation was done in MATLAB/SIMULINK to confirm the findings of the
linear analysis and figure out whether DFIG-PSS can match the SG-PSS performance.
Fig. 5.15 shows the system behavior following a three-phase self-clearing fault near bus
60 for 80 ms. When the PSS at SG, G9 is taken out of service, instability of the local
mode is seen in the speed deviation of G9 and also in tie-power flows to a lesser extent.
The presence of SG-PSS shows its stabilizing effect on the system whereas replacement
of G9 by DFIG results in poorly damped inter-area oscillations. Speed deviation of the
DFIG shows negligible oscillations which confirms the mode-shapes of generator speed
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in Fig. 5.12.
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Figure 5.15: Dynamic performance of the system (see Fig. 5.10) following a self-
clearing 3-phase fault near bus 60 for 80 ms. Green trace: SG, G9 without PSS - a
local mode is unstable. Red trace: DFIG, G9 without PSS. Blue trace: SG, G9 with
PSS
Effectiveness of the DFIG-PSS is illustrated in Fig. 5.16 against that of DFIG with only
primary controls and SG-PSS scenario. It is interesting to note that inter-area mode is
observable in ∆ωr and θtw when supplementary control is employed, thereby, obtaining
similar damping performance like the SG-PSS.
5.2.4 Case Study 2
In this section coordinated control of multiple DFIGs in a decentralized framework is
discussed for the system shown in Fig. 5.11, where in addition to G9, the SG at G15 was
also replaced by an equivalent DFIG. Modal analysis and controller design were done to
achieve a settling time of 15.0 s.
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Figure 5.16: Dynamic performance of the system following a self-clearing 3-phase
fault near bus 60 for 80 ms. Green trace: DFIG, G9 without PSS. Red trace: SG, G9
with PSS. Blue trace: DFIG, G9 with PSS to match/improve SG-PSS performance
Modal Analysis
Linear analysis around a nominal condition shows the presence of only three dominant
inter-area modes, whose settling times are shown in Fig. 5.19. As shown in Fig. 5.12,
SG at G15 had the highest participation in mode #4 and the rest of the system was
oscillating against it. When this generator was replaced by a DFIG, the corresponding
inter-area mode ceased to exist. Mode shape plots in Fig. 5.17 illustrates the lack of
participation of G9 and G15 (DFIGs) speeds in all the three modes. Closer look reveals
that the relative mode shape magnitude of G5 and G16 reduces in mode #2 and that of
G16 increases slightly in mode #1 for the DFIG scenario.
Control Loop
Modal controllability of DFIG rotor currents for G9 and G15 shows that I ′drmod of G9 is
the natural choice for modulation as this has the highest magnitudes for mode #1 and #3,
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Figure 5.17: Relative mode shapes of generator speeds for three inter-area modes
where G9 and G15 (Red arrow) are either SGs or DFIGs. Generators from each
area with highest participation is shown. When G9 and G15 are DFIGs they have
negligible participation in inter-area modes. When G15 is DFIG the fourth mode is
absent
see Table 5.6. Additionally, I ′qrmod of G15 was selected, in spite of a higher controllability
of G9 q-axis rotor current for mode #2 (see Table 5.6) in order to distribute the damping
duty amongst the available wind farms.
As shown in Table 5.7, magnitudes of modal observability of stator powers of G9 and
G15 are significantly reduced when corresponding SGs are replaced by DFIGs. Based
on residue angle criterion mentioned in the previous section, P14−41 and P27−37 were
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Table 5.6: Modal Controllability of DFIG Rotor Currents
Mode #1 #2 #3
G9
I ′drmod 0.639 0.025 0.694
I ′qrmod 0.322 0.090 0.010
G15
I ′drmod 0.464 0.018 0.505
I ′qrmod 0.194 0.040 0.011
chosen as feedback signals for G9 and G15, respectively, see Fig. 5.11. The decentralized
controllers were designed with nk = 3, see (5.8), and their parameters are shown in
Fig. 5.18. It can be seen from Fig. 5.19 that a settling time of about 15.0 s or less was
achieved in closed loop for all three modes as imposed by the design criterion (5.2.2).
Table 5.7: Modal Observability of Local and Remote Power Flow Signals
Mode #1 #2 #3
Signals SG DFIG SG DFIG SG DFIG
PG9 0.077 0.003 0.016 0.000 0.031 0.001
PG15 0.284 0.002 0.229 0.001 0.008 0.000
P14−41 0.192 0.197 0.813 1.000 0.015 0.016
P27−37 0.072 0.102 0.028 0.017 0.069 0.075
P13−17 1.000 1.000 0.238 0.453 1.000 1.000
Figure 5.18: Parameters of the PSSs for DFIGs, G9 and G15
Simulation Results
The dynamic performance of the system following a three-phase self-clearing fault of
5-cycle duration near bus 60 is shown in Fig. 5.20.
The real power flow in the tie-line 54−53 connecting NETS and NYPS shows the presence
of three poorly damped modes for DFIGs without PSSs. Modulation of I ′dr of G9 and I
′
qr
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Figure 5.19: Settling times of three inter-area modes with DFIGs, G9 and G15 with-
out/ with PSSs
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Figure 5.20: Dynamic performance of the system (see Fig. 5.11) following a self-
clearing 3-phase fault near bus 60 for 80 ms. Green trace: SGs, G9 and G15. Red
trace: DFIGs, G9 and G15 without PSSs. Blue trace: DFIGs, G9 and G15 with PSSs
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of G15 resulted in settling of these modes in about 15.0 s. The amplitude of modulation
of I ′dr is higher as compared to that of I
′
qr. Note that the DFIG rotor current components
are expressed in the modified reference frame as shown in Fig. 5.1 (b) whereby the d′
axes are locked with respect to the stator flux of individual generators G9 and G15.
Fig. 5.21 shows the real power flows through the three tie-lines connecting different areas.
The power flow through the line connecting buses 60 and 61 suffers the worst dip due to
its proximity to the fault location. The dynamic performance of the system illustrates
the effectiveness of the decentralized PSSs at two distant wind farms in damping the
three critical modes.
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Figure 5.21: Dynamic performance of the system (see Fig. 5.11) following a self-
clearing 3-phase fault near bus 60 for 80 ms. Green trace: SGs, G9 and G15. Red
trace: DFIGs, G9 and G15 without PSSs. Blue trace: DFIGs, G9 and G15 with PSSs
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5.3 Impact of HVDC Upgrade on Dynamic Performance
Transmission of large amounts of wind power would require new transmission facilities
and/or reinforcement of the existing ones. Besides conventional AC technology, signifi-
cant proportion of the transmission upgrade would be HVDC either to capture deep-sea
offshore wind power or interconnecting different geographical regions to tackle wind in-
termittency problem. Presence of HVDC links is likely to influence the system dynamic
behavior and at the same time present significant control opportunities.
In this section, the impact of a mix of synchronous and asynchronous generation and
transmission on the dynamic performance of the system is investigated in a unified frame-
work. Like Section 5.1, a simple test system is considered here with a view to isolate the
effects, identify and explain the trends under different scenarios. Also power oscillation
damping control with supplementary modulation of DFIG rotor currents (both direct
and quadrature axes) or active and reactive power order of VSC HVDC is demonstrated.
5.3.1 VSC HVDC Modelling
Converter Modelling
The converters were represented by their averaged model [111] in Matlab/SIMULINK.
The converter model is shown in Fig. 5.23(a) in a synchronously rotating reference frame
d′-q′ where its d′-axis is locked with the voltage Eac on the AC system side of the con-
verters (Fig. 5.23(b)) to ensure decoupled control of the active and reactive power. All
notations in the modified reference frame are henceforth denoted with a prime. The AC
system connected to the HVDC converters is modeled in d− q reference frame shown in
Fig. 5.23(b) which needs to be transformed to d′-q′ frame and back while interfacing the
HVDC converter variables with those of the AC system. From Fig. 5.23(a) the dynamics
of the AC side of the converters is given by:
v′dt −Rci′d − Lc
di′d
dt
+ Lcωeli
′
q = Eac (5.12)
v′qt −Rci′q − Lc
di′q
dt
− Lcωeli′d = 0 (5.13)
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where, v′dt = m
′
d
Vdc
2 and v
′
qt = m
′
q
Vdc
2 . The modulation indices in d
′−q′ frame are denoted
by m′d and m
′
q respectively. The nominal turns ratio of the converter transformer was
designed to be 0.9.
DC Link Modelling
The dc link was modelled by a lumped resistance and inductance:
Vdcrec − Vdcinv = RLIdc + LLdIdc
dt
(5.14)
DC bus dynamics at each converter end was modelled with differential equation showing
power exchange in the capacitors. Fig. 5.23 (d) shows the inverter dc bus model as
written below:
P ′inv − Pinv −
3
2
i′2invRc =
1
2
C
d(V 2dcinv)
dt
(5.15)
where, P ′inv = VdcinvIdc, Pinv =
3
2Eaci
′
dinv and i
′2
inv = i
′2
dinv + i
′2
qinv. This is also illustrated
in Fig. 5.22.
Figure 5.22: Power balance between inverter DC and AC side
All HVDC parameters are shown in Table 5.8.
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Table 5.8: HVDC parameters
Parameters Values Parameters Values
Vdcinv 230 kV C 0.1 mF
Lc 10.26 mH LL 680 mH
Rc 0.0 ohm RL 10.2 ohm
Figure 5.23: (a) VSC HVDC converter model with overall control structure (b) mod-
ified reference frame for decoupled control (c) rectifier control (d) inverter control
Rectifier Control
The rectifier operates in P−Qmode with decoupled control strategy [112] in the modified
reference frame, see Fig. 5.23 (a)-(c). Note that i′d, i
′
q, Eac and Vdc are measurable
variables. Therefore, the measurable disturbances were used as feed-forward terms with
appropriate signs to achieve decoupling between d and q axes current control loops. The
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reference values of the current components were derived as:
i′∗d =
2P ∗
3Eac
, i′∗q = −
2Q∗
3Eac
(5.16)
In line with DFIG current control, see Section 5.1.1 the controllers KI(s) were designed
for a closed loop BW of 300 rad/s.
Inverter Control
The inverter operates in Vdc − Q mode maintaining constant dc bus voltage and unity
power factor on the point of common coupling (PCC), see Fig. 5.23 (d). The outer voltage
control loop is slower than the inner current control loop and consists of the feed-forward
terms to mitigate measurable disturbances. A lead compensator KV (s) = 0.027(
s+231
s+398.6 )
providing a phase margin of 60 degrees at about 300 rad/s was employed to control the
dc link voltage.
5.3.2 Case Study
As shown in Fig. 5.24, AC corridor between area 1 and area 2 was upgraded by replacing
one of the AC tie-lines with a point-to-point VSC HVDC link. The system behavior with
both AC and VSC HVDC was compared against the case with only AC tie-lines.
Figure 5.24: 4-machine, 2-area system with 1 AC tie-line and a VSC HVDC link.
Generator G2 and G4 could be either SG or DFIG
Under higher loading conditions the tie-flow increases from 400 MW to about 550 MW.
The objective of the dc link was to maintain flow through a single AC tie-line at its
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nominal value of 200 MW and maintain unity power factor at either of the terminals
with increasing wind penetration at G2.
Fig. 5.25 shows the system damping ratio with HVDC upgrade across different loading
conditions. Under nominal loading with 400 MW tie-flow and 2800 MW load, inclusion
of HVDC makes the system unstable. Such a trend of negative damping contribution
continues till the tie-flow reaches 500 MW (2950 MW system load). However under
heavier loading where DFIG starts producing negative impact on system damping, the
HVDC upgrade is shown to produce considerable improvement. For example with 3000
MW load the damping is improved from -6.3% to about -2% and under 550 MW tie-flow
(3050 MW load) from -20.7% to -2.5%. On the other hand the modal frequency is lesser
with introduction of dc link up to the threshold of 2950 MW loading and increases with
higher system load, see Fig. 5.26.
The reduction in damping with HVDC upgrade at normal loading (2800 MW) is pri-
marily due to the fact that half the AC tie-flow (200 MW) behaves as constant power
loads at buses 7 and 9 which contributes negatively [88]. With increased loading the dc
link shares more power, thereby relieving the AC tie - which has a positive impact on
system damping. When the tie-flow becomes more than 500 MW, this has a dominant
contribution in increasing the damping ratio.
In the above sections the system impact of DFIG is analyzed considering typical oper-
ational and planning scenarios along with the effect of future HVDC upgrades. Most
of the conclusions are in line with the results reported in literature for other systems
with a few exceptions. Under heavy loading scenarios high wind penetration from the
sending end of the tie is shown to have negative impact on system stability where HVDC
upgrade shows beneficial effect. Detailed analysis of damping torque contribution from
each generator is shown to provide better understanding of the trends. Power oscillation
damping control through DFIG and/or VSC HVDC link is discussed in the next section.
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Figure 5.25: DFIG with HVDC upgrade: Variation in damping ratio of inter-area
mode with increase in system load being supplied by increasing output of DFIG G2.
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Figure 5.26: DFIG with HVDC upgrade: Variation in frequency of inter-area mode
with increase in system load being supplied by increasing output of DFIG G2. Out-
puts of SGs G1 and G4 are kept constant at their nominal values
5.3.3 Power Oscillation Damping (POD) Controller
Under 500 MW tie-flow condition (see Fig. 5.25), the system damping improves with
inclusion of HVDC link but it still remains unstable. In this section power oscillation
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damping (POD) controller is considered to stabilize and improve system damping under
this operating scenario.
Control Design
Unlike SISO decentralized control schemes proposed in literature, a SIMO centralized
state-feedback controller based on pole-placement technique [99] was used in this work.
The voltage angle difference between buses 5 and 11 was employed as the remote feedback
signal because of high observability. The POD for DFIG was used to modulate the d
and q axes rotor currents while the POD for VSC HVDC modulated P ∗rec and Q
∗
rec, see
Fig. 5.23 (c).
In state feedback framework the order of the controller becomes equal to that of the plant
which may not be realistic for implementation. Therefore, balanced truncation [100] was
used to simplify the system to a third order equivalent. The balanced truncation approach
of model reduction is elaborated briefly in the Appendix in Section B.3. As shown in
Fig. 5.27 comparison of sigma plots [100] of full order vs reduced order system indicates
that the inter-area mode is retained in the third order system which in turn was used for
POD design. A settling time of 10 s was ensured through pole placement for either of
DFIG and VSC HVDC PODs. An observer, five times faster than the desired oscillatory
closed loop poles, was used to estimate the states. The parameters of the controllers in
state space form are shown below:
KDFIG =


−0.6403 −625.8327 −60.0927 −0.1050
−0.0018 −4.3285 −1.8699 −0.0007
0.0052 7.4486 −0.6272 0.0004
1.0105 100.1310 −181.4882 0
1.4912 136.2052 −246.8745 0


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Figure 5.27: Sigma plot of the full vs reduced order SIMO systems for DFIG and
HVDC POD design
KHVDC =


−0.0005 33.1850 3.1831 0.1782
−0.0062 −4.3669 −1.8311 −0.0235
0.0097 6.8996 −0.6497 0.0095
1.5765 205.1994 −304.6941 0
−0.7543 11.3545 −16.8749 0


Results with POD on DFIG
Fig. 5.28 shows the dynamic performance of the system following a three-phase self-
clearing fault near bus 8 for 80 ms under 550 MW tie-flow condition. Without any POD
the system is unstable for either of the scenarios where all generators are SGs (green
trace) and when G2 is DFIG (red trace). Supplementary POD control modulates i′∗dr and
i′∗qr to ensure stabilization of the system and settling of the order of 10 s. Presence of
high frequency mode is visible in the rotor currents which is consistent with the sigma
plot in Fig. 5.27. Modulation of rotor current leads to observable oscillations in ωr and
θtw.
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Figure 5.28: Dynamic performance following a three-phase self-clearing fault near
bus 8 for 80 ms. Supplementary modulation of DFIG rotor currents is illustrated
for power oscillation damping (POD)
Results with POD on VSC HVDC
Following a similar disturbance the system becomes unstable when no POD is in place
while rectifier real power remains constant at about 350 MW with unity power factor,
see Fig. 5.29. When Prec and Qrec are modulated with HVDC POD the system gets
well damped. Note that Vdcrec gets modulated in phase with Prec while Vdcinv remains
constant due to inverter-end dc link voltage control.
5.4 Summary
DFIGs were mostly found to contribute positively to system damping although the op-
posite trend was observed under certain scenarios. Various effects contributing to the
overall system damping (e.g. wind penetration at sending vs receiving end etc.) were
studied in isolation keeping the other factors (e.g. tie-flow etc.) constant. The findings
were by and large similar to those reported in literature for other test systems with a
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Figure 5.29: Dynamic performance following a three-phase self-clearing fault near
bus 8 for 80 ms. Supplementary modulation of active and reactive power order of
VSC HVDC is illustrated for power oscillation damping (POD)
few exceptions due to specific nature of the case studies. Implications of supplying bulk
of the future load growth by wind energy with only AC and both AC and HVDC were
analyzed. Under heavy loading, high wind penetration at the sending end of the tie-line
had negative impact on system stability while HVDC upgrade showed some beneficial
effect. The trends were explained in terms of the damping torque contribution of syn-
chronous generators which is the primary source of damping in power systems. Power
oscillation damping (POD) control through supplementary modulation of DFIG rotor
currents (both direct and quadrature axes) or active and reactive power order of VSC
HVDC link was demonstrated.
There are several other factors that could possibly influence the overall dynamic perfor-
mance which has been left out of this study. This includes different types and mix of
excitation system, other modes (e.g. constant power factor) of wind farm control etc.
Instead of complicating matters with too many factors changing at a time, the aim here
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was to rather isolate the effect of each. Nevertheless the above can be included in the
same framework keeping the other factors constant to evaluate their individual effects,
some of which has already been reported in the literature.
Important system level considerations towards coordinated control of doubly-fed induc-
tion generator (DFIG) based wind farms for power oscillation damping were analyzed.
Replacing a synchronous generator (SG) with power system stabilizer (PSS) by a DFIG
resulted in elimination of the corresponding local mode. Mode shape analysis for the
critical inter-area modes showed zero participation of the DFIG mechanical states like
machine speed. This led to very little observability of these oscillatory modes in the mea-
sured signals locally available at the wind farms and hence remote feedback signals were
found to be more effective. Relative controllabilities of the control variables (e.g. DFIG
rotor current components) were used to figure out an appropriate control structure. A co-
ordinated control design approach for damping multiple oscillatory modes through more
than one DFIG-based wind farm has been proposed. In absence of a straightforward
analytical approach, the fixed-structure decentralized control design problem has been
solved using heuristic optimization. The design methodology and performance validation
has been demonstrated through modal analysis and non-linear simulations.
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Chapter 6
Control of Multi-terminal DC
(MTDC) Grids
Other than point to point HVDC reinforcement to transfer extra power from wind farms,
it is envisaged that a sub-sea multi-terminal DC (MTDC) grid based on VSC technology
would be built around the North sea to tap the rich wind resource of the region and also
interconnect the UK and Nordic pool with continental Europe [23]. In this chapter a
framework for studying the interaction between multi-machine AC systems and a MTDC
grid is presented. The impact on the overall stability of the combined AC-MTDC system
is studied and the root cause analysis of the dynamic behavior is carried out. Autonomous
power sharing through MTDC grid is also investigated.
6.1 Modeling
In this work, an asymmetric bipole1 MTDC model with the provision of metallic return
network is considered. The modeling framework is generic enough to accommodate a
detailed pi section approximation of DC side cables and simulate different types of DC
cable faults followed by outages. The proposed averaged model in Matlab/SIMULINK is
1unlike symmetric bipole, an asymmetric bipole has the metallic return circuit to carry the current
due to unbalance
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validated against a detailed switched model in EMTDC/PSCAD software enabling easy
integration of the MTDC grid with the multi-machine AC system models for stability
studies. This provides a platform for studying possible interaction amongst the MTDC
grid primary controls (e.g. the autonomous power sharing etc.) and the AC systems.
The choice of asymmetric bipole configuration over its symmetric counterpart can be
formulated as a research problem, which essentially boils down to the cost-benefit ratio
of the additional investment in the metallic return cable vs the added reliability that it
achieves following a cable or converter outage. This study, however, is out of the scope
of this work.
6.1.1 Converter Modeling and Control
The converters were represented by their averaged model [111] in Matlab/SIMULINK as
shown in Section 5.3.1 of Chapter 4 for the point-to point HVDC link. All the converter
stations except one is considered to operate in P−Q control mode with decoupled control
strategy [112]. One of the converter stations operates in Udc−Q control mode maintaining
constant DC bus voltage and unity power factor at the PCC as shown in Fig. 5.23 (d).
6.1.2 DC Cable Network Modeling
In this work a bipole MTDC grid with positive, negative and metallic return network
was considered. A detailed cascaded pi-model of the cable network was used which is
generic enough to handle different grounding mechanisms and unbalance as a result of
outage of one or more poles. Note that in absence of either the positive/negative pole
or one of the converters in a converter station, the metallic return network will carry a
non-zero current. Such a scenario is termed henceforth as ‘unbalance (on the DC side)’.
There are infinite number of states associated with a distributed model of the cable and
therefore it is not suitable for modal analysis. Hence a cascaded pi section approximation
as shown in Fig. 6.2 is needed and the minimum number of such sections required should
be ascertained. Fig. 6.1 shows the comparison of the impedance spectra of the distributed
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model vis-a-vis the pi-section model for a ±400 kV, 500 km long cable. Obviously more pi
Figure 6.1: Comparison of impedance spectra of a ±400 kV, 500 km long cable with
distributed model and cascaded pi-section model: (a) impedance magnitude (b)
impedance phase angle
sections will result in better approximation at the cost of complexity and computational
burden. As shown in Fig. 6.1 a close approximation upto the AC system frequency (60
Hz) can be obtained with 4 cascaded pi sections which was considered adequate.
Fig. 6.2 shows the interconnection between the ith and the jth converter stations through
the positive, negative and the metallic return cable. Each of the converter poles can be
connected to the corresponding poles of any number of converter stations. The cable
network is flexible in terms of the location of the fault and the grounding options. Here,
the ith converter is considered to be resistance grounded.
The mathematical model of the cable network can be described by the following set of
algebraic and differential equations which are shown in a block diagram in Fig. 6.3.
Algebraic Equations
For the positive pole network, the general form of current balance at any node is given
by:
ID P + Iline p − Is p − Ic p − If = 0 (6.1)
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Figure 6.2: DC cable network modeling with cascaded pi sections
where, ID P =
Pdc p
Ud p
. Depending on the connectivity and the location of the fault, some
of the variables would be zeros (If is non-zero if the fault occurs at that node). For
example, at the converter DC bus node all parameters are non-zeros. Any node other
than that of a converter station would have zero ID P and Is p. Under balanced operation
the current on the metallic return circuit would be zero.
If the maximum possible number of nodes and the series R−L branches are NnodeP and
NbrP respectively, then
I¯line p = CCIP × I¯p qr (6.2)
where, I¯p qr is the vector of R− L branch currents flowing from any general node q p to
r p, I¯line p is the total node current injection vector, shown in Fig. 6.2 and CCIP is the
incidence matrix of dimension [NnodeP ×NbrP ] depending on the connectivity of different
branches. The entries of CCIP are CCIP (i, j) = 1 (-1), if the i
th cable enters (leaves)
the jth node and CCIP (i, j) = 0, otherwise.
Similarly, the connectivity between the nodes is determined by the matrix CCUP of
dimension [NbrP ×NnodeP ]. It was assumed that the current in a branch will flow from
the ith to the jth node if i < j. The elements of CCUP are determined as CCUP (i, j) =
1, if i < j, CCUP (i, j) = -1, if i > j, all other entries are zeros where the i
th and the jth
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Figure 6.3: Block diagram of the DC cable network dynamic model
node are not connected. Thus CCUP relates the node voltages with the voltage drop in
the series R− L branches by the equation
U¯qr p = CCUP × U¯q p (6.3)
where U¯q p is the node voltage vector and U¯qr p is the vector of series branch voltage
drops. Note that CCIP = −CCUTP . Similar set of equations are applicable for the
negative pole network too.
For the metallic return network (shown in Fig. 6.2), (6.1) can be modified as:
−ID P − ID N + Iline m + Is p + Is n − Ic m − Ud m
Rg
− If = 0 (6.4)
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All other above-mentioned equations are applicable for the metallic return network.
Differential Equations
For the positive pole network the converter station capacitor dynamics is given by:
Ud p =
1
Cs p
∫
Is pdt+ Is pRs p (6.5)
where, Rs p is the effective series resistance ESR (not shown explicitly in Fig. 6.2). For
any cable node q p we can write:
1
ncCc p
∫
Icq pdt = Uq p (6.6)
Here, nc depends on the node location, e.g. at any cable node other than the converter
node, nc = 2. The series R− L branch dynamics can be described by:
Lp
dIp qr
dt
+RpIp qr = Uq p − Ur p = Uqr p (6.7)
The negative pole and metallic return network dynamics can also be represented by
similar equations.
6.1.3 Combined AC-MTDC Grid Modeling
The model of the combined AC-MTDC grid is shown in Fig. 6.4. In the multi-machine
AC system the generators, excitation systems, loads and other dynamic components were
modeled by their respective differential and algebraic equations (DAEs). The AC network
was represented algebraically by the bus admittance matrix Ybus. A set of current balance
equations including the current injection from the MTDC grid IMTDC were solved to find
the AC network bus voltages.
The voltages at the PCC of the MTDC grid (Eac) were locked with the d-axis of the
synchronously rotating d′ − q′ reference frame (Fig. 5.23(b)). The AC currents injected
by the positive and negative pole converters I ′ac p/n were calculated using the converter
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Figure 6.4: Block diagram of combined AC-MTDC grid model
and controller model shown in Fig. 5.23(a). The DC side power (Pdc p/n) of the converters
was derived from the PCC real power after accounting for the losses. Pdc p/n was further
used as input to the DC cable model (Fig. 6.3) to obtain the DC link voltages. The
converter AC side current was transformed into the AC system common d− q reference
to solve the current balance equations.
6.1.4 Fault and Converter Outage Simulation
Fault and cable outage were simulated by lowering the resistance at the fault point
followed by increase in breaker resistance. As shown in Fig. 6.3 the fault resistance Rf
was inserted by means of a switching function depending on the time and the duration of
the fault. Note that the entire formulation can be vectorized with Rf inserted selectively
corresponding to the faulted node. During fault, the value of 1Rf was increased from zero
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to 100. Converter blocking and uncontrolled rectification through anti-parallel diodes
during DC cable faults were included. The faulted cable was isolated by inserting a high
breaker resistance of 106 Ω [113] at either end.
Converter outage was simulated by opening both the DC side and the AC side breakers
at the respective converter pole. However, the DC cable connections to the switchyard
of the affected converter were retained.
The proposed model is generic and modular enough to handle any:
• configuration of bipolar MTDC grid converter stations.
• grounding options along with metallic return network.
• number of pi section approximation of DC cable model.
• type and location of fault on the DC side.
• cable outage or converter outage leading to unbalanced (on DC side) operation.
6.2 Validation Against Detailed Switched Model
The averaged model of the following study network in Matlab/SIMULINK was validated
against a detailed switched model in EMTDC/PSCAD including the switching action of
the converters. Sinusoidal PWM technique was considered for switching pulse generation
at a frequency of 1980 Hz (33x60 Hz). Simple two level converter topology was assumed
in this work. Snapshots of the PSCAD simulation files are shown in Appendix G.
6.2.1 Study Network
The study network consisting of four bipole converter stations connected with 500 km
cables is shown in Fig. 6.5. Two converter stations (#2 and #3) are considered to be
acting as rectifiers and the others (#1 and #4) as inverters under nominal condition.
Three converter stations are in P-Q control mode - each maintaining 900 MW real power
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Figure 6.5: Bipole MTDC grid with four converter stations
at unity power-factor (upf) at the PCC buses #2, #3 and #4 as shown in Fig. 6.5. Real
power injected into the AC system is considered to be positive and vice versa for the rest
of the chapter. Converter station #1 operates in Vdc−Q control mode and keeps the DC
link voltage at ±350 kV with upf at the PCC. The metallic return is grounded with a 0.5
Ω resistance at the converter station #1 while the other stations are left ungrounded.
The parameters of the above study network are shown in the Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: MTDC grid Parameters from Figs 5.23, 6.2
Parameters Values Parameters Values
Rc 0.07 Ω Cs p/Cs n 0.4 mF
Lc 40.0 mH Rs p/Rs n 1.0 µΩ
Rg 0.5 Ω Rp/Rn/Rm 1.5 Ω
Lm 0.30 H Lp/Ln 0.30 H
Cc m 40.0 µF Cc p/Cc n 14.00 µF
Rf 0.01 Ω KI(s) 300(
Rc + sLc
s )
The surrounding AC system was modeled by an ideal 400 kV voltage source behind a
series impedance (0.3 + j4.0 Ω). The steady state operating condition was determined
by solving the AC-DC load-flow equations [114,115].
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Figure 6.6: Validation of the averaged model in Matlab/SIMULINK against detailed
switched model in EMTDC/PSCAD. A pulse change to the real power reference of
both the converters in converter station #2 is applied
6.2.2 Validation for Small Disturbances
As discussed in Section 6.1.2, the approximation of the distributed cable model by 4
pi-sections can be considered adequate for ±400 kV, 500 km cable, as seen from the
impedance spectra (Fig. 6.1). Therefore, 4 pi sections were used to model each DC cable
in EMTDC/PSCAD.
Fig. 6.6 shows the dynamic behavior of the system in response to a pulse change applied
to Pref of both the converters in converter station #2. Due to symmetry, only the
positive pole variables are shown here. A close look at the responses show very good
match between the detailed switched model in EMTDC/PSCAD and the averaged model
in Matlab/SIMULINK. The former was run with a fixed step size of 0.5 µs while the
latter was run with a variable step solver. The dynamic response observable in the
EMTDC/PSCAD are clearly captured in the Matlab/SIMULINK model except for the
switching ripples.
Note that the DC link voltage of converter station #1 is tightly held at ±350 kV (check
the tight scale of top left subplot) - hence visually appearing to have larger ripple content
than the others. The resulting DC link voltages at stations #2 and #3 are slightly
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of the dynamic behaviour of the averaged model in Mat-
lab/SIMULINK against detailed switched model in EMTDC/PSCAD. A cable fault
at the mid-point of the negative pole connecting converter stations #2 and #4 fol-
lowed by its outage is simulated
higher (±355 kV) due to the direction of power flow in the DC network. The subplots
on the right column of Fig. 6.6 also compares the performance of the averaged model
in Matlab/SIMULINK when the cables are approximated by only 1 pi section instead
of 4. A single pi section could not capture certain high frequency modes and showed
substantial phase-shift in the response of the low frequency modes thus justifying the use
of 4 pi sections for this study.
6.2.3 Validation for Large (DC cable faults) Disturbances
In the previous subsection the Matlab/SIMULINK model was validated against the
EMTDC/PSCAD for small (pulse) disturbances. In this subsection large disturbances in
the form of DC side faults is considered. The dynamic response of the system following
a line to ground fault at the mid-point of the negative pole cable connecting converter
stations #2 and #4 followed by the outage of the faulted cable is shown in Fig. 6.7.
It can be seen that the response of the averaged model is reasonably similar to that of
the switched model - although not as close as that in the previous case study with a
pulse disturbance. This is possibly due to the occurrence of transients in presence of
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cable capacitance, and other probable factors including different types of solvers and
simulation step size used in the two platforms.
Successful validation of the Matlab/SIMULINK model against the EMTDC/PSCAD
gives the confidence for adopting it in modal analysis.
6.3 Modal Analysis
The MTDC grid modeled by the differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) in (5.12)-(6.7)
were linearized around a nominal condition and expressed in state-space form as:
∆x˙ = A∆x (6.8)
where, ∆x and A are the state-vector and state-matrix, respectively. The order of the
state matrix for the study network considered was 186. The right (φi) and left (ψi) eigen
vectors corresponding to the eigenvalues λi , i = 1, 2, ..., n satisfy:
Aφi = λiφi, ψiA = λiψi (6.9)
The kth element of the right eigenvector φi measures the activity of the state variable
xk in the i
th mode while that of the left eigenvector ψi weighs the contribution of this
activity to the ith mode [94].
To get around the scaling problem often the above measures are combined to form the
participation matrix, P whose elements pki = φkiψik are termed as the participation
factor. It is a measure of the relative participation of the kth state variable in the ith
mode and vice versa [94]. Note that pki is dimensionless and
n∑
i=1
pki =
n∑
k=1
pki = 1.
Modal participation analysis was done to figure out the nature and the root cause of
the dynamic response of the MTDC grid. It can be seen from the pole map of Fig. 6.8
(upper subplot) that the fastest modes are associated with the AC network (modeled
by transformer and phase reactor impedance) states and the participation of the DC
network and the converter controller states increase as we move towards right on the
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Figure 6.8: Clustering of system poles based on participation factors
s-plane. The lower subplot shows a zoomed view of the critical poles. Most of these are
associated with the DC network except one pole pair which has high participation from
the current controllers of the converters.
6.4 MTDC Grid Connected to A Multi-Machine AC Sys-
tem
In Section 6.2 the averaged model of the MTDC grid was validated against the detailed
switched model both for small and large disturbances. To study possible interactions,
the same MTDC grid as above (in Fig. 6.5) was connected to AC systems with six
generators as shown in Fig. 6.9. Each generator (G1 − G6) was represented by a sub-
transient model. The active component of the loads were modeled as constant current
and the reactive component as constant impedance. The details of the AC system can be
found in [94]. Other than the differential equations involving the converter transformers
and phase reactors, the rest of the AC circuit (generator transformers, and transmission
lines) was represented algebraically. The standard DAE model of the multi-machine AC
system [116] in the current injection framework was integrated with the dynamics of the
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Figure 6.9: Bipole MTDC grid (single line diagram) connected to a multi-machine
AC system
converter transformers and phase reactors (refer to (5.12)) with proper adjustment of the
d− q reference frame as described in Section 6.1.1.
Under the nominal condition, each of G1, G2 and G4 generates 700 MW, G3, G5 and G6
are left as slack. The tie-line transfer through the AC line connecting buses #9 and #10
is 200 MW while converter stations #2, #3 and #4 operate in P −Q mode to maintain
900 MW, 300 MW and 900 MW respectively at upf at the PCC as shown in Fig. 6.9.
Converter station #1 works in Vdc −Q mode and keeps the DC link voltage constant at
±350 kV.
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6.4.1 Modal Analysis
The modal participation factor analysis was done to associate the oscillatory modes to
different state variables of the combined AC-MTDC grid. Fig. 6.10 shows the pole map
of the 246th order test system. As expected, in addition to the modes associated with
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Figure 6.10: Clustering of system poles based on participation factor analysis for the
MTDC grid connected to a multi-machine AC system shown in Fig. 6.9
the MTDC grid shown in Section 6.10, the participation of generator modes is more
prominent as we move from left to right of the s-plane as shown in Fig. 6.10. There
exists a poorly damped inter-area mode of 0.55 Hz frequency and 0.3 % damping where
the states of generators, G1−G4 have the strongest participation as seen from the lower
right subplot of Fig. 6.10.
6.4.2 AC side fault
Non-linear simulations in Matlab/SIMULINK involving both AC and DC side faults were
done. Fig. 6.11 shows the dynamic behavior of the system following a three-phase self-
clearing fault for about 5 cycles near bus #15 at t = 0.01 s. In accordance with the modal
analysis, the angular separation between G1 and G3 shows the presence of the poorly
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Figure 6.11: Dynamic performance of the combined AC-MTDC system (shown in
Fig. 6.9) following a three-phase self-clearing fault at bus #15 for 80 ms starting at
t = 0.01 s
damped but stable inter-area mode (Fig. 6.11(a)). On the other hand it can be seen
from Figs 6.11(b) and (c) that the positive pole DC link voltages of the stations #3 and
#4 include higher frequency oscillatory modes. Careful observation of converter station
#3 DC link voltage reveals the presence of an 11 Hz mode immediately after the fault
followed by appearance of another mode with approximately 30 Hz frequency. These can
primarily be attributed to the eigenvalues: −0.1948± j73.6592 and −0.9259± j196.7692
having very high participation from the DC network states as shown in Fig. 6.10. After
the transient all the parameters settle back to their pre-fault values - e.g. converter
station #2 positive pole maintains around 450 MW (half of 900 MW) flow at bus #17
as shown in Fig. 6.11(d).
6.4.3 DC side fault
Next, a DC cable fault was considered at the mid point of the negative pole cable con-
necting the converter stations #2 and #4. The fault was created at t = 0.01 s and
cleared by opening the faulted cable within 5.0 ms. It can be seen from Fig. 6.12(a) that
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Figure 6.12: Dynamic performance of the combined AC-MTDC system (shown in
Fig. 6.9) following a cable fault at the mid-point of the negative pole connecting
converter station #2 and #4. The fault occurs at t = 0.01 s and is cleared within 5
ms by isolating the faulted cable
the poorly damped (but stable) inter-area mode is observable in the angular difference
between G4 and G2. The DC link voltage of the positive pole at converter station #3,
shown in Fig. 6.12(b), oscillates about its pre-fault value (348 kV) similar to the other
DC side variables (Figs 6.12(c),(d)). The converter station #2 negative pole DC link
voltage dips due to its vicinity to the fault on the cable connecting the converter stations
#2 and #4 as shown in Fig. 6.12(c).
Also worth noting is the oscillations in the ground current at the converter station #1
after the faulty negative pole cable is isolated (Fig. 6.12(d)). A zoomed view of this
current in Fig. 6.12(e) highlights that the zero pre-fault current becomes non zero in the
post-fault condition due to unbalance (on DC side).
From the variations of several DC side quantities in Fig. 6.12(b),(c),(d), it is clear that the
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system approaches instability. This however, is not apparent from the angular difference
between the generators G4 and G2 on the AC side shown in Fig. 6.12(a). It is to be noted
that for a DC cable fault the oscillations between G4 and G2 on the AC side is much
smaller than that in the case of AC side fault as shown in Fig. 6.11(a). Modal analysis
was used to identify the critical modes associated with the AC and DC sides as shown
in Table 6.2. It can be seen that outage of a DC cable has virtually no impact on the
inter-area (0.55 Hz) mode which is reflected in similar responses of the angular differences
between the generators as shown in Figs 6.11(a) and 6.12(a). However, the 7.0 Hz mode
with high participation from the DC network states (refer to Fig. 6.10) becomes unstable
which is manifested in the responses in Fig. 6.12(b),(c),(d).
Table 6.2: Critical Modes of The MTDC grid connected to a Multi-machine AC
system
Pre-fault Post-fault Mode Type
-0.0093 ± j3.4864 -0.0093 ± j3.4864 Inter-Area
-1.6650 ± j42.3202 0.1975 ± j40.2715 DC Network
From the above results it can be inferred that an averaged converter model along with
the DC cable network should be taken into account while analyzing the stability and the
dynamics of combined AC-MTDC systems.
6.4.4 Converter Outage
The outage of the negative pole converter of the converter station #3 (inverter) was
considered at t = 0.5 s by opening the AC side breaker. It can be seen from Fig. 6.13(b)
that the power flow at the PCC of the negative pole of station #3 becomes zero while
those of the stations #2 and #4 remain constant as they are in P − Q control. The
negative pole converter of the station #1 (rectifier) operating in Udc −Q mode reduces
its power by about 150 MW (lost due to outage of converter in station #3) while the
positive pole converter powers, shown in Fig. 6.13(c), remain at their respective pre-fault
values. The angular difference between the generators G4 and G2 in Fig. 6.13(a) shows
stable but poorly damped oscillations around a reduced average (absolute) value due to
less power flow through the AC tie-line connecting buses 9 and 10.
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Figure 6.13: Dynamic performance of the combined AC-MTDC grid (shown in
Fig. 6.9) following the outage of the negative pole converter at the converter station
#3
Fig. 6.14 shows the dynamic behavior of the converter DC link voltages and the metallic
return network current. The unbalance in the DC side of the converter stations #1 and
#3 results in non-zero metallic return current in those converters as shown in Fig. 6.14(c).
Although the negative pole converter in station #3 is absent, the switchyard in the DC
side remains connected with the DC cable network and the corresponding converter
station voltage is shown in Fig. 6.14 (a). High frequency oscillations are observed on
the DC link voltages except at the converter station #1 - where the voltage is tightly
regulated at ±350 kV.
6.5 Autonomous Power Sharing in MTDC grids
It is shown in the previous section that following the loss of a converter pole, the slack
converter adjusts its power to compensate for the change in power. Due to this reason,
the utility represented by G6 will observe a sudden reduction of about 150 MW power
output - which is undesirable. Ideally, sharing the burden of such a loss/power mismatch
needs to be appropriate in order to minimize the impact on the neighboring AC system.
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Figure 6.14: Dynamic performance of the converter DC link voltages and the metallic
return network current in the combined AC-MTDC grid (shown in Fig. 6.9) following
the outage of the negative pole converter at the converter station #3
In this work, an adaptive (variable) droop control scheme is proposed for appropriate
power sharing taking into account the available headroom and thus avoid possible over-
loading. The converters which are already operating close to the limits would not try
to share the burden of the loss to the extent of the other converters with higher spare
capacity or headroom.
Similar to converter-fed AC networks (e.g. a microgrid) [79], droop control impacts the
stability of MTDC grids. However, such impact of overall stability of the MTDC grid
has not been analyzed in any of the earlier work except through simulation studies.
For a fixed droop scheme, thorough stability analysis might not be essential as long
as stability is ensured for the chosen fixed values through prior simulation. But for
adaptive droop, the stability region needs to be ascertained through modal analysis. In
this work, the averaged model in Matlab/SIMULINK is used to perform the stability
and modal analysis. Validation of this averaged model against detailed switched model
in EMTDC/PSCAD provided the required confidence in this analysis.
To illustrate the benefits of the proposed adaptive droop control scheme, a case study
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is performed with an MTDC grid having four bipole converter stations and DC cable
network with metallic return. Comparison between fixed and adaptive droop has been
made in the backdrop of no power sharing control (i.e. without droop control) through
transient simulation in EMTDC/PSCAD. Out of several scenarios considered, a set of
simulation results for both rectifier and inverter outages are presented under two different
operating scenarios. Post-contingency steady-state operating points are derived analyt-
ically for both fixed and variable droop schemes. Analytical results are shown to be
consistent with those observed in transient simulation. Impact of droop constant values
on the stability of the MTDC grid is demonstrated with a view to guarantee the stability
zone.
6.6 Fixed Droop
For point-to-point VSC-HVDC links, the usual practice is to operate one of the converter
stations in active power control mode to ensure the scheduled power exchange. The DC
link voltage is maintained by the other station which consequently supplies the resistive
losses in the DC link, thus acting as a slack/swing converter station.
For an MTDC grid with more than two converter stations it is desirable that following an
outage of one or more converters, all the remaining ones should share the resulting power
imbalance in certain appropriate proportion. Thus, all the converter stations should
operate in DC link voltage control mode (or as swing converter) rather than trying to
follow their respective active power references. However, set values of DC link voltage
references at all the converter stations could be conflicting unless they are modified
properly depending on the reference and actual power and DC link voltage.
The situation is similar to parallel operation of generators in an AC system where power-
frequency droop is used in the governor control loop to avoid potential conflict in frequen-
cies. Along the same lines, active power-DC link voltage droop can be used to modify the
reference values of DC link voltages V 2Dj at each converter station (under voltage control
mode) as shown in Fig. 6.15.
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Figure 6.15: Active power-DC link voltage droop for sharing of power imbalance in
the jth converter station
Using the modified voltage reference a PI controller derives the d-axis current reference
Idj for the current control loop of the converters. Squared values of half of the the
reference and measured DC link voltages (
VDj
∗
2 )
2
, (
VD−comm
2 )
2
are normally used for the
voltage control loops [117]. Also local voltage feedback results in a non-unique power
flow solution for the MTDC grid. Hence, a common voltage VD−comm (at any converter
station) is communicated as feedback signal to the control loop of the remaining converter
stations.
The values of the droop constants βj at different converter stations determine how a
power imbalance is shared among the converters. Identical values of βj would result in
equal sharing among the converters. For unequal βj , the ones with higher values would
have dominant contribution from active power (Pj
∗) control loop. Smaller βj would
ensure lesser deviation in DC link voltages, but it might adversely impact the stability
as discussed later in Section 6.10.
Although a fixed or predefined values of the droop constants βj can be chosen according
to the ratings of the individual converter station, it does not consider the actual loading
condition and hence the headroom available for sharing the additional burden arising due
to a power imbalance situation. This problem with fixed droop can be avoided using an
adaptive droop scheme described in the next subsection.
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6.7 Adaptive (variable) Droop
For a fixed droop scheme, shown in Fig. 6.15, the droop coefficients are usually dependent
only on the respective converter ratings. Therefore, for an MTDC grid with equally
rated converter stations the sharing of burden following a converter outage will be equally
distributed as elaborated in Section 6.8. However, under a particular operating condition,
all the converter stations might not be equally loaded and hence some of them may not be
able to participate in power sharing equitably. Therefore, it is desirable that the available
converters should participate in power sharing depending on the headroom (difference
between the rated capacity and present loading) available in addition to their ratings. To
address this issue the contribution from the power control loop in Fig. 6.15 is modified
as shown in Fig. 6.16. It is proposed that the droop coefficient be calculated based on a
Figure 6.16: Block diagram of the proposed variable droop scheme in the jth con-
verter station
function of the normalized available headroom of each converter defined as:
βj = β
0
j
(
Rbase
Hj
)λ
(6.10)
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where, Hj = Rj − |Pj |, is the available headroom of the jth converter of rating Rj , β0j is
the nominal droop which is in inverse proportion to the converter ratings, Rbase is the
maximum value of all converter ratings and λ is a user defined positive constant. The
above function is inverse non-linear in Pj and results in higher droop values for lower
available headroom. This ensures that converters which are already operating very close
to the operational limit would not try to share the burden of a lost converter (or due
to loss of a cable) to the extent shared by the converters with higher spare capacity or
headroom.
It is also anticipated that if the MTDC grid enters into power market in future, the
converter station owners may want to use this spare capacity as an ancillary service and
share the power mismatch appropriately. Therefore, due to both physical and market
related limitations, variable droop constant will be an important aspect to have within
HVDC control system intended for future MTDC grids.
The sequence of events followed in the proposed approach are stated below:
1. Use the droop coefficients β
(k)
j calculated based on the pre-contingency steady state
of the kth converter outage (outage in the immediate past).
2. Keep calculating the normalized headroom dependent droop coefficient β
(k+1)
j on-
line but do not use them until the next (k + 1)th outage.
3. Upon detection of a converter outage, command the sample and hold function to
invoke the droop values β
(k+1)
j calculated just before the (k + 1)
th event.
6.8 Post-contingency Operation
In this section an analytical derivation of the post-contingency operating point in an
MTDC network with n converter stations is presented. The analysis is applicable to
both the positive and negative pole converters.
Let us assume Pj is the real power at the PCC of the j
th converter and P ∗j is the
corresponding reference power. The reference setting of the converters are chosen such
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that
∑
j
P ∗j = 0. Moreover, the total real power loss in the DC cable network Ploss =
−∑
j
Pj . It can be seen from Fig. 6.15 that under steady state,
P ∗j − Pj +
(V 2D comm − V ∗2D )
4βj
= 0 (6.11)
∑
j
(P ∗j − Pj)+
(V 2D comm − V ∗2D )
4
∑
j
1
βj
= 0 (6.12)
From (6.11) and (6.12) we get,
V 2D comm − V ∗2D = −4
Ploss∑
j
1
βj
(6.13)
Pj = P
∗
j +
−Ploss
βj
∑
j
1
βj
(6.14)
For a fixed droop scheme it is usual to choose βjRj = βiRi,∀i, j where Rj is the rating
of the jth converter. Modifying (6.14) we get:
Pj = P
∗
j +
−Ploss
1
Rj
∑
j
Rj
(6.15)
It is clear from (6.15) that in case of equal droop coefficients (i.e. equal converter ratings)
the converter real powers deviate from its reference equally by the amount Plossn .
Following the outage of the nth converter:
n−1∑
j
P ∗j = −P ∗n ,
n−1∑
j
Pj = −P ′loss (6.16)
where, P ′loss is the total DC transmission loss in the post-outage condition. The post-
contingency steady state operating point gets modified to:
V
′2
D comm − V ∗2D = −4
(P ′loss − P ∗n)
n−1∑
j
1
βj
(6.17)
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P ′j = P
∗
j +
(−P ′loss + P ∗n)
1
Rj
n−1∑
j
Rj
(6.18)
Note that for converters with equal ratings the difference between the pre-outage and
the post-outage power for the jth converter is:
∆Pj = P
′
j − Pj =
[
Ploss
n
− P
′
loss
(n− 1)
]
+
P ∗n
(n− 1) (6.19)
Neglecting the bracketted terms, we can say that the remaining n − 1 converters will
share the burden of the nth converters equally amongst themselves.
For the variable droop scheme mentioned in Section 6.7 we also take the available
headroom (Hj) of the j
th converter into consideration. Note that, Hj = Rj − |Pj |, not
Hj = Rj −
∣∣∣P ′j∣∣∣ since it depends on the pre-contingency operating point as mentioned
in Section 6.7. After some algebraic manipulations and neglecting the loss terms as in
(6.19) it can be shown that the difference between the pre-outage and the post-outage
power for the jth converter is:
∆Pj ≈ P
∗
n(
1
Rj
)(
Rbase
Hj
)λ n−1∑
j
Rj
(
Hj
Rbase
)λ (6.20)
From the above derivations it can be concluded that the adaptive droop will ensure
sharing of power mismatch amongst the converters based on their respective available
headroom. It is to be noted that when all converter ratings are equal, i.e.Rj = Rbase,∀j,
putting λ = 0 in (6.20) results in (6.19) (neglecting loss terms) which corresponds to the
fixed droop situation. Post-contingency steady-state operating points observed in the
transient simulations (in Section 6.11) are shown to correspond with (6.19) and (6.20)
for fixed and variable droop, respectively.
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6.9 Study Network
Same study network consisting of four bipole converter stations shown in Fig. 6.5 is used
here. Converter stations #2 and #3 are considered to be acting as rectifiers while #1
and #4 as inverters under nominal condition. For the studies without droop control,
station #1 operates in Vdc −Q control mode and keeps the DC link voltage at ±350 kV
with unity power factor at the PCC while the rest operate in P-Q control mode. The DC
link voltage of station #1 was chosen as the common reference for the droop scheme.
6.10 Modal Analysis
The MTDC grid model described by differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) was lin-
earized around an operating condition where the outage of the negative pole converter
of station #2 with equal droop constants for all converter stations were considered. As
before, the participation factor analysis was done and the result is shown in the pole map
of Fig. 6.17.
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Figure 6.17: Clustering of system poles based on participation factors.
Fig. 6.18 shows the locus of the system poles when βj of all converters are kept equal
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Figure 6.18: Root locus of the system with change of droop constants (βj) in the
operating condition with the outage of the negative pole converter at converter
station #2.
and varied from 50% to 1%. The red arrows indicate the movement of poles due to
such variation. It can be seen that the pole clusters having higher participation from
the AC side current move towards right when βj is reduced. However, the pole clusters
with higher participation from the DC network and droop controller states show a mixed
movement (Fig. 6.17(b)).
The movement of the most critical pole is zoomed in Fig. 6.17(c). As observed, this pole
pair moves towards the left half of the s-plane when βj is decreased from 0.5. However,
there is a point of inflexion beyond which further decrement results in movement towards
the right half of s-plane. A low value of βj is desirable since it reduces the steady state
deviation in the DC link voltage and stops it from violating the limits at the output of
the droop controller as shown in Fig. 6.16. On the other hand, in the proposed adaptive
(variable) droop scheme a lower (higher) headroom might result in higher (lower) droop
values. To avoid instability due to large/ small droop values the stability analysis as
above is important. Only one typical operating condition is presented here to indicate
the need of upper and lower bounds on the droop constants.
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Figure 6.19: Validation of the averaged model in MATLAB/SIMULINK with the de-
tailed switched model in EMTDC/PSCAD for autonomous power sharing following
the outage of the negative pole converter of the converter station #3.
6.11 Simulation and Discussion
6.11.1 Validation with Detailed Switched Model
The averaged model in MATLAB/SIMULINK was validated against a detailed switched
model in EMTDC/PSCAD following a converter outage. Fig. 6.19 shows the power
sharing amongst the converter stations following the outage of the negative pole converter
in station #3. A fixed droop scheme (shown in Fig. 6.15) with β = 0.1 is considered
for all the converters where stations #1 and #4 (#2 and #3) export (import) about
900 MW each. As expected, the remaining negative pole converters share the loss of 450
MW and the resultant unbalance in the metallic return currents in equal proportion while
maintaining the positive pole power (Fig. 6.19). The loss of one rectifier has resulted in
an increase in power share by the other rectifying unit (in station #2) from -450 MW to
-600 MW and a similar decrease for both the inverter units (in station #1 and #3).
It can be seen that there is a very close match between these results except that the
switching ripple is absent in the averaged model. Moreover, the converter outage is
slower in the EMTDC/PSCAD model since the ac breaker opening considers natural
current zero in each phase while the averaged model considers almost instantaneous
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switching. This validates the modal analysis with the averaged model reported in the
previous section. Throughout the rest of the chapter, the dynamic response from the
detailed switched model is presented.
6.11.2 Problems with Droop Control using Local Voltage
As mentioned in Section 6.6 due to non-unique power flow solution with the local voltage
based droop control, a common DC bus voltage reference signal needs to be communi-
cated to all the converter locations. We have done several tests to validate this problem
and one of them is presented here to establish the point. As shown in Fig. 6.20 the nega-
tive pole converters share the power change equally for equal droop coefficients following
Figure 6.20: Local signal based autonomous power sharing following the outage of
the negative pole converter at converter station #2.
the negative pole converter outage at station #2. However, the power in positive pole
converters drift unacceptably to reach a different post-contingency operating point from
their nominal values. On the contrary, common reference signal based droop control does
not suffer from this issue and thus it is justifiable to use this architecture also for the
proposed adaptive (variable) droop scheme.
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6.11.3 Fixed vs Adaptive (variable) Droop
In this section the performance of the fixed and adaptive (variable) droop scheme is
compared in the backdrop of no power sharing control (no droop) wherein only converter
station #1 is under DC link voltage control (slack). For the fixed droop, β = 1% was
chosen while λ = 2 was used for variable droop. Unequal loading conditions at the four
converter stations were considered to demonstrate the benefit of adaptive droop. Both
rectifier and inverter outages were simulated under a number of scenarios out of which
two representative cases are presented below.
Inverter Outage
In the first case each converter pole in stations #1 and #4 exports about 420 MW and
200 MW, respectively from the DC grid, while each of those in stations #2 and #3
import around 310 MW into it. The outage of the negative pole converter in the inverter
station #4 was considered. It can be seen from Fig. 6.21(a) that in absence of droop
control the slack converter station (#1) operating in VD − Q mode increases its power
to 600 MW to compensate the loss of the inverter.
Figure 6.21: Power sharing without droop scheme following the outage of the nega-
tive pole converter (inverter) of the converter station #4.
6.11 Simulation and Discussion
Figure 6.22: Comparison of power sharing for fixed vs variable droop scheme fol-
lowing the outage of the negative pole converter (inverter) of the converter station
#4.
This results in the overloading of the unit whereas the inverter in stations #2 (Fig. 6.21(b))
and #3 (not shown) maintains the pre-contingency power.
With fixed droop the burden is shared equally by the remaining converters in the negative
pole as shown in Fig. 6.22. However, this does not account for the available converter
headroom - which in this particular case is only 30 MW for each converter in station #1.
Therefore, the inverting unit at that station shares about 66 MW power and violates
the power rating of 450 MW as shown in Fig. 6.22(a). Adaptive droop control ensures
a higher droop value for lower headroom and prevents station #1 from overloading, see
Fig. 6.22(a).
Variation of the DC link voltage at converter station #1 is shown in Figs 6.23 and 6.24
for no droop, variable and fixed droops, respectively. The DC bus voltage of the slack
converter (no droop) is maintained constant at ±350 kV with very little overshoot in
its transient response. This is larger for the common bus voltage for fixed and variable
droop control. It can be seen from Fig. 6.24 that the proposed adaptive droop scheme
does not deteriorate the DC link dynamics further than the fixed droop scheme.
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Figure 6.23: DC link voltage of the converter in VD −Q control mode following the
outage of the negative pole converter (inverter) of the converter station #4.
Figure 6.24: Comparison of common bus DC link voltage for fixed vs variable droop
scheme following the outage of the negative pole converter (inverter) of the converter
station #4.
Rectifier Outage
In this case, converter pole in stations #2 and #3 act as rectifiers importing about 200
MW and 420 MW respectively into the MTDC grid, while those in stations #1 and
#4 work as inverters carrying around 310 MW each. The outage of the negative pole
converter in the rectifying station #2 was considered.
Dynamic response of the system with no droop following the contingency are shown in
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Fig. 6.25. Although no converter has violated their power ratings, the large drop in
Figure 6.25: Power sharing without droop scheme following the outage of the nega-
tive pole converter (rectifier) of the converter station #2.
station #1 power by about 200 MW might not be acceptable for the ac side utility
connected to this station. It can be seen from Fig. 6.26 that the proposed scheme is
effective for the rectifier outage scenario too.
Table 6.3: Post contingency steady-state operating points with fixed and variable
droop control for rectifier and inverter outages
Inverter outage Rectifier outage
pre Hj fixed variable pre Hj fixed variable
P1 417.2 32.8 483.9 422.8 307.6 142.4 241.0 209.5
P2 -312.8 137.2 -246.1 -215.6 -202.4 247.6 N/A N/A
P3 -312.8 137.2 -246.1 -215.6 -422.4 27.6 -489.0 -426.1
P4 197.2 252.8 N/A N/A 307.6 142.4 241.0 209.5
It is to be noted that the post-outage steady-state operating points in above simulation
results agree with the analytical values shown in Table 6.3 which were obtained from the
formulation in Section 6.8.
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Figure 6.26: Comparison of power sharing for fixed vs variable droop scheme fol-
lowing the outage of the negative pole converter (rectifier) of the converter station
#2.
6.12 Summary
Modeling framework for a general asymmetric bipole MTDC grid comprising positive
and negative pole converters and DC cable network with positive, negative and metallic
return circuit has been developed. Compatibility with the standard multi-machine AC
system model was ensured for modal analysis and transient simulation of combined AC-
MTDC grids. Averaged model in Matlab/SIMULINK was validated against the detailed
switched model in EMTDC/PSCAD for both small and large disturbances (e.g. DC cable
faults). Interaction between a multi-machine AC system and an MTDC grid following
faults on both AC and DC sides and outage of converters shows that instability in certain
cases could only be associated with the DC side state variables. An averaged model of the
converter along with the DC cable network is therefore, essential to analyze the stability
and dynamics of combined AC-MTDC grids.
Limitations of using a fixed active power-DC link voltage droop for autonomous power
sharing in MTDC grids is demonstrated. A novel scheme for adapting the droop coeffi-
cients to share the burden according to the available headroom of each converter station
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is proposed. Advantage of this adaptive droop scheme for autonomous power sharing is
established through transient simulations on an MTDC grid with four bipolar converter
stations and DC cable network with metallic return. Results for both rectifier and in-
verter outages under two different scenarios are presented. Post contingency steady-state
operating points obtained from transient simulation are shown to be consistent with those
derived analytically. Impact of varying droop coefficients on the stability of the MTDC
grid is established.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Future Research
Opportunities
7.1 Summary
In this thesis, application of wide-area monitoring and control for future smart grids with
substantial wind penetration and advanced network control options through FACTS and
HVDC (both point-to-point and multi-terminal) are presented.
A phasor approach based on Recursive Kalman Filtering is presented in Chapter 2 for
estimating the damping and relative mode-shape in near real-time under transient con-
dition. At each sampling instant the measured signals are expressed as phasors using
corrected values of modal frequencies. Damping is obtained from the estimated pha-
sor magnitude using a moving window LS curve-fitting approach while the magnitude
and phase angle of the phasors directly provide the relative mode-shape. Besides the
well-known 4-machine, 2-area test system, a 16-machine, 5-area system is considered to
demonstrate the methodology. Simulation results across a wide range of operating con-
ditions show that the relative mode-shapes are estimated with acceptable accuracy in
transient conditions. Monte-Carlo simulations show that the statistical variability in es-
timation as a result of random load variations and different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs)
is within acceptable limits. Results from a real-time simulator confirms the practical
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feasibility of the approach.
Estimation of damping, frequency and electromechanical mode-shape of the power system
in near real time can be used for discrete control actions like generation re-scheduling, re-
routing tie-flow, load shedding etc. Till date the WAMS infrastructure has primarily been
used for monitoring and discrete control. Recently, some utilities have shown interest
in employing remote feedback signals for damping power oscillations with closed-loop
continuous control. Most utilities, although encouraged by this exciting prospect, are
still concerned about the consequences of problems in data communication either in the
form of unacceptable latency or limited data rate.
The latency problem is addressed through a proposed modification of the traditional
phasor POD concept introduced by ABB, while an Observer driven System Copy (OSC)
approach is used to mitigate the bandwidth related issue. To account for the phase
change caused due to latency, an adaptive phasor POD (APPOD) is proposed which
adjusts the rotating coordinates used for phasor extraction. The oscillatory component
of the original signal is thus retrieved out of the delayed signal received at the control
centre. An adaptive phase shift algorithm is used here unlike a conventional phasor POD,
to suit different signals and operating conditions. A comparison with a conventional gain
scheduled POD (CGPOD) and Unified Smith Predictor (USP) is shown to demonstrate
the improvement.
To deal with low data rates of the order of 1-2 samples per seconds (1-2/s) an observer
driven system copy (OSC) architecture is suggested. The basic idea is to use the knowl-
edge of the nominal system to approximate the actual behavior during intervals when
data from PMUs is not available. Each time new data samples arrive, this estimate is
updated by the most recent states provided by the observer at the PMU location. The
closed-loop behavior deteriorates as the operating condition drifts away from the nominal
dynamics. Nonetheless, significantly better response compared to the conventional feed-
back (CF) is obtained under bandwidth constrained communication. The deterioration is
quantified in terms of the difference between the nominal and the off-nominal conditions.
The above potential problems related to wide-area damping control is analyzed in the
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context of power systems with conventional power generation (modeled by synchronous
generators (SGs)). Future smart transmission grids are envisaged to be made up of
significant amounts of wind generation with a mix of AC and HVDC transmission.
DFIGs were mostly found to contribute positively to system damping although the op-
posite trend was observed under certain scenarios. Various effects contributing to the
overall system damping (e.g. wind penetration at sending vs receiving end etc.) were
studied in isolation keeping the other factors (e.g. tie-flow etc.) constant. The findings
were by and large similar to those reported in literature for other test systems with a
few exceptions due to specific nature of case studies. Implications of supplying bulk of
the future load growth by wind energy with only AC and both AC and HVDC were
analyzed. Under heavy loading, high wind penetration at the sending end of the tie-line
had negative impact on system stability while HVDC upgrade showed some beneficial
effect. The trends were explained in terms of the damping torque contribution of syn-
chronous generators which is the primary source of damping in power systems. Power
oscillation damping (POD) control through supplementary modulation of DFIG rotor
currents (both direct and quadrature axes) or active and reactive power order of VSC
HVDC link was demonstrated.
Important system level considerations towards coordinated control of doubly-fed induc-
tion generator (DFIG) based wind farms for power oscillation damping were analyzed.
Replacing a synchronous generator (SG) with power system stabilizer (PSS) by a DFIG
resulted in elimination of the corresponding local mode. Mode shape analysis for the
critical inter-area modes showed zero participation of the DFIG mechanical states like
machine speed. This led to very little observability of these oscillatory modes in the mea-
sured signals locally available at the wind farms and hence remote feedback signals were
found to be more effective. Relative controllabilities of the control variables (e.g. DFIG
rotor current components) were used to figure out an appropriate control structure. A co-
ordinated control design approach for damping multiple oscillatory modes through more
than one DFIG-based wind farm has been proposed. In absence of a straightforward
analytical approach, the fixed-structure decentralized control design problem has been
solved using heuristic optimization. The design methodology and performance validation
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has been demonstrated through modal analysis and non-linear simulations.
Besides point to point HVDC reinforcement to transfer extra power from wind farms, it is
envisaged that a sub-sea multi-terminal DC grid based on VSC technology would be built
around the North sea to tap the rich wind resource of the region and also interconnect
the UK and Nordic pool with continental Europe. From network operators’ point of
view, possibility of an enormous loss of in-feed (tens of gigawatts) due to a single-point
failure in such VSC based MTDC grid is one of the major concerns. This is the major
motivation for developing a modeling framework for a general asymmetric bipole MTDC
grid comprising positive and negative pole converters and DC cable network with positive,
negative and metallic return circuit. Compatibility with the standard multi-machine AC
system model was ensured for modal analysis and transient simulation of combined AC-
MTDC grids. Averaged model in Matlab/SIMULINK was validated against the detailed
switched model in EMTDC/PSCAD for both small and large disturbances (e.g. DC cable
faults). Interaction between a multi-machine AC system and an MTDC grid following
faults on both AC and DC sides and outage of converters shows that instability in certain
cases could only be associated with the DC side state variables. An averaged model of the
converter along with the DC cable network is therefore, essential to analyze the stability
and dynamics of combined AC-MTDC grids.
Limitations of using a fixed active power-DC link voltage droop for autonomous power
sharing in MTDC grids is demonstrated. A novel scheme for adapting the droop coeffi-
cients to share the burden according to the available headroom of each converter station
is proposed. Advantage of this adaptive droop scheme for autonomous power sharing is
established through transient simulations on an MTDC grid with four bipolar converter
stations and a DC cable network with metallic return. Results for both rectifier and
inverter outages under two different scenarios are presented. Post-contingency steady-
state operating points obtained from transient simulation are shown to be consistent with
those derived analytically. Impact of varying droop coefficients on the stability of the
MTDC grid is established.
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7.2 Contributions of the Thesis
• Proposing a novel phasor technique to characterize the system dynamic response
in near real-time in terms of damping, frequency and mode-shape
• Modification of the traditional phasor POD concept introduced by ABB to handle
time-varying signal latency in wide-area damping control
• Application of observer driven system copy approach in wide-area power oscillation
damping under bandwidth constrained communication
• Analysis of impact of wind penetration and HVDC upgrades on the system dynamic
performance and demonstration of power oscillation damping through proper con-
trol coordination of wind farms
• Modeling and stability analysis of MTDC grids connected to multi-machine AC
systems
• Proposing an adaptive droop control scheme for effective power sharing in asym-
metric bipolar MTDC grids
7.3 Future Research Opportunities
The following are a few probable future research directions:
Wide-Area monitoring: In this thesis, estimation of damping, frequency and mode-
shapes in near real-time under transient condition is described using a phasor tech-
nique. However, estimation of these parameters during ambient condition is also
important as it can alert operators about an incipient system stability issue - which
can then be alleviated by taking corrective actions. Phasor algorithm or other signal
processing techniques can be considered for such application.
Latency compensation in wide-area damping control: One issue with the proposed
phasor approach for latency compensation is the presence of very close-by frequen-
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cies. In order to get around this issue, modifications in the proposed phasor tech-
nique or other methods can be explored as a future research. Moreover, instead of
using a PI controller with fixed parameters for adaptive phase compensation, more
sophisticated techniques can be explored.
Impact of asynchronous generation on system dynamics: Impact of wind pene-
tration in the form of DFIG is only explored in this work. This can be extended
further within the same framework to assess the impact of full rated converter-
based wind generation and PV generation. Enhancement of system damping in
presence of a mixture of wind and PV generation can also be explored.
Multi-terminal DC grids: In this thesis, the problem with local signal based droop
control is shown and the effectiveness of remote feedback signal is illustrated. How-
ever, the latter requires communication link. To avoid this, modifications of local
droop control can be explored in future. MTDC grids can also provide AC system
support features like frequency regulation and voltage control - which requires fur-
ther research. Moreover, power oscillation damping of the surrounding AC systems
using MTDC network can also be explored.
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Power System Modeling
Power system modeling for stability studies is quite standard and is described here in
brief. Readers are referred to [94,116] for a detailed treatment.
A.1 Models of different components
Accurate modelling of the synchronous generators and their excitation systems is of
fundamental importance for studying the dynamic behavior of power systems. Other
components such as the dynamic loads (e.g. induction motor type), controllable devices
(e.g. thyristor controlled series capacitor (TCSC), power system stabilizer (PSS)), prime-
movers etc. need to be modelled as well.
The dynamic behavior of these devices is generally described through a set of differential
equations. The power flow in the network is represented by a set of algebraic equations.
This gives rise to a set of differential-algebraic equations (DAE) describing the power
system behavior. Different types of model have been reported in the literature for each
of the power system components depending upon their specific application [94,116]. Here,
the relevant equations governing the dynamic behavior of only the specific types of models
used in this thesis are described. The IEEE recommended practice regarding d-q axis
orientation [118] of a synchronous generator is used. This results in a negative d axis
component of stator current for an overexcited generator delivering power to the system.
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A.2 Synchronous Generators (SGs)
Synchronous generators (SGs) are represented by a sub-transient model [94, 116] with
four equivalent coils on the rotor. Besides the field coil, there is one equivalent damper
coil in the direct axis and two in the quadrature axis. The mechanical input power
to the SG is assumed to be constant during the disturbances such as a 3-phase fault,
obviating the need for modelling the prime-mover. The differential equations governing
the sub-transient dynamic behavior of the ith SG is given by:
dδi
dt
=ωi − ωs (A.1)
dωi
dt
=
ωs
2H
[Tmi −D(ωi − ωs)− (Xdi
′′ −Xlsi)
(Xdi
′ −Xlsi)
Eqi
′
Iqi − (Xdi
′ −Xdi′′)
(Xdi
′ −Xlsi)
ψ1diIqi
− (Xqi
′′ −Xlsi)
(Xqi
′ −Xlsi)
Edi
′
Idi +
(Xqi
′ −Xqi′′)
(Xqi
′ −Xlsi)
ψ2qiIdi + (Xqi
′′ −Xdi′′)IqiIdi] (A.2)
dEqi
′
dt
=
1
Tdoi
′
[−Eqi′ − (Xdi −Xdi′){−Idi − (Xdi
′ −Xdi′′)
(Xdi
′ −Xlsi)2
(ψ1di − (Xdi′ −Xlsi)Idi − Eqi′)}+ Efdi] (A.3)
dEdi
′
dt
=− 1
Tqoi
′
[Edi
′
+ (Xqi −Xqi′){Iqi − (Xqi
′ −Xqi′′)
(Xqi
′ −Xlsi)2
(−ψ2qi + (Xqi′ −Xlsi)Iqi − Edi′)}] (A.4)
dψ1di
dt
=
1
Tdoi
′′
[−ψ1di + Eqi′ + (Xdi ′ −Xlsi)Idi] (A.5)
dψ2qi
dt
=− 1
Tqo
′′
[ψ2qi + Edi
′ − (Xqi′ −Xlsi)Iqi] (A.6)
for i = 1, 2, ...,m, where,
m : total number of SGs,
δi : SG rotor angle,
ωi : rotor angular speed,
Eqi
′
: transient emf due to field flux-linkage,
Edi
′
: transient emf due to flux-linkage in q-axis damper coil,
ψ1di : sub-transient emf due to flux-linkage in d-axis damper,
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ψ2qi : sub-transient emf due to flux-linkage in q-axis damper,
Idi : d-axis component of stator current,
Iqi : q-axis component of stator current,
Xdi,Xdi
′
,Xdi
′′
: synchronous, transient and sub-transient reactances, respectively along
d-axis,
Xqi,Xqi
′
,Xqi
′′
: synchronous, transient and sub-transient reactances, respectively along
q-axis,
Tdo
′
, Tdo
′′
: d-axis open-circuit transient and sub-transient time constants, respectively
Tqo
′
, Tqo
′′
: q-axis open-circuit transient and sub-transient time constants, respectively
The stator transients are generally much faster compared to the swing dynamics. Hence,
for stability studies, the stator quantities are assumed to be related to the terminal bus
quantities through algebraic equations rather than state equations. The stator algebraic
equations are given by:
Vi cos(δi − θi)− (Xdi
′′ −Xlsi)
(Xdi
′ −Xlsi)
Eqi
′ − (Xdi
′ −Xdi′′)
(Xdi
′ −Xlsi)
ψ1di +RsiIqi −Xdi′′Idi = 0 (A.7)
Vi sin(δi − θi) + (Xqi
′′ −Xlsi)
(Xqi
′ −Xlsi)
Edi
′ − (Xqi
′ −Xqi′′)
(Xqi
′ −Xlsi)
ψ2qi −RsiIdi −Xqi′′Idi = 0 (A.8)
for i = 1, 2, ...,m, where,
Vi : SG terminal voltage magnitude,
θi : SG terminal voltage angle,
Rsi : resistance of the armature,
Xlsi : armature leakage reactance.
The notation is standard as in [116].
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The differential equations governing the behavior of an IEEE-DC1A type excitation sys-
tem are given by:
dVtri
dt
=
1
Tri
[−Vtri + Vti] (A.9)
dEfdi
dt
=− 1
TEi
[KEiEfdi + EfdiAexe
BexEfdi − Vri] (A.10)
dVri
dt
=
1
TAi
[
KAiKF i
TF i
RF i +KAi(Vrefi − Vtri)− KAiKF i
TF i
Efdi − Vri] (A.11)
dRF i
dt
=
1
TF i
[−RF i + Efdi] (A.12)
where,
Efdi : field voltage,
Vtri : measured voltage state variable after sensor lag block,
and the rest of the notation carries their standard meaning [116].
The governing equations for the IEEE-ST1A type excitation system are given by:
dVtri
dt
=
1
Tri
[−Vtri + Vti] (A.13)
Efdi =Kai(Vrefi − Vtri) (A.14)
The fast acting static excitation system can be equipped with a power system stabilizer
(PSS) to provide supplementary damping control for the local modes. The feedback
signal for this PSS is the measured speed of the SG. The dynamic response of the PSS
is modelled by:
Vpssi =Kpssi
sTw
(1 + sTw)
(1 + sT1i)
(1 + sT2i)
(1 + sT3i)
(1 + sT4i)
(A.15)
where,
Vti : measured terminal voltage,
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and the rest of the notation carries their standard meaning as in [116].
A.4 Wind Turbine and Induction Generator
Modeling of wind turbine and induction generator of DFIG is described below in brief.
Further details can be found in [101–103]. The wind turbine is modeled with the following
set of algebraic equations:
Pm =
1
2
ρπR2Cp(λ, β)V
3
w (A.16)
Tm =
(
Pm
ωtSbase
)
(A.17)
Cp(λ, β) = (0.44− 0.0167β) sin
[ pi
2 (λ− 3)
7.5 − 0.15β
]
− 0.00184 (λ− 3) β (A.18)
λ =
(
ωtωelR
NgearVw
)
(A.19)
where, Pm: turbine mechanical power,
ρ: air density,
R: turbine radius,
Cp: turbine power coefficient,
λ: turbine tip-speed ratio,
β: turbine pitch angle,
Vw: wind speed,
Tm: turbine mechanical torque input at the generator side of the gearbox,
ωt: generator rotor speed at the turbine end,
Sbase: base MVA,
ωel: electrical base speed,
Ngear: gear ratio,
Vw: wind speed Wind turbine pitch control is neglected.
A two-mass model of the turbine-induction generator is used to represent the mechanical
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side of the doubly fed induction generator (DFIG):
dωr
dt
=
1
2Hg
(kshθtw + (ωt − ωr)cshωel − Te) (A.20)
dωt
dt
=
1
2Ht
(−cshωel(ωt − ωr)− kshθtw + Tm) (A.21)
dθtw
dt
= (ωt − ωr)ωel (A.22)
where, ωr: generator rotor speed,
Hg: generator inertia constant,
Ht: turbine inertia constant,
ksh: drive train shaft stiffness,
csh: drive train damping coefficient,
Te: generator electrical torque,
θtw: shaft torsional angle
The induction generator rotor is modeled by the following differential equations:
de′qs
dt
= ωel
[
−Kmrrvdr −
(
e′qs
Trωr
)
+
(
1− ωr
ωs
)
e′ds +R2ids
]
ωs (A.23)
de′ds
dt
= ωel
[
Kmrrvqr −
(
e′ds
Trωr
)
−
(
1− ωr
ωs
)
e′qs −R2iqs
]
ωs (A.24)
The stator transients are neglected [102] and is modeled by the following algebraic equa-
tions:
Kmrrvqr − vqs −
(
e′ds
Trωs
)
+
(
ωr
ωs
)
e′qs + ωsL
′
sids −R1iqs = 0 (A.25)
Kmrrvdr − vds +
(
e′qs
Trωs
)
+
(
ωr
ωs
)
e′ds − ωsL′siqs −R1ids = 0 (A.26)
Here, ωs: synchronous speed,
e′qs, e
′
ds: equivalent q,d-axis voltage behind transient impedance,
vqs, vds: stator q, d-axis voltage,
iqs, ids: stator q, d-axis current,
vqr, vdr: rotor q, d-axis voltage,
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iqr, idr: rotor q, d-axis current,
Lss, Lrr, Lm: stator, rotor and mutual inductance,
Kmrr: Lm/Lrr,
L′s: Lss − LmKmrr,
Rs: stator resistance,
Rr: rotor resistance,
R2: K
2
mrrRr,
R1: Rs +R2,
Tr: Lrr/Rr
A.5 Thyristor controlled series capacitor (TCSC)
A TCSC is a Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) device which consists of a
series capacitor bank shunted by a thyristor controlled reactor (TCR) in order to provide
a smooth variation in series capacitive reactance [6, 119]. This is used for the compen-
sation of the transmission line inductance which, in turn, controls the power flow in the
transmission line. The circuit diagram of a typical TCSC is shown in Fig. A.1.
Figure A.1: Thyristor controlled series capacitor (TCSC) topology
The control action of the TCSC can be expressed in terms of its percentage compensa-
tion kc, defined as kc =
XC
XL
× 100% where, XL is the reactance of the line and XC is the
effective capacitive reactance offered by the TCSC.
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The dynamic characteristics of the TCSC is assumed to be modelled by a single time
constant (Ttcsc = 0.02 s) representing the response time of the TCSC control circuit as
follows:
d
dt
∆kc =
1
Ttcsc
(−∆kc +∆kc−ref +∆kc−ss) (A.27)
The small-signal dynamic model is given in Fig. A.2 where, ∆kc is the incremental change
in value of kc about the nominal value. The reference setting ∆kc−ref is augmented by
∆kc−ss within a limit of ∆kc−max and ∆kc−min in the presence of supplementary damping
control.
Ttcscs1+
1
kc
  kc-min
kc-max
kc-ref
kc-ss
+
+
∆
∆
∆
∆∆
Figure A.2: Small-signal dynamic model of TCSC
A.6 Network Power Flow Model
The network power balance equation for the ith SG bus is given by:
Vi cos(δi − θi)Iqi − Vi sin(δi − θi)Idi − Spi = 0 (A.28)
−Vi sin(δi − θi)Iqi − Vi cos(δi − θi)Idi − Sqi = 0 (A.29)
where,
Spi =
k=n∑
k=1
ViVk[Gik cos(θi − θk) +Bik sin(θi − θk)]
Sqi =
k=n∑
k=1
ViVk[Gik sin(θi − θk)−Bik cos(θi − θk)]
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for i = 1, 2, ...,m
Power balance equations for the ith non-SG bus is given by:
PLi(Vi) +
k=n∑
k=1
ViVk[Gik cos(θi − θk) +Bik sin(θi − θk)] = 0 (A.30)
QLi(Vi) +
k=n∑
k=1
ViVk[Gik sin(θi − θk)−Bik cos(θi − θk)] = 0 (A.31)
for i = m+ 1, ..., n
where, n is the total number of buses in the system and Yik = Gik + jBik is the element
of the ith row and kth column of the bus admittance matrix Y .
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Appendix B
Eigen Analysis: Application in
Power Systems
B.1 Linear Model: Eigenvalue and Eigenvector
The dynamic behavior of a power system is expressed as a set of non-linear differential
and algebraic (DAE) equations. The algebraic equations result from the network power
balance and generator stator current equations. The high frequency network and stator
transients are generally ignored when the analysis is focused on low frequency electrome-
chanical oscillations. The initial operating state of the algebraic variables such as bus
voltages and angles are obtained through a standard power flow solution. The initial val-
ues of the dynamic variables are obtained by solving the differential equations through
simple substitution of the algebraic variables into the set of differential equations. The
set of DAE is then linearized around an equilibrium point and a set of linear DAE is
obtained as follows:
x˙ = f (x, z, u) (B.1)
0 = g (x, z, u) (B.2)
y = h (x, z, u) (B.3)
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where, f and g are vectors of differential and algebraic equations and h is a vector of
output equations. The inputs are normally reference values such as speed and voltage at
individual units and can be voltage, reactance and power flow as set in FACTS devices.
The outputs can be generator power output, bus frequency, bus voltage, line power flow
or current etc. The notations x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rm, u ∈ Rp and y ∈ Rq denote the vectors of
state variables, algebraic variables, inputs and outputs, respectively.
Linearizing (B.1) to (B.3) around the equilibrium point {x0, z0, u0} results in the follow-
ing:
∆x˙ =
∂f
∂x
∆x+
∂f
∂z
∆z +
∂f
∂u
∆u (B.4)
0 =
∂g
∂x
∆x+
∂g
∂z
∆z +
∂g
∂u
∆u (B.5)
∆y =
∂h
∂x
∆x+
∂h
∂z
∆z +
∂h
∂u
∆u (B.6)
Elimination of the vector of algebraic variables ∆z from (B.4) and (B.6) yields the fol-
lowing:
∆x˙ = A∆x+B∆u (B.7)
∆y = C∆x+D∆u (B.8)
where, A,B,C,D are the matrix of partial derivatives in (B.4) to (B.6) evaluated at
equilibrium {x0, z0, u0} as follows:
A =
[
∂f
∂x
− ∂f
∂z
(
∂g
∂z
)
−1 ∂g
∂x
]
, B =
[
∂f
∂u
− ∂f
∂z
(
∂g
∂z
)
−1 ∂g
∂u
]
(B.9)
C =
[
∂h
∂x
− ∂h
∂z
(
∂g
∂z
)
−1 ∂g
∂x
]
,D =
[
∂h
∂u
− ∂h
∂z
(
∂g
∂z
)
−1 ∂g
∂u
]
(B.10)
The linearized system matrix A is obtained based on the particular operating condition.
As an eaxample, for FACTS damping controller design, the input matrix B has the same
number of rows as that of A with non-zero entries corresponding to the states of the
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respective FACTS device, the rest of the elements being zero. The elements of the out-
put matrix C depend on how the feedback signals are related to the states and/or the
algebraic variables. The entries of the D matrix are zero as there is no direct influence
of the control input on the FACTS device by the measured signals.
The A, B, C and D matrices represent the linearized model of the test system which
is used for analysis and control design. Interested readers are recommended to go
through [116] for further detail regarding the methodology of obtaining a linearized power
system model.
The transfer function of a system ∆y(s)∆u(s) = G(s) =
[
A B
C D
]
is given by:
G (s) = C (sI −A)−1B +D (B.11)
This can be re-written as:
G(s) =
Cadj{(sI −A)}B +D
det{(sI −A)} (B.12)
The characteristic equation is defined as:
det{(sI −A)} = 0 (B.13)
Roots of this equation λ are known as eigenvalues of the state matrix A.
For an eigenvalue λi, the column vector φi satisfying the following equation is called the
right eigenvector of A corresponding to this eigenvalue:
Aφi = λiφi (B.14)
Similarly, the row vector ψi satisfying the following equation is called the left eigenvector
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of A corresponding to the eigenvalue λi:
ψiA = λiψi (B.15)
The left and right eigenvectors corresponding to different eigenvalues are orthogonal. For
the same eigenvalue λi, it is a common practice to normalize the vectors such that:
ψiφi = 1 (B.16)
The right and the left eigenvector matrices are defined, respectively, as:
V = [φ1φ2...φn]
W = [ψT1 ψ
T
2 ...ψ
T
n ]
T
(B.17)
B.2 Controllability, Observability and Residue
There are two aspects which need to be looked into prior to designing a controller for
controlling a particular mode of the system. Firstly, that mode of interest should be
controllable from the location of the controller i.e. it should be possible to influence
the behavior of that mode from the chosen controller site. Secondly, that mode should
be observable in the chosen feedback signal i.e. the behavior of that mode should get
reflected in the feedback signal. In control system literature, these are quantitatively
referred to as modal controllability and modal observability, respectively [100, 120]. The
product of these two quantities is known as the residue [100,120]. The transfer function
equivalent of a system G(s) =
[
A B
C D
]
is given by:
G (s) = C (sI −A)−1B +D (B.18)
The direct transmission term D can be dropped for simple understanding without affect-
ing the final conclusion. Using the orthogonal relationship between the right (V ) and
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left (W ) eigen vector matrices of A, i.e., V W = I, (B.18) can be rewritten as:
G (s) = C (sI −A)−1B
= CVW (sI −A)−1 V WB
= CV [V −1 (sI −A)W−1]−1WB
= CV (sI − Λ)−1WB
=
i=n∑
i=1
CφiψiB
s− λi
=
i=n∑
i=1
Ri
s− λi (B.19)
Ri is known as the modal residue which is the product of modal observability (Cφi) and
modal controllability (ψiB). The controller location and the feedback signal(s) are se-
lected in such a way that the model residues corresponding to each of the critical modes
are as high as possible [121].
In power systems, the location of the controllable devices (e.g. FACTS devices) are gen-
erally decided from steady-state considerations. It might not be cost effective to place
a FACTS device at a particular location from damping considerations only. In practice,
these devices are placed in such a way to have optimum impact on the steady-state perfor-
mance enhancement (improving the voltage profile, facilitating power flow etc.) [6, 119].
Once the location of these devices are fixed, the modal controllability of a particular mode
becomes fixed and cannot be changed by the control designers. However, the modal ob-
servability and hence the residue can be maximized through proper selection of available
feedback signals.
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B.3 Model Reduction
The order of the controllers synthesized using state-feedback and pole-placement tech-
nique are at least as high as the order of the open-loop system. Therefore, it is mandatory
to simplify the system model, if possible, to ease the design procedure and avoid any com-
plexity in the final controller.
This is known as the model order reduction problem where the central idea is the follow-
ing: Given a high-order system model G(s), derive a low order approximation Gr(s) such
that the infinity norm of their difference ‖G(jω)−Gr(jω)‖∞ is sufficiently small.
A number of model reduction techniques are available in control system literature. Modal
truncation, residualization, balanced truncation, Schur balanced model reduction, opti-
mal Hankel norm approximation are the main ones. The Schur balanced model reduc-
tion [100,122] procedure has been used in this work for simplifying the system model as
it is numerically robust. The basic objective is to compute a kth order simplified model
Gr(s) from the n
th order original system G(s) such that:
‖G(jω) −Gr(jω)‖∞ ≤ 2
n∑
i=k+1
σi (B.20)
where, σi =
√
λi(PQ) and λi(PQ) is the i
th eigen-value of PQ and P,Q are the solution
of the following Lyapunov equations [100,122]:
PAT +AP +BBT = 0 (controllability grammian) (B.21)
QA+ATQ+ CTC = 0 (observability grammian) (B.22)
λi denotes the Hankel singular values (HSVs) of G(jω).
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Appendix C
Wide-area Measurement Systems
(WAMS)
The key components of wide-area measurement systems (WAMS) infrastructure are elab-
orated very briefly in this chapter. The material of this chapter is extensively borrowed
from Chapter 5 of [123].
C.1 Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs)
The phasor measurement unit (PMU) is the eyes and ears of the WAMS infrastructure.
The concept of PMU was originated from ‘symmetrical component distance relaying’ in
early ’80s and then evolved with time to become a mature technology. Depending on
manufacturers the PMU hardware may be different. However, a generic PMU [123] con-
sists of anti-aliasing filter, analog to digital converter (ADC), digital signal processing
(DSP) chip, modem, global positioning system (GPS) receiver and phase-locked oscil-
lator. In contrast to a relay, currents and voltages of all three phases are measured
with current transformers (CTs) and voltage transformers (VTs) to extract the positive
sequence components. These signals are scaled down to ±10 volts by appropriate in-
strument transformers and an anti-aliasing filter with a cut-off frequency less than half
the sampling frequency processes the raw signal. The ADC converts the analog signal to
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digital signal. The sampling clock of the ADC is phase locked with GPS clock pulse. The
DSP chip computes the phasors from the digitized signals with algorithms like recursive
discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Readers are referred to [123] for widely used phasor
extraction algorithms.
C.2 Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC)
The phasor data concentrator (PDC) collects data streaming from different PMUs, rejects
bad data and synchronizes them by aligning the time-stamps [123]. PDC can be a source
of latency as it needs to process a lot of data streaming out of many PMUs. Usually,
local storage facilities are also available in PDCs.
C.3 Global Positioning System (GPS)
The GPS was first launched in 1978 by the US Department of Defence. There are
presently 30 GPS satellites, each of which travel around the earth twice a day in such a
manner that at leats 6 of them can be viewed from any point on the earth. The GPS
clock generates one pulse-per-second signal. The PMU data is time-stamped through
these pulses with a micro-second precision. Further details and a list of references on
GPS can be found in [123].
C.4 Communication Links
Communication links, which are used to send data from remote PMU locations to the
PDCs and control centers, is the backbone of the WAMS infrastructure. Depending on
the application (i.e. whether real-time or oﬄine), various technologies have been used.
Currently both wired (e.g. telephone lines, fibre-optic, power lines) and wireless (e.g.
satellites, microwave) options are employed for WAMS [20]. Use of the telephone lines
are common but provides a relatively low data rate due to the isolation requirements at
the substations. Power line communication is emerging as an option because it provides
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improved bit-error-rate [124] and offers about 4 Mbps bandwidth (BW) via the existing
electric supply grid. The most preferred medium is the fibre-optic link, which is used
by many utilities to exploit the high available BW (more than 50 Mbps) and inherent
immunity to radio frequency. Low-earth orbiting satellite technology can also be an
attractive option but suffers from narrow BW and associated problem of latency.
C.5 Standards
In order to achieve inter-operability among the units manufactured by different com-
panies, they should adhere to the standards governing the WAMS technology. PMUs
are governed by the IEEE standard IEEE 1344-1995 [125]. The file structure stan-
dard for PMUs follow COMTRADE format, which is also accepted by the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). The communication protocols include serial commu-
nication, transmission control protocol (TCP), user datagram protocol (UDP) etc. As
of today, there exists no standard for the PDC data format [123]. However, they are
expected to follow similar format as that of the PMUs.
C.6 Application in Power Systems
The data stream from different PMUs are sent via communication links to the PDC,
which synchronizes this data. This data is further communicated to the control centers
for different applications. The WAMS has three types of applications: oﬄine, near real-
time and real-time.
The oﬄine applications include post-mortem analysis of events in power systems. For this
purpose, data stored at the PDC or control center might be used. Communication links
with low BW and high latency do not pose any problem for this application. The near
real-time applications involve online analysis of the data arriving at the control center
followed by control actions through operator intervention. Faster data communication is
essential for this purpose.
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As of today, WAMS has been used for the two above-mentioned applications. Continuous
control in real-time using remote PMU data is a research issue till date, except for
a few pilot projects. In such applications data needs to incur minimal latency and
communication channels should have high BW. Closed-loop control is achieved in real-
time using measurements from remote PMU locations as feedback signals to the controller
located at the control centers.
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Appendix D
4−machine, 2−area Test System
Data
Figure D.1: Test system I: 4-machine, 2-area system with a TCSC
Details of this system shown below can also be found in [88]. To control the tie-line
power flow, a TCSC is installed to provide 10% compensation in steady state.
The system consists of two similar areas connected by a weak tie. Each area consists of
two coupled units, each having a rating of 900MVA and 20kV. The generator parameters
in per unit on the rated MVA and kV base are as follows:
Xd = 1.8 Xq = 1.7 Xl = 0.2 X
′
d = 0.3 X
′
q = 0.55
X
′′
d = 0.25 X
′′
q = 0.25 Ra = 0.0025 Xd = 8.0s T
′
q0 = 0.4s
T
′′
d0 = 0.03s T
′′
q0 = 0.05s ASat = 0.015 BSat = 9.6 ψT1 = 0.9
H = 0.65 for G1 and G2 H = 6.175 for G3 and G4 KD = 0
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Each step-up transformer has an impedance of 0 + j0.15 per unit on 900MVA and
20/230kV base, and has an off-nominal ratio of 1.0.
The transmission system nominal voltage is 230kV. The parameters of the lines per unit
on 100MVA, 230kV base are
r = 0.0001pu/km xL = 0.001pu/km bC = 0.00175pu/km
The system is operating with area 1 exporting 400MW to area 2, and the generating
units are loaded as follows:
G1: P = 700MW, Q = 185MVAr, Et = 1.03∠20.2
◦
G2: P = 700MW, Q = 235MVAr, Et = 1.01∠10.5
◦
G3: P = 719MW, Q = 176MVAr, Et = 1.03∠−6.8◦
G4: P = 700MW, Q = 202MVAr, Et = 1.01∠−17.0◦
The loads and reactive power supplied QC by the shunt capacitors at buses 7 and 9 are
as follows:
Bus 7: PL = 967MW, QL = 100MVAr, QC = 200MVAr
Bus 9: PL = 1767MW, QL = 100MVAr, QC = 350MVAr
Unless otherwise stated, the active components of the loads have constant current and
the reactive components, constant impedance characteristics.
All four generators are represented by their 6th order sub-transient model as described in
A.2 and are equipped with IEEE-DC1A type exciters (see A.3 for details). The exciter
parameters are shown below:
KA = 20.0, TA = 0.055, TE = 0.36, KF = 0.125
TF = 1.8, Aex = 0.0056, Bex = 1.075, TR = 0.05
TB , TC , RC and XC are not used.
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Appendix E
16−machine, 5−area Test System
Data
Figure E.1: Test system II: 16-machine, 5-area system with a TCSC.
Details of a 16-machine, 68 bus test system, shown in Fig. E.1, are mentioned below.
Further details can also be found in [89]. This is a reduced order equivalent of the inter-
connected New England test system (NETS) and New York power system (NYPS) which
is taken from [126]. The buses are renumbered as in [89] keeping the topology and the
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data (static and dynamic) the same as in [126]. There are five geographical regions out
of which NETS and NYPS are represented by a group of generators whereas, import
from each of the three other neighboring areas, Area #3, Area #4 and Area #5 are
approximated by equivalent generator models.
Generators G1 to G9 are the equivalent representation of the NETS generation whilst,
G10 to G13 represent the generation of the NYPS. Generators G14 to G16 are the
dynamic equivalents of the three neighboring areas connected to the NYPS. There are
three major transmission corridors between NETS and NYPS connecting buses #60-#61,
#53-#54 and #27-#53. All these corridors have double-circuit tie-lines for which the
line parameters are given below. In the steady-state, the total tie-line power exchange
between NETS and NYPS is 700 MW.
All generators are represented by their 6th order sub-transient model as described in
A.2. The generators G1 to G8 are equipped with slow excitation systems (IEEE-DC1A)
whilst G9 is equipped with a fast acting static excitation system (IEEE ST1A) and a
speed-input power system stabilizer (PSS) [94, 127] to ensure adequate damping for its
local modes. The rest of the generators are under manual excitation control.
The NYPS is required to import 1500 MW from Area #5. To facilitate this large amount
of power transfer, a series connected FACTS device, such as a thyristor controlled series
capacitor (TCSC) was installed on the tie-line connecting buses 18 and 50 to provide a
50% compensation at steady state. Constant impedance characteristics for the real and
the reactive power load is considered, unless otherwise mentioned.
Table E.1: Machine bus data
Bus no. Voltage (pu) Power generation (pu)
1 1.0450 2.50
2 0.9800 5.45
– continued on next page
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– continued from previous page
Bus no. Voltage (pu) Power generation (pu)
3 0.9830 6.50
4 0.9970 6.32
5 1.0110 5.05
6 1.0500 7.00
7 1.0630 5.60
8 1.0300 5.40
9 1.0250 8.00
10 1.0100 5.00
11 1.0000 10.00
12 1.0156 13.50
13 1.0110 35.91
14 1.0000 17.85
15 1.0000 10.00
16 1.0000 40.00
Table E.2: Load bus data
Bus no. Real load (pu) Reactive load (pu)
17 60.00 3.0000
18 24.70 1.2300
19 0 0
20 6.80 1.0300
21 2.74 1.1500
22 0 0
23 2.48 0.8500
24 3.09 -0.9200
25 2.24 0.4700
– continued on next page
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Bus no. Real load (pu) Reactive load (pu)
26 1.39 0.1700
27 2.81 0.7600
28 2.06 0.2800
29 2.84 0.2700
30 0 0
31 0 0
32 0 0
33 1.12 0
34 0 0
35 0 0
36 1.02 -0.1946
37 0 0
38 0 0
39 2.84 0.1260
40 0.6563 0.2353
41 10.00 2.5000
42 11.50 2.5000
43 0 0
44 2.6755 0.0484
45 2.08 0.2100
46 1.507 0.2850
47 2.0312 0.3259
48 2.412 0.0220
49 1.64 0.2900
50 1.00 -1.4700
51 3.37 -1.2200
52 1.58 0.3000
53 2.527 1.1856
– continued on next page
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Bus no. Real load (pu) Reactive load (pu)
54 0 0
55 3.22 0.200
56 2.00 0.7360
57 0 0
58 0 0
59 2.34 0.8400
60 2.088 0.7080
61 1.04 1.2500
62 0 0
63 0 0
64 0.09 0.8800
65 0 0
66 0 0
67 3.20 1.5300
68 3.29 0.3200
69 0 0
Table E.3: Line data
From
bus
To bus Resistance
(pu)
Reactance
(pu)
Line charging
(pu)
Tap ratio
54 1 0 0.0181 0 1.0250
58 2 0 0.0250 0 1.0070
62 3 0 0.0200 0 1.0070
19 4 0.0007 0.0142 0 1.0070
20 5 0.0009 0.0180 0 1.0090
22 6 0 0.0143 0 1.0250
– continued on next page
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From
bus
To bus Resistance
(pu)
Reactance
(pu)
Line charging
(pu)
Tap ratio
23 7 0.0005 0.0272 0 0
25 8 0.0006 0.0232 0 1.0250
29 9 0.0008 0.0156 0 1.0250
31 10 0 0.0260 0 1.0400
32 11 0 0.0130 0 1.0400
36 12 0 0.0075 0 1.0400
17 13 0 0.0033 0 1.0400
41 14 0 0.0015 0 1.0000
42 15 0 0.0015 0 1.0000
18 16 0 0.0030 0 1.0000
36 17 0.0005 0.0045 0.3200 0
49 18 0.0076 0.1141 1.1600 0
68 19 0.0016 0.0195 0.3040 0
19 20 0.0007 0.0138 0 1.0600
68 21 0.0008 0.0135 0.2548 0
21 22 0.0008 0.0140 0.2565 0
22 23 0.0006 0.0096 0.1846 0
23 24 0.0022 0.0350 0.3610 0
68 24 0.0003 0.0059 0.0680 0
54 25 0.0070 0.0086 0.1460 0
25 26 0.0032 0.0323 0.5310 0
37 27 0.0013 0.0173 0.3216 0
26 27 0.0014 0.0147 0.2396 0
26 28 0.0043 0.0474 0.7802 0
26 29 0.0057 0.0625 1.0290 0
28 29 0.0014 0.0151 0.2490 0
53 30 0.0008 0.0074 0.4800 0
– continued on next page
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From
bus
To bus Resistance
(pu)
Reactance
(pu)
Line charging
(pu)
Tap ratio
61 30 0.0019 0.0183 0.2900 0
61 30 0.0019 0.0183 0.2900 0
30 31 0.0013 0.0187 0.3330 0
53 31 0.0016 0.0163 0.2500 0
30 32 0.0024 0.0288 0.4880 0
32 33 0.0008 0.0099 0.1680 0
33 34 0.0011 0.0157 0.2020 0
35 34 0.0001 0.0074 0 0.9460
34 36 0.0033 0.0111 1.4500 0
61 36 0.0022 0.0196 0.3400 0
61 36 0.0022 0.0196 0.3400 0
68 37 0.0007 0.0089 0.1342 0
31 38 0.0011 0.0147 0.2470 0
33 38 0.0036 0.0444 0.6930 0
41 40 0.0060 0.0840 3.1500 0
48 40 0.0020 0.0220 1.2800 0
42 41 0.0040 0.0600 2.2500 0
18 42 0.0040 0.0600 2.2500 0
17 43 0.0005 0.0276 0 0
39 44 0 0.0411 0 0
43 44 0.0001 0.0011 0 0
35 45 0.0007 0.0175 1.3900 0
39 45 0 0.0839 0 0
44 45 0.0025 0.0730 0 0
38 46 0.0022 0.0284 0.4300 0
53 47 0.0013 0.0188 1.3100 0
47 48 0.0025 0.0268 0.4000 0
– continued on next page
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From
bus
To bus Resistance
(pu)
Reactance
(pu)
Line charging
(pu)
Tap ratio
47 48 0.0025 0.0268 0.4000 0
46 49 0.0018 0.0274 0.2700 0
45 51 0.0004 0.0105 0.7200 0
50 51 0.0009 0.0221 1.6200 0
37 52 0.0007 0.0082 0.1319 0
55 52 0.0011 0.0133 0.2138 0
53 54 0.0035 0.0411 0.6987 0
54 55 0.0013 0.0151 0.2572 0
55 56 0.0013 0.0213 0.2214 0
56 57 0.0008 0.0128 0.1342 0
57 58 0.0002 0.0026 0.0434 0
58 59 0.0006 0.0092 0.1130 0
57 60 0.0008 0.0112 0.1476 0
59 60 0.0004 0.0046 0.0780 0
60 61 0.0023 0.0363 0.3804 0
58 63 0.0007 0.0082 0.1389 0
62 63 0.0004 0.0043 0.0729 0
64 63 0.0016 0.0435 0 1.0600
62 65 0.0004 0.0043 0.0729 0
64 65 0.0016 0.0435 0 1.0600
56 66 0.0008 0.0129 0.1382 0
65 66 0.0009 0.0101 0.1723 0
66 67 0.0018 0.0217 0.3660 0
67 68 0.0009 0.0094 0.1710 0
53 27 0.0320 0.3200 0.4100 1.0000
69 18 0.0006 0.0144 1.0300 0
50 69 0.0006 0.0144 1.0300 0
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Table E.4: Machine dynamic data
Machine Bus Base
MVA
Xls
(pu)
Rs
(pu)
Xd
(pu)
X
′
d
(pu)
X
′′
d (pu) T
′
do (s) T
′′
do
(s)
1 1 100 0.0125 0 0.1 0.0310 0.0250 10.2 0.05
2 2 100 0.0350 0 0.295 0.0697 0.0500 6.56 0.05
3 3 100 0.0304 0 0.2495 0.0531 0.0450 5.70 0.05
4 4 100 0.0295 0 0.262 0.0436 0.0350 5.69 0.05
5 5 100 0.0270 0 0.33 0.0660 0.0500 5.40 0.05
6 6 100 0.0224 0 0.254 0.0500 0.0400 7.30 0.05
7 7 100 0.0322 0 0.295 0.0490 0.0400 5.66 0.05
8 8 100 0.0280 0 0.29 0.0570 0.0450 6.70 0.05
9 9 100 0.0298 0 0.2106 0.0570 0.0450 4.79 0.05
10 10 100 0.0199 0 0.169 0.0457 0.0400 9.37 0.05
11 11 100 0.0103 0 0.128 0.0180 0.0120 4.10 0.05
12 12 100 0.0220 0 0.101 0.0310 0.0250 7.40 0.05
13 13 200 0.0030 0 0.0296 0.0055 0.0040 5.90 0.05
14 14 100 0.0017 0 0.018 0.0028 0.0023 4.10 0.05
15 15 100 0.0017 0 0.018 0.028 0.0023 4.10 0.05
16 16 200 0.0041 0 0.0356 0.071 0.0055 7.80 0.05
Table E.5: Machine dynamic data
Machine no. Xq
(pu)
X
′
q
(pu)
X
′′
q
(pu)
T
′
qo
(s)
T
′′
qo
(s)
H(s) D
1 0.069 0.028 0.025 1.5 0.035 42.0 4.0
2 0.282 0.060 0.050 1.5 0.035 30.2 9.75
3 0.237 0.050 0.045 1.5 0.035 35.8 10.0
– continued on next page
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Machine no. Xq
(pu)
X
′
q
(pu)
X
′′
q
(pu)
T
′
qo
(s)
T
′′
qo
(s)
H(s) D
4 0.258 0.040 0.035 1.5 0.035 28.6 10.0
5 0.310 0.060 0.050 0.44 0.035 26.0 3.0
6 0.241 0.045 0.040 0.4 0.035 34.8 10.0
7 0.292 0.045 0.040 1.5 0.035 26.4 8.0
8 0.280 0.050 0.045 0.41 0.035 24.3 9.0
9 0.205 0.050 0.045 1.96 0.035 34.5 14.0
10 0.115 0.045 0.040 1.5 0.035 31.0 5.56
11 0.123 0.015 0.012 1.5 0.035 28.2 13.6
12 0.095 0.028 0.025 1.5 0.035 92.3 13.5
13 0.0286 0.005 0.004 1.5 0.035 248.0 33.0
14 0.0173 0.0025 0.0023 1.5 0.035 300.0 100
15 0.0173 0.0025 0.0023 1.5 0.035 300.0 100
16 0.0334 0.006 0.0055 1.5 0.035 225.0 50.0
Table E.6: DC excitation system data
Machine
no.
Tr
(s)
KA
(s)
TA
(s)
Vrmax
(pu)
Vrmin
(pu)
KE
(s)
TE Aex Bex
1 0.01 40 0.02 10 -10 1 0.785 0.07 0.91
2 0.01 40 0.02 10 -10 1 0.785 0.07 0.91
3 0.01 40 0.02 10 -10 1 0.785 0.07 0.91
4 0.01 40 0.02 10 -10 1 0.785 0.07 0.91
5 0.01 40 0.02 10 -10 1 0.785 0.07 0.91
6 0.01 40 0.02 10 -10 1 0.785 0.07 0.91
7 0.01 40 0.02 10 -10 1 0.785 0.07 0.91
8 0.01 40 0.02 10 -10 1 0.785 0.07 0.91
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Table E.7: Static excitation system and PSS data
Machine
no.
Tr
(s)
Ka Vrmax
(pu)
Vrmin
(pu)
Kpss T1
(s)
T2
(s)
T3
(s)
T4
(s)
9 0.01 200 5 -5 1237 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2
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Appendix F
Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) Technique
PSO is a guided-random search technique [107,108]. The random search is performed in
an n-dimensional solution space if n parameters are to be optimized. The solution space
is initially populated with random numbers. Each potential solution is called a particle
which are given random velocities for flowing in the search space.
The basic concept of PSO technique lies in accelerating each particle towards its individ-
ual best position and the global best position at each iteration. The amount of accelera-
tion with respect to both individual and global best position is given random weighting.
At each iteration, the position (p) and velocity (v) of each particle i is updated using the
following equations:
vi(k + 1) = g × vi(k) + c1 × rand× (pibest − pi(k)) + c2 × rand× (Gbest − pi(k)) (F.1)
pi(k + 1) = pi(k) + vi(k + 1) (F.2)
where, pi(k): position of the i
th particle in the kth iteration vi(k): velocity of the i
th
particle in the kth iteration g, c1, c2: inertia, cognitive and social component of accelera-
tion rand: function generating random numbers pibest: best previous position of the i
th
particle Gbest: The best position of all the particles in the swarm
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The process terminates when the fitness of Gbest (i.e. the objective function) falls below
a specified threshold.
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Appendix G
PSCAD Model
As described in Chapter 5, detailed switched model of the MTDC grid shown in Fig. 6.5
was simulated in EMTDC/PSCAD platform. Following are a few illustrative snapshots
of the models built in PSCAD.
Figure G.1: Snapshot of the PSCAD model of the MTDC test system shown in
Fig. 6.5.
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Figure G.2: Snapshot of the PSCAD model of a converter station in the MTDC test
system shown in Fig. 6.5 .
Figure G.3: Snapshot of the PSCAD model of a converter bridge built within a
station in the MTDC test system shown in Fig. 6.5.
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Figure G.4: Snapshot of the PSCAD model showing converter controllers and pulse
generation scheme.
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